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Introduction

Hans-JUrgen DUrbaum

From July until November 1989 the so-called Integrated Seismic

Experiment Oberpfalz (1S089) had been carried out in the area

around the KTB-well in a cooperative effort by the contractor

PRAKLA-SE1SMOS and a large number of university institutes for

geophysics under the DEKORP project management. The major part

consisted of a 3D reflection seismic survey in a square area

of 19 x 19 km with the KTB at its center.

The signals of the 3D survey were recorded in the depth range

of 3220 to 3420 m in the KTB-pilot hole (experiment "Durch

schallung") and by an additional reflection recording

equipment for the experiment "3D-expanding spread". Further

wide-angle reflection experiments were carried out in order to

extend the area of information on the highly reflective

Erbendorf structure. VSPs with various offsets were carried

out between 710 and 3660 m and two orthogonal moving source

profiles (MSP) with geophones between 3310 and 3690 m. Two

orthogonal common midpoint profiles were recorded with shear

waves (SCMP experiment), and p-and s-waves were recorded in

the well from various azimuths and distances (experiment

MASE) .

The technical details of the experiments and first results

have been published in the first joint KTB!DEKORP report 90-6b

in 1990. This second report of this kind gives the results

derived from the 1S089-data so far. Still the results are

preliminary to a certain extent. This mainly concerns the work

on the 3D-reflection seismic data. The reasons for the

Author's address: DEKORP Project Management, Nieders. Landes

amt fUr Bodenforschung, Stilleweg 2, D-W 3000 Hannover 51
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difficulties are the complicated 3-dimensional velocity

structure including the anisotropy of the rocks and the steep

dip of many reflecting elements. New ways had to be found to

stack and migrate the data set. A "true-phase" stacking,

therefore, is only now under way, and it is anticipated that

the migration of the stacked data set may run into diffi

culties due to the steepness of dip of some structures.

In this report the results of a procedure of "envelope

stacking" are presented from which the reflecting elements

were picked and then migrated. Moreover so far we have only a

very approximate idea about the velocity distribution as a

function of space coordinates and direction because the

seismic data does not allow mapping the subvertical boundaries

between granites, gneisses and amphibolites. Finally, we are

still in the process of learning what the major causes of the

reflection of the seismic energy are: boundaries between

lithological or tectonic units? It seems to be that the tec

tonic structures are of the greatest importance, but we have

to learn about the corresponding changes of the physical

properties to understand the observations.
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Preliminary generation of a stacked data volume of the entire

ISO'S9-3D data set using an envelope technique

Manfred Stiller'

Abstract

The first attempts of azimuth-dependent normal moveout correction

and subsequent phase-consistent stacking resulted in unsatisfying

quality in the crystalline part of the ISO'S9-3D survey area

especially for the extremely dipping elements in the first few

krn. One decisive observation is the different reflectivity (i. e.

traveltime and amplitude of events) for different azimuth ranges,

so that no constructive, phase-consistent 3D-stack with all

traces of each bin was attainable. Thus, another stacking method

using not the seismic traces themselves but their envelopes was

worked out to produce the first stack of the entire 3D data cube.

This technique reacts more tolerantly towards inaccurate travel

time corrections, but of course it cannot yield the high resolu

tion of phase-consistently stacked data. The procedure for the

envelope stacking method is described in detail and many of the

resulting sections are depicted in different slice directions.

A variety of recognizable horizons within the envelope-stacked

data set was evaluated with an interactive 3D-seismic interpreta

tion system. The dip information contained in the resulting

traveltime maps was used to perform horizon migrations and to

control directly the azimuth-dependency of the stacking velocity

for a new and improved phase-consistent stack. Therefore, the

close connection of processing and interpretation is of high

advantage. Another efficient process, developed at the DEKORP

Processing Center in Clausthal, is also presented a true

spatially operating coherency enhancement method leading to a

clearly increased perceptibility of all events correlating within

larger areas. As a by-product additional coherency-dependent

dominant dip values are attained in a very high spatial density.

They can be used again for a control of the azimuth-dependency of

the dynamic corrections for the final, phase-consistent and

migratable 3D-stack of the ISO'S9-3D data volume.

J Author's address: DEKORP Processing Center, Inst.f.Geophys.d.

TU CLZ, Arnold-Sommerfeld-Str.l, 3392 Clausthal-Zfd., Germany
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Problems of conventional 3D-processing in crystalline setting

The location and the topography of the survey area are shown in

figures la and b. Due to geological and hardware-technical

aspects it was necessary to divide the 20 km * 20 km survey plane

into four subareas A, a, C, and O. The processing is completely

performed at the OEKORP Processing Center (OPC) at Clausthal. A

detailed description of the acquisition geometry of the 1S0'89-3D

reflection seismics has already been given by Rehling and Stiller

(1990). The aims and the recording configuration resulting from

this have been discussed as well as the problems and solutions

with its transposition into the field. In addition, all survey

parameters, the subsurface coverage-, offset-, and azimllth

distributions have been summarized. That publication ended with

the description of the extensive and careful checking of geo

metry- and seismic data (quality control, conformity between

geometry-, static- and trace-data bases). A detailed flow chart

was given as an overview of the processing- and interpretation

sequence planned at that stage.

The probably most important procedure to obtain a phase-consis

tent, high-resolution 3D-stack is the determination of appro

priate normal moveollt (NMO) correction velocities specified in

detail in time and space. On the one hand, the stacking

velocities depend on the respective location in the area, on the

respective horizon depth, on the actual subsurface velocity and

on the respective source-receiver distance (offset). But on the

other hand, they depend predominantly on the apparent reflector

dip and dip direction, measured against the direction of the

respective source-receiver configuration.

In 2D-seismics with linear geophone arrangement the source

receiver-azimuths generally do not vary (or only for the near

offset traces in the case of lateral source offsets, which

commonly neglected). In 30-seisrnics. however, a well-balanced

offset- and azimuth distribution of the source-receiver combina

tions is intended to collect reflection information from dif

ferent directions and distances for each bin. This is a prerequi

site to investigate the true, spatial position (amount and

direction of dip) of all reflecting elements with certainty.

Thus, for dipping layers the stacking velocities must be deter

mined and applied strictly with respect to their azimuth

dependency. A more detailed representation of the theoretical

background is given by Stiller (1991).
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Fig. 1 : I a I Location map of the surve ¥ area (parU Uoned into

subareas A. B. C. and D for processing purposes'

Ibl Topography of the survey area (elevations between 400

and 800 m.
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Actually, all attempts of azimuth-dependent velocity analyses

with subsequent, conventional azimuth-dependent phase-consistent

3D-stack, as well as azimuth-restricted test stacks, yielded only

unsatisfying results so far. This occurred most strongly in the

crystalline part of the study with its extremely inclined

reflectors. It was an unexpected observation, because the conven

tional 3D-processing method described above is well-suited for

exploration tasks in sedimentary areas even in the presence of

dipping layers. At first sight, azimuth-restricted stacks with

balanced and optimized selection of correction parameters have

led to satisfactory results in the beginning of the ISO'89-3D

processing. Actually, however, the reflectivity (time position

and strength of events) for different azimuth ranges appears

sufficiently different, so that no constructive, phase-consistent

3D-stack using all traces of each bin is attainable.

Especially, when performing azimuth-restricted stacks (to over

come the problem of azimuth-dependent variation of the NMO

velocities), the subsurface coverage is severely reduced. This

implies an insufficient improvement of the signal/noise (S/N) ra

tio, so that several adjacent vertical slices had to be summed up

perpendicularily to the respective slice direction. This process

of horizontal mixing, however, works as a wavelength filter which

perfectly suppresses those reflections dipping steeply in summa

tion direction, so that a continous, spatial and reliable

interpretation is no longer guaranteed. Figures 2 and 3 illus

trate the variation of information content in azimuth-restricted

stacks by the opposition of two inline- and two crossline

sections, showing the same CDPs respectively, however for two

different 450 -azimuth ranges. Figure 4 shows the improvement of

SIN-ratio by horizontal mixing perpendicularily to the slice

direction followed by 2D coherency filtering in slice direction.

Some possible reasons for the observed phenomena preventing a

conventional phase-consistent stack can be summarized as follows:

poorness and discontinuity of reflections in crystalline

setting unlike to those in sediments,

very steep reflector dips in the first few km of the crust,

probably considerable and irregular anisotropy of the subsur

face,

usage of vibroseis-method with a vertical stacking rate of

only 5- to 8-fold,

just I5-fold subsurface coverage (with 450 -azimuth-restriction

even only 4-foldl.
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SW - NE INLINE SECTION I 350 m NW TO 11TH - HOLE
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Fig. 2: Azimuth-restricted stacks (inline sections, subarea B):

comparison of different azimuth ranges used for stacking

the same CDP line.
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This situation suggests the testing and development of alterna

tive processing concepts like application of automatic residual

dynamic corrections, modification of the NMO to allow for

consideration of anisotropy, 3D-DMO stacking, diffraction stack

ing theory, prestack migration etc. For sure, this would be an

extremely lengthy attempt with certainly arising new problems.

A fast approach to stacking laterally inhomogeneous 3D-data

In order to obtain relatively fast and with reasonable efforts a

nevertheless (at least simplified) spatial image of the main

subsurface structures, an envelope stacking technique was devel

oped at the OPC Clausthal and successfully applied. By this

method, simply spoken, the envelopes of the absolute amplitudes

of all traces of a bin are azimuth-independently summed up to

form a stacked trace. The summation of those (only positive)

envelope values, as well as the lowpass-effect of the envelope

generation process, prevent destructive stacking rather effi

ciently. Subsequently, the result is squared to enhance the

dynamics and to obtain an 'energy section'. Table 1 shows the

processing sequence used for envelope stacking at the ope.

The envelope stacking technique reacts much more insensibly

against errors in the stacking velocities which can be determined

only roughly and azimuth-independently due to the not yet exactly

known spatial position of the subsurface structures. But the use

of the envelopes instead of the data itself implies the loss of

any phase-consistence and diminishes considerably the time reso

lution. These disadvantages are clearly compensated, however, by

the increased SiN-ratio, yielded by the stacking of all traces

within each bin. Thus, the horizontal trace-mixing of adjacent

slices can be avoided preserving all dips equivalently. In other

words, the reflection information concerning the spatial position

of horizons is almost completely maintained enabling a spatially

continous interpretation for the first time.

In contrast to 3D exploration seismics, where the study region

usually is rather known by previous 20-surveys and drillholes,

the crystalline subsurface around the KTB is nearly unknown.

Thus, it is quite advisible to detect and map large-scaled

structures in a first, coarse step (e. g. by an envelope stack),

and then exactly evaluate single phases of defined horizons in a

second step (by a final phase-consistent stack).
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TABLE 1
PROCESSING SEQUENCE OF ISO 89 I KTB 3D - ENVELOPE STACt:S

EDITING AND BORTINB INTO COHNON DEPTH POINT ORDER

ANALYTICAL SCALING FOR AMPLITUDE DECAY COHPENSATION
FULL STATIC CORRECTIONS
MUTING OF FIRST ARRIVALS AND WIDE ANGLE EVENTS
RANDOM WINDOW SCALING
BAND PASS FILTERING TO ELIMINATE UNUSEFUL FREQUENCIES
AGC SCALIN8

ROUGH DYNAMIC CORRECTIONS
BUILDING OF THE TRACE ENVELOPES
STACkING (FULL 1~-FOLD COVERABE)

HORIZONTAL EQUALIZATION
SPATIAL MIXING (EACH TRACE WITH ALL 8 DIRECT NEIGHBOURS)
BUILDING OF THE TRACE ENERGIES
PROGRAMMED SCALING FOR COVERAGE CONPENSATION
LOW PASS FILTERING FOR SMOOTHING

BORTING INTO JNLINE, CROSSLINE OR TIME SLICE ORDER
AREA-DISPLAY WITH BIAS

Due to the good results of the envelope stacking procedtlre

achieved in one stlbarea all other subareas of the survey have

been processed in this manner. Thereby a preliminary synopsis

over most of the fundamental reflection information contained in

the 3D-data set is now at hand by:

357 vertical sections in inline direction (5W-NE, parallel one

to another with a slice distance of 50 m),

382 vertical sections in cross line direction (NW-5E, parallel

one to another with a slice distance of 50 m),

750 horizontal sections (6 sec, parallel one to another with a

time slice distance of 8 ms).

The double-faced figures 5, 6, and 7 show examplarily 24 sections

of the three slice types respectively, at about equal spacing

through the entire data volume (see Fig. 8 for the location of

the several sections within the survey area).

Furthermore, the envelope-stacked data set was, after compressing

the amplitude dynamics, transfered into a microcomputer system. A

program was written enabling the user to let series of vertical

sections or time slices of the 3D-volume run on the screen (with

up to 25 pictures/sec) like a 'movie'. This 'animation' of the

150'89-30 data allows to identify spatially correlating events

by another method and provides an amazing visualization of many

reflection elements and their respective position, especially in

the coloured version. Another advantage of this computer

animation is, that not only a few sample sections (like the lise

of common paper displays) but all existing sections in all three

space directions are accessible in this compact way.
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Fig. 5: Selection of 24 envelope-stacked inline sections leach

SW-NE, 18.2 km long, 6 s TWTI. See Fig. 8 for position of

the respective Y-bin numbers within the data volume.
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Fig. 5 (continued)
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Fig. 6: Selection of 24 envelope-stacked crossline sections (each

SW-NE, 17.4 km long, 6 s TWTl. See Fig. S for position of

the respective X-bin numbers within the data volume.
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Fig. 6 (continued)
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~Twt ( ... ,1

Fig. 7: Selection of 24 envelope-stacked time slices (each 18.2

km • 17.8 km). See Fig. 8 for position of the respective

TWT in ms within the data volume.
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Fig. 7 (continued)
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Fig. 8: position of the vertical and horizontal section series of

Fig. 6, 7 and 8 within the 150'89 data cube.

Description. rating. and application of some major results

Quite good visible in the here depicted sample sections are the

strongly NE-dipping reflection events at about 0.4 to 3.5 s TWT

which pass through nearly the entire survey area. In the inline

sections they appear with about their maximum apparent dip and in

the crosslines nearly horizontally (i. e. in about their strike

direction). Since doubts existed initially, whether these steeply

dipping events were true reflections or only reflected refrac

tions (e. g. caused by the Franconian Line (FLI striking in

crossline direction), extensive modelling has been carried out to

clarify this question (Koerbe and Reichert, this volume).
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In the same context another seismic data set must be regarded

which is also figured in Koerbe and Reichert (this volume) - the

reprocessing of the 2D-profile KTB 8502, passing in inline

direction through the survey area. In the first processing of

1985 the main emphasis was laid upon subhorizontal events.

Therefore, steeply dipping events, which are now approved as real

features, could be recognized only weakly. However, they appear

very clearly in the reprocessed version of 1991,

of the processing parameters to the steep dips

NMO-velocities and the migration method used).

after adapt ion

(especially the

Meanwhile the 20-

profile KTB 8502, especially in its migrated version, has turned

out to be a valuable help with regard to a depth and dip predic

tion for important key horizons reachable by the KTB.

Already during the 3D-data processing several horizon planes,

recognizable over larger areas within the whole data volume

(subsets A, B, C and D), have been evaluated at the DPC section

by section and spatially consistently with the help of an inter

active, graphic interpretation system for 3D-seismic data

(COMSEIS) . In the crystalline part east of the FL a total of 13

events could be detected and evaluated over larger areas, in the

sedimentary part west of the FL further three events have been

selected in the upper and four in the lower time range. Hluchy et

al. (this volume) denote and describe all horizons interpreted so

far. Moreover, they value the suitability of the ISO'89-3D

envelope stack for an exact and reliable interpretation.

It turned out, that a connection of processing and interpretation

already in an early stage is of high advantage. For example the

perspective colour-displays of coherent events generated after

horizon-oriented evaluation of envelope sections are much more

instructive than the common plot series of black and white ( 20)

paper sections. The figures 9a, b, and c show such 30-arrange-

ments of combined vertical and horizontal slices as so-called

'skeleton'-, 'chair'-display, or 'flying carpet'.

But the main objective of the interpretation of unmigrated

envelope stacks is the generation of traveltime maps for a lot of

important reflectors in the survey area. These enable the

determination of amount and direction of the local, apparent

dips. With those parameters a certainly simplified, but neverthe

less spatially correct image of the actual subsurface structures

can be calculated using an appropriate horizon migration algo

rithm. Especially the multiplicity and variety of the parameters
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Fig. 9: Perspective views of

(for subareas B + C):

combined envelope-stacked sections

(a) 'Skeleton' : 2 io1ioe5, 1 crossline, 1 time slice.

(b) 'Chair': data cube cut open to provide an inner view.
(c) 'Flying carpet' : evaluated horizon between 2 inlines

and 1 crossline.

for the azimuth-dependent velocity analyses of the \Ins tacked

time resolution and accuracy is for the first time possible

yet lying ahead,

expect.ed

data,

generation of

can be considerably redllced.

a phase-consistent stack with the

Thus, the

high

with

of refl ectors,reasonable efforts. Apparent dip and dip direction

namely, are two important quantities absolutely necessary for

these unknown quantities are to be determined by

phase-consistent

Commonly,

stacking in the presence of greater dips.

lots

of painstaking and time-consuming azimllth-dependent velocity

analyses as described in the beginning of this contribution. Now,

however, they are directly accessible after the COMSEIS-interpre

tation of envelope stacks.
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Therefore, FORTRAN-programs have been developed at the ope CLalls

thaI providing:

- the data transfer between COMSEIS-system and SSL 3D-processing

software,

- the manipulation (gridding, interpolation, smoothing etc.) of

horizon time picks,

- the calculation and preparation of dips and dip directions

based on horizon times,

a simplified 3D horizon migration using constant velocity,

- the generation of azimuth-dependent velocity analysis data

bases based on the migrated dips.

By using the horizon planes interpreted with COMSEIS, the horizon

migration procedure yields approximately the true spatial horizon

positions and, thus, allows for a more precise depth and dip

prediction for reflectors in the range accessible by the KTR

borehole. The technical background and the migration results for

selected horizons are described in detail in another contribution

of this volume (Stiller and Tormann, this volume). All 13

traveltime maps east of the FL interpreted with COMSEIS have been

migrated meanwhile in this manner.

Phase-consistent stacking and further improvements

It should be clearly emphasized, that the actual sequence of

final processing and horizon interpretation as performed so far

is upside-down due to immense difficulties encountered in the

study area. Correctly and commonly, all evaluation and interpre

tation is to be based on a true wavefield migration calculated

from phase-consistently stacked 3D-data. The approach described

here consists of a horizon migration of COMSEIS-evaluations

yielded from an unmigrated envelope stack (dlle to the lack of a

satisfying phase-consistent stack of the whole 3D-data set so

far). The decisive advantage of this reverse seqtJence is,

however, that (based on the COMSEIS-time picks) within each

affected bin of each interpretable horizon amount and direction

of the local apparent dip are simultaneously provided two

decisive parameters for the necessary consideration of the

azimuth-dependency of the NMO-velocities. By this, laborious

azimuth-restricted velocity analyses can be omitted. Thus, the

subsequent phase-consistent 3D-stack is now attainable by a

considerably smaller time effort, maybe comparable with the

requirements for a 2D-profile of the same data amount.
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Consequently, the main objective is at present directed pro

gressively towards the realization of a phase-consistent stack

for the entire ISO'89-3D data set in a quality which is common in

20 deep seismics and which is a precondition for an exact 30

migration of the stacked data. Certain problems, however, with

destructive stacking effects occuring due to insufficiently

determinable NMO-velocities for steeply inclined reflectors in

anisotropic settings will probably still remain.

The first phase-consistent stack was performed for the subset B.

The unrnigrated traveltime information of four key horizons (SEl,

SE2, B1, B2) recognizable within the whole block B was used. As

outlined in Stiller (1991) an elliptical dependency of the

stacking velocities on azimuth was assumed and the ellipse

parameters were derived from the dip information calculated from

the time picks of the COMSEIS envelope interpretation. Compared

to the previous envelope stack this first phase-consistent stack

with the full stlbsurface coverage shows a remarkably high time

resolution and accuracy even without any poststack 'cosmetics'

(like horizontal summing of adjacent slices, coherency filtering

etc.) .

Further improvements will be probably gained by an inclusion of

additional 'COMSEIS-dips' for those horizons being only detect

able within smaller areas. However, certain limits will be

reached in any case with regard to a correct handling of

'crossing' or 'ending' horizons.

Another extensive and efficient new development at the DPC

Clausthal was the realization and successful application of a

program to produce a true spatial coherency enhancement of phase

consistently stacked 3D-data with tolerable computer runtimes.

The 2D coherency filtering is used since years as a standard for

stacked sections in 2D deep seismics. This efficient process

enhances the SIN-ratio by emphasizing events which correlate over

a number of CDPs (even if the amplitude is low) and by

attenuating non-correlating events (even those with higher ampli

tudes). It is based on an atJtomatic execlltion and rating of test

stacks of adjacent CDPs along user-defined dips and time windows

and results in an enhancement of those dip portions, for which

the stacking amplitudes become maximum. For a more detailed

description see Stiller and Thomas (1989).
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Of course, it is possible to apply this 2D-procedure on 3D-data

as well by treating each in- or crossline slice as a single 20

section. However, when performing coherency filtering in i01ioe

direction for example, it is not guaranteed at all, that in adja

cent i01ioe slices always the same dominant dips are detected and

enhanced to obtain a sufficient coherency filtering in crossline

or any other direction as well and to result finally in a contin

uous coherency-filtered 3D horizon plane again. Especially for

3D-data with poor and discontinuous reflectivity a coherency fil

tering in only one specific direction can lead to unclear, ambi

gallS and possibly deteriorated results in all other directions.

In order to overcome these shortcomings with certainty, the OPC

approach is based on a spatial concept and comprises the

following steps:

already for the coherency analysis a number of COPs lying in

an area (e.g. 5*5 bins) are taken as a basis (instead of a

number of COPs lying on a line as in the 20-case),

for these bin areas test stackings along planes of different

dips and dip directions are then performed and rated over

appropriate time windows

that plane positi.on in space is to be found, along which the

stacking amplitudes become maximum (which should happen

exactly when the related dip parameters coincide with the ac

tual position of the reflector plane).

the center traces of the analysed bin areas are weighed with

coherency factors derived from the maximum stacking amplitudes

in the respective time windows.

This proceeding guarantees that in adjacent slices of any

direction always the same horizons are recognized and intensi

fied resulting in a spatially enhanced SiN-ratio of the complete

3D-data set. DPCs corresponding computer program meets all these

requirements. In addition, it makes use of data base- and data

formats of the SSL 3D-processing software enabling data in- and

output without any difficulties. The computer runtime depends to

a high degree lIpan the number of different plane positions in

space to be analysed. With appropriate parameters it amOlInts to

about 1.5 min/COP, i. e. 750 ho"rs or 30 days for one of the four

3D-subsets (using a VAX 11/750 system). Subset B was spatially

coherency-enhanced so far in the way described above. The figures

10, 11 and 12 show a comparison of two in1ine section (ca. 2.5 km

SE of the KTB) in the processing stages envelope stack and phase

consistent stack, the latter with and without spatial coherency

enhancement to illustrate the efficiency of this new tool.
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Fig. 10: Envelope stack of two inline sections (subarea B), each

5.9 km long).
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Fig. 11: Phase-consistent stack of two io1ioe sections (see Fig. 10

for compar i son) .
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A 'by-product' of this spatially operating coherency procedure

turned out to be of very high advantage: inclination and azimuth

of the respective dominant dip for each bin in each time window

are automatically determined and written to a data base. Thereby,

additional NMO-correction parameters are provided with a very

high density automatically and independently from the COMSEIS

based dips mentioned before. They can be used (after editing and

smoothing if necessary) to attain a second, improved phase

consistent stack. By this, also an iterative approach is easily

realizable consisting of several alternating repetitions of

stacks with dip-controlled NMO and improved dip determinations by

coherency analyses of these stacks.

The methods described in this contribution open up a variety of

possibilities to produce a high resolution final data cube of the

entire 150'89-30 data set within an acceptable time schedule

providing a suitable basis for the 3D wave-field migration of the

phase-consistently stacked data and a spatially consistent geolo

gical interpretation.
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Preliminary Interpretation of the 3D-Seismic
Survey at the KTB Location

P. Hluchy, M. Korbe, R. Thomas •

Summary

A preliminary interpretation has been done on an envelope stack of the three-dimensional
seismic surYe~' of the ISO 89 experiment. This kind of stack is interpretable as well as a
normal stack with some restrictions. but all major elements are detectable. The major
structural elements, which ha\'e been the target of the interpretation in this special case,
can be divided into five groups. The three most important groups are a bundle of steeply
northeast dipping reflections with outcrops in the area of the outcrop of the Franconian
Line, a zone of high reflectivity with five reflections named Erbendorfbody and two curved
interfaces at the time range 3.5 to 4.5 s TWT. The results of this interpretation are in
good correspondence to the former interpretations done on the two-dimensional seismic
lines in the survey area.

1 Introduction

One, maybe the biggest, part of the experiment Integrated Seismics Oberpfalz 1989
(ISO 89) was the measurement of a 3D steep-angle, deep-seismic survey at the KTB
location. An area of 17.85 km x 19.1 km was covered by this survey. The average
coverage in the center of the survey is 15-fold. For a more detailed description of the
sUITey and its acquisition see Rehling and Stiller (1990).
In a first step the first seven seconds of the recorded twelve seconds reflection time have
been processed at the DEKORP Processing Center (DPC) at the Institute for Geophysics
of the Technical University ClausthaI. In the sketch of the survey area (Fig. 1) the Gaufl
Kriiger-coordinates related to the 12th meridian are quoted at the corners of the four
subareas. The division into these subareas was necessary because of the restricted volume
of disk storage at the DPC. The numbering of the inlines (I 185 - I 541) and the crosslines
(C 172 - C 553) is shown at the outside of the area. The inline direction SW - NE is
parallel to the geophone lines. The crossline direction NW - SE is parallel to the shotpoint
lines that means they are almost parallel to the strike direction of the Franconian Line,
which separates a crystalline basement area in the northeast from an smaller area covered
with Mesozoic and Paleozoic sediments in the southwest.

•Authors address: DEKORP Processing Center, Institut fiir Geophysik. TU Clausthal, Arnold
Sommerfeld-Str. 1, 3392 Clausthal-Zellerfeld
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Figure 1: The 3D-survey area at the KTB location. The coordinates of the super deep
borehole are 4.508790/5519880. This location is almost crossed by inline 357 and crossline
363 (further details see text).

The processing of the seismic data showed that the conventional three-dimensional pro
cessing scheme based on seismics in sedimentary areas failed in such a complicated cry
stalline area as it was found around the KTB drill site. Therefore, the first and up to
now the only stack of the whole survey has been done as an envelope stack. More details
of this processing procedure can be find by Stiller (1992) in this volume.
This envelope stack of the three-dimensional survey has been interpreted with three main
alms:

• Firstly, the interpretation should give support to the drilling crew at the KTB.
There should be hints for zones critical for drilling as weIJ as information about the
possible casing emplacement in the deeper part of the drill hole.
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• Besides the special informations about the close surrounding of the KTB the struc
ture of the whole area covered by the survey should be evaluated. These result.s
should be reconciled with the results of the int.erpret.ation of t.he two-dimensional
seismic lines in this area (Schmoll, et al., 1989) or should correct t.he interpret.at.ions
done earlier.

• Last but not least. the int.erpretation should give support t.o the processing of t.he
3D-survey to achieve the aim of a stack with improved qualit.y which includes infor
mations about the phase of the signals.

2 Interpretation of an envelope stack - possibilities
and problems

First of all it had to be proved t.hat events which can be det.ected in a standard st.ack (wit.h
phase information) can be seen in a corresponding envelope stack. The necessary t.est.s
have been done with approximately 300 eMP's of the t.wo-dimensional line KTB 8502,
because there occur the same structures as they can be found in the 3D-survey.
The line KTB 8502 has an average coverage of 80-fold. The standard stack wit.h t.his
coverage is displayed in Figure 2. This stack has been processed with very high stacking
velocities t.o image the steep dipping events in that area (Korbe and Reichert. this volume).
A coherency filter has been used to improve the signal/noise ratio. Figure 3 shows the
corresponding envelope stack. The velocit.ies used for this st.ack were t.he same as used for
the standard stack. The envelope st.ack was filt.ered with a high-cut filter wit.h a cut.-off
frequency of 30 Hz t.o get a smoot.her image of the data. In this first t.est it. can be seen t.hat.
the main interpretable struct.ures of t.he st.andard stack can be found in t.he envelope st.ack,
too. Even adjacent signals can be separated sat.isfact.orily and diffraction-like st.ructures
underneat.h 3 s TWT are clearly displayed.
Then the coverage was reduced to 15-fold t.o get. a comparison with t.he dat.a of the 3D
survey. At. first. sight. there is a great loss of informat.ion in the dat.a of t.he normal st.ack
(Fig. 4). Even the coherency filt.ering cannot really improve t.he result.. The reflect.ions
wit.h steep dip are no longer cont.inuous and it. will be very difficult. t.o int.erpret t.hem.
The diffract.ion like event.s underneat.h 3 s TWT can be hardly det.ermined as such event.s,
too. In cont.rast t.o t.his t.hese events are still interpret.able in the envelope stack wit.h t.his
very low coverage (Fig. 5). The steep dipping event.s seem to be more cont.inuous as in
t.he st.andard st.ack and are int.erpretable as well.
As result.s of t.hese tests it. can be summarized:

• The st.eeply dipping events can still be interpreted in t.he envelope st.ack, even if they
are almost. invisible in t.he normal stack. The structure of diffraction like event.s can
be determined with some rest.rictions (e.g. if the hyperbola branch crosses ot.her
event.s this cannot. be resolved) .

• In general it. can be said that. event.s locat.ed separat.ely in t.he data can be det.ermined
in an envelope st.ack even if t.he coverage is very poor. Event.s which crosses each
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Figure 2: Part of line KTB 8502 crossing the 3D-survey. Coherency stack with 80
fold coverage. The horizontal scale is 1:100000.
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Figure 3: Part of line KTB 8502 crossing the 3D-survey. Envelope stack with 80-fold
coverage. The horizontal scale is 1:100 000.
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Figure 4: Part of line KTB 8502 crossing the 3D-survey. Coherency stack with 15
fold coverage. The horizontal scale is 1:100000.
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Figure 5: Part of line KTB 8502 crossing the 3D-survey. Envelope stack with 15-fold
coverage. The horizontal scale is 1:100000.
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other or are adjacent in the duration of the signal cannot be resolved in such a stack,
but it is possible to notice them.

• It is quite clear that such an envelope stack cannot replace a standard stack with
phase information. But an interpretation made on the basis of an envelope stack
will get all main structures. However the resolving of the events is not as high as
in a normal stack. In this special case the reliability of the interpretation will be
improved because it is a 3D-survey. Thus the interpretation must fit the data in the
adjacent in- and crosslines. This will help to avoid severe misinterpretations.

After the proof of making sense to interpret such an envelope stack it is necessary to
describe the considerations made for this interpretation.
The targets of this first int.erpretation have been the major events occuring in great parts
of the area due to the nature of the envelope data. These events have been picked at the
relative maximum of amplitude and not. only in parts of the area where they show a very
high absolute amplitude. So it has been tried to get a close interpretation of continuous
events, because t.his has been necessary for the processing of the 3D-data. Therefore
t.he interpret.ation of the inlines was transferred by its tie-points to the crosslines and
reverse. So it. was possible to reduce the scattering of the int.erpretation-picks between
inlines and crosslines caused by the long duration of the signal of the envelope (30 
70 ms). These tie-point.s can help to extend the interpretation to an area in which only
very weak amplitudes occur, too. The interpretation has mainly been carried out. in the
in- and crosslines. The slices have been used to control the results of these interpretation,
because a reflection of an undulating surface causes a smearing of the reflection in the
slices. So the slices are not interpretable in a clear way.

3 Interpretation of the three-dimensional data

The int.erpretation of the survey, which has been done on a COMSEIS-system of Prakla
Seismos (now Geco-Prakla), included the results of the two-dimensional seismic lines
DEKORP 4. KTB 8502 and KTB 8505, which cross the 3D-survey (for a sketch of the
3D-survey and these lines see Fig. 1). Further information on these lines can be found by
Schmoll, et al. (1989).
It was necessary to do the interpretation in two blocks. The first block contains the
crystalline area nort.heast of the Franconian Line, the second block is the area in the
southwest covered with sediments. This division into two blocks is necessary because of
the seismic pull-down effect caused by the sediments, which show a thickness of up to
3000 m. This effect of about 700 ms here can only be removed from the data by a depth
migration, but at this time the data are still unmigrated and so the events underneath
the sediments have to be considered separately.
Figures 6 to 8 show examples for the interpretation of the three-dimensional data. There
are only some of the interpretations displayed to keep the clearness of the picture.
Figure 6 shows the inline 291 located almost in the center of the survey. The line is
displayed in the direction SW - NE. In the sedimentary area the horizons A-1 (the lower
one) and A-4 are marked. Underneath the sediments there are two horizons marked which
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Figure 6: Inline 291 with some interpreted horizons marked (more details 1n the text).
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Figure 8; Time slice at 3576 ms of the 3D-survey. The tie-points of horizon B-1 are
displayed.
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are each an example for a number of similar horizons. The upper one (M-3) belongs t.o a
group of southeast. dipping element.s which can be detect.ed only underneath the sediments.
The lower one (H-3) is one of t.hree horizons which occur almost. horizont.ally in t.he area
of 5 s TWT. The connection with t.he horizons in t.he crystalline part of the survey area
is not. clear, yet..
In t.he part. nort.heast. of t.he Franconian Line t.here are t.wo st.eep dipping elements (SE-1,
SE-2) marked. They are t.he lower and upper bound of a bundle of similar element.s.
Besides t.hese horizons t.he element.s B-1, B-2, G-l and G-4 are marked. These horizons
"'ill be described and explained below.
In Figure 7 t.he crossline 494 locat.ed at. t.he northeast.ern edge of the survey is displayed
in !'\W -SE direction. In this crossline t.he same element.s are marked as in t.he inline
as far as t.hey can be seen here. The rhomboid st.ructure formed by t.he horizons G-1
and G-4 can be seen clearly. This pict.ure gives an impresssion of t.he complexit.y of the
int.erpret.at.ion work which has t.o be done on t.his dat.a. The complexity is mainly caused
by a number of crossing element.s especially t.he SE-horizons.
The 3576 ms slice displayed in Figure 8 has been used t.o control the int.erpret.at.ion done
in the in- and crosslines. This cont.rolling has been done with t.he tie-points which are
displayed for horizon B-1 in t.his Figure. The horizon with the shape of a pear can be
detect.ed in t.he nort.hwest.ern part of t.he survey area. But it can also be seen t.hat. t.here
is no clear and sharp signal which can be int.erpret.ed in an unambiguous way.
The result.s of t.he preliminary int.erpret.ation can be summarized in five main groups:

• The first. group consist.s of st.eeply dipping event.s with a true dip up t.o 65 degrees t.o
northeast.. These event.s, which have part.ially a parallel, partially a split. structure
(s. Fig. 6). are named SE (steep event)-l, SE-2, SE-3 and SE-5. The origin of
t.hose reflect.ions may be overt.hrust planes, which reach the surface in the area of
t.he Franconian Line.

• The second group cont.ains two slightly curved, almost parallel major events and a
diffraction like event in t.he time range 3.5 - 5.0 s TWT. These reflect.ions seems
t.o be continuous in the envelope st.ack, but. there are severe hints that t.hese events
consist. of a number of overlapping diffractions. This can be caused by a very rough
or broken surface of a body. The element.s of t.his group are named B-1, B-2 and
R-l.

• The third group consists of five reflect.ions int.erpretable in block C in the time range
2.5 - 4.0 s TWT. These reflect.ions are well known as t.he rhomboid st.ruct.ure named
Erbendorfbody in the t.wo-dimensionalline KTB 8505 (Schmoll, et al., 1989). These
reflect.ions are named G-1 to G-5.

• The fourth group is composed of the reflections of the sediment.s in t.he southwest.
In the envelope stack five horizons named A-I t.o A-5 are interpret.able.

• The events underneath t.he sediments form the fifth group. In t.he envelope stack it
is quit.e difficult t.o decide which one is a mult.iple of the sediments and which one is
a t.rue reflect.ion. It. is quit.e difficult. to int.erpret. t.he connection of t.hese event.s with
t.he events in the crystalline block, too. So these event.s are not int.erpreted clearly,
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yeL There is the need for a normal stack with 1he informat ions 011 the phasf' of the
sigllals.

Besides these five groups there are many slllall reflecliolls and remarkable diffractioll like
events, which call be interpreted only ill some parts of tl,,' area.
Some remarkable reflections shall be discribed in morC' detail ill the following. The Figlll'('5
9 to 15 display the orientation ill space of t.hese event.s.

SE-1: It. is a steeply northeast-dipping evellt with a partially split structure. which
is recognizable only in t.he llormal st.ack. This f'venl shows a veri' poor ampli
t.ude in til<' northeastern part. of t.he survey area.. [n contrast t.Ilpre arc 5t roug
amplitudes in the near slll'rounding of the KTB well. [n the area of block Il (s.
Fig. 1) i1, is quite difficult to detect this evenL The extrapolated outcrops of
this struet.lIl'e will be some t.en meters wes1 of the Francollian Liue. 1'11<' true
dip varies between 40 and 65 degrees. The reflection Sl';- 1 seen}s to Iw the
lower boundary of a bundle of events slpeply dipping 10 1I0rtllf'as1. TIl<' I"':TIJ
well will hit this structure as a ZOlle of fraet.ures. 1\ so called "flying carpet" of
horizon SE-l is displayed in Figure 9.

SE-2: This event (Fig. 10) is a st.eep dipping event., too. It belongs to the above
mentioned bundle of steep events and it seems to be t.he upper boundar)' of it..
The reflection shows strong amplitudes mainly in the northwesterll pari of the
survey area. The dip of this event is some degrees lower than that of SI~ 1.
The extrapolated outcrops of this stmel ure will be some ten mC'Lers east of tile
Frallconian Line. The KTB well will hit this reflection as a zone of frac1urf's,
too.

SE-3: At about. 900 ms TWT this event (Fig. II) splits off from refledion SE 1.
Because of this its dip is lower than that of SE-L The reflectioll cau Iw se(~11

in the whole survey only fragmentarily. The KTI3 well will hit 1his struc1.llre,
but it will be very difficult to identify this s1 ructme in the borehole 1lf'lleath a
number of similar zones of fractures ill that depth.

B-1: It is a curved diffraction-like event betwef'n 3.5 and 1.5 s TWT. Thi;; ,"vellt is ill
terpretable in the whole survey area. The undulations, which are recognizeable
in the three-dimensional display of the horizon (Fig. 12), lead to the P['('5U III 1'
tion that this is not a continuous reflectioll. It. seems that. there are brokeu
reflectors, which occur in the sf'ismic section maiuly as diffractions. Thus th.,
interpretation of t.his event can be understood as an envelope of some single
events locat.ed at a surface. The structure will be hit, if the KTIJ well call be
deepened down to 11 km dep1 h.

B-2: This event is qllit.e similar t.o event B-1 (Fig. 13). It. is located deeper than
U-l. It, seems to be possibll' that bot.h events have the same origin because of
their almost para.llel course. Event B-1 can be the upper bOllndary and event
B-2 can be t.he lower boundary of a very rough or broken body. It. seems t.o Ilf'
doubtful if the KTB well will be a.ble to reacll this lower bOllndary Ii :1 becallse
of the greater depth.
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G-I: This event. is the lower boundary of a zone of high reflectivity, which occurs
in t.he northeast of t.he survey area. It is quite possible that this event. will
conlinue in block B, but at the moment it can only be said for sure t.hat it.
occurs in block C. It.s prolongat.ion int.o Block B can only be decided by the
kno"'ledge of the standard stack that means by t.he knowledge of t.he phase
informat.ions. This event dominates together with reflection G-4 in this zone.

G-4: This upper boundary of the zone with high reflectivity converges with the
reflection G-l in the northeast of the survey area. So this event intercepts
the horizons G-2 and G-3 (s. Fig. 7). The rhomboid structure formed by
t.he reflections G-l and G-4 can be seen in Figure 14. In the two-dimensional
seismic line KTB 8505 this struct.ure is called Erbendorf body (Schmoll, et al.,
1989). The seismic wide-angle measurements yielded to the result that this
st.ructure is a high velocit.y zone (Gebrande, et aI., 1990).

A-I: The reflection A-I (Fig. 15) is, from the actual state of the interpretation, the
deepest. reflection horizon of the sediments in the southwest of the survey area.
The horizon shows a flat syncline, which traces in the higher horizons. The
interface shows a dragging in t.he direct.ion of the Franconian Line. It seems
that the interface is broken because of that dragging, but this can only be
decided in a standard stack, because fault zones are not recognizable in the
envelope stack for sure.

The depth of the interpreted events can only be evaluated by a migration of the data or
by a map migrat.ion of the interpreted horizons due to the very st.eep dips. Up to now
the only migration which exist is a map migrat.ion of some select.ed reflections (St.iller and
Tormann (1992) and Wiederhold (1992), t.his volume).

4 Conclusion

There are some major reflections in t.he three-dimensional survey of great importance for
t.he structural image of t.he subsurface. The most problematic reflections are the steeply
dipping reflections, because the true orientation in space of this events is very sensitive
to the velocity model deduced for this area due to their steep dip. So there is the need
for very careful investigations on the velocity model. It is also quite necessary to get a
migrat.ed data set to maintain more knowledge of the homogeneity of reflections cut by the
steeply dipping overthrust planes (SE-*) (Hirschmann (1992), this volume). But it seems
to be sure that some structural elements of that area cannot be reached by the KTB well.
It will be difficult t.o integrate the interpretation into the result.s of the drilling, because
these results show a lot of small fracture zones, which cannot be resolved by the envelope
stack. A preliminary interpretation and a comparision of well data, lithology and seismic
results is given by Hirschmann (this volume).
The result.s of the two-dimensional seismic lines could be corroborated, especially the
rhomboid structure named Erbendorf body. But to achieve a resolution like the interpre
tations of these t.wo-dimensional lines it is necessary to prepare a stack which shows all
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Figure 9: Horizon SE-1 displayed as a "flying carpet". The displayed data belongs
to inline 210 and crossline 300. The line of sight is from the north.
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Figure 10: Horizon SE-2 displayed as a "flying carpet". The depicted data belongs
to inline 210 and crossline 300. The direction of view is from the north.
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Figure 11: Horizon SE-3 displayed as a "flying carpet". The depicted data belongs
to inline 210 and crossline 300. The data is viewed from the north.
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Figure 12: Horizon B-1 displayed as a "f1ying carpet". The depicted data belongs
to inline 210 and crossline 300. The direction of view is from the north.
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Figure 13: Horizon B-2 displayed as a "flying carpet". The depicted data belongs
to inline 210 and crossline 300. The line of sight is from the north.
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Figure 14: The horizons G-l (the lower one) and G-4 both displayed as a "flying
carpet". The depicted data belongs to inline 210 and crossline 300. The data is viewed
from NNE.
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e\'ents and has in addition the information of phase. To reach that aim this preliminary
interpretation can help in some way. because of the horizon orientated velocity discription
in the three-dimensional data processing. If there will be a better stack all interpretation
must be revisited and maybe changed.
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Application of a simplified horizon migration process to the data

of the 3D-seismics ISO'89

Manfred Stiller, Martin Tormann 1

Abstract

For several reasons the 150'89 3D-seismic data are at hand not as

conventional, phase-consistent stack so far but as 'envelope

stack' only. Therefore, the common wave-field migration proce

dures cannot be applied to attain information on the spatially

correct position of the particular reflector elements. To cope

with this problem a simplified 3D-horizon migration program was

developed at the DEKORP Processing Center Clausthal. It allows to

migrate not the seismic traces of the ISO'89-3D survey themselves

but the traveltime values for specific horizons derived by

interactive picking with a 3D-seismic interpretation system on

the basis of an envelope stack. The motivation, the basic

assumptions and the principles of this procedure are outlined as

well as the mathematical background and the p~rticular processing

steps. The migration results of some selected key horizons in the

area of the KTB are depicted by isochrone maps and 3D-views. By

this, a preliminary geological interpretation based upon the true

position and shape of several detected seismic surfaces is

enabled although the final processing, i. e. a phase-consistent

stack of the entire 3D-dataset (and its subsequent wave-field

migration), has not been finished yet.

Problem

For a reliabl.e geological interpretation of seismic data it is

indispensible to transform the traveltime information of the

stacked zero-offset data into a migrated depth version which

should represent a true image of the surveyed subsurface

structures as much as possible. Since the process of seismic

migration, realized by solving the plane wave equation, requires

quite large computer run times, it is commonly carried out only

once, i. e. after finishing all other processing steps with final

1 Authors' address: DEKORP Processing Center, Inst.f.Geophys.d.

TU CLZ, Arnold-Sommerfeld-Str.l, 3392 Clausthal-Zfd., Germany
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parameters. If this particular final processing is already very

time-consuming, e. g. handling a large 3D-survey, it is con

sidered very helpful to attain a migrated image of particular

horizons already at an earlier stage to enable a preliminary

geological interpretation. This is possible by migrating the

picked horizon time field instead of the original seismic traces.

As described in another contribution of this volume (Stiller,

this volume) the conventional 3D-processing scheme, approved in

sedimentary areas, failed in the complicated crystalline area

surrounding the KTB drill site where extremely steep dips and a

considerable amount of anisotropy dominate. Therefore, the first

and up to now only stack of the whole ISO'89-3D seismic data set

of sufficient quality was based on an envelope stacking technique

which avoids destructive stacking by summing up only positive

amplitudes. It offers, however, an evidently poorer time resolu

tion combined with a complete loss of the phase information.

Since it does not represent the complete wave field, the common

migration procedures such as Finite differences-, Frequency

wavenumber-, or Kirchhoff summation method are not applicable. A

migration method which nevertheless allows a rough estimation of

the true spatial position of particular hori~ons already in the

present processing stage has only to fulfill the following basic

conditions:

- use of picked horizon times instead of the original seismic

traces

- full 3D-ability and exact treatment of extreme horizon dips

- acceptable processing times and compatibility to existing data

formats (SSL processing system, COMSEIS interpretation system).

Considering the aim of a merely rough imaging of the shape and

spatial position of a few important key horizons as well as the

relatively poor velocity contrasts in a crystalline area the sim

plification of a constant velocity model down to the respective

horizon, i.e. the neglecting of refraction, seems to be adequate.

Method

A software package which is able to transform unmigrated travel

time surfaces into migrated horizon surfaces, according to the

conditions mentioned above, was developed, implemented and

successfully tested at the DEKORP Processing Center Clausthal.

The principles and the proceeding will be described more detailed

in the following:
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Starting point is the horizon-oriented picking process of travel

times with the aid of the interactive seismic interpretation

system COMSEIS based on the ISO'89 3D-envelope stack. From these

irregularly distributed time picks (on average each 10th bin in

each cross- and inline section has been evaluated for each of the

horizons detected so far) closed traveltime planes are to be

constructed by spatial interpolation. For that, several processes

of input data reduction beforehand and horizon smoothing after

wards are necessary to avoid excessive local dips due to piCking

inaccuracies between adjacent bins. Moreover, small-scale effects

are suppressed by this which cannot be imaged at all according to

the low resolution of the envelope method.

Bin ranges with insufficient density of input ,picks or doubtfully

inter- or extrapolated time values may adulterate the migration

results for bin ranges of ensured horizon interpretation se-

verely. Thus, it is recommendable in any case to edit (and

disregard) the former ones before the migration is applied.

If a horizon surface is given by time picks within a closed XY

bin area the instantaneolls apparent dip dt/ds follows immediately

by amount and direction for each bin. After selection of a

suitable migration velocity the local true horizon dip can be

calculated (see Fig. 1 and Table 1 for nomenclature) by

dr v dt

sin 0

ds 2 ds

The dip angle 0 appears again as sin 0 = Smlg/rmIU= Smtg/(V t/2).

Hence, the horizontal shift during migration is

8m I U = V

t dt v

- )

2 ds 2

The horizon depth after migration follows from cos

and with Zcn I 9 (v!2) tm J !J the migrated traveltime

,~
dt v

t m I II 1 - ( - ) ,
ds 2

o = Zm I !l / rm I ~ ,

is
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The direction of the true dip is identical with the direction of

the apparent dip. With this relation now all parameters are known

to find a migrated traveltime and a corresponding new XV-bin for

every horizon traveltime pick of each CMP-bin.

Often, however, more than one migrated point fall into the same

bin, e. g. when diffractions or steep dips are encountered. In

practice, they will not have necessarily the same migrated

traveltime, then. For these cases an average time value, weighted

with the migration shift, is advisable to be used. Especially if

the picked horizon surface lacks planarity, the migrated points

may strongly scatter within the bin area. After migration it is

therefore necessary to perform again a spatial interpolation with

similar parameters as for the unmigrated points to obtain a

closed, migrated horizon surface again. Of course, it has to be

taken care that only ranges which are verified by a Sllfficient

density of migrated points may be used to construct the migrated

horizon plane. In addition, uncertain migration ranges, e. g.

margins, are to be disregarded.

Results

Finally, some of the migration results obtained so far are

presented as isoline maps and 3D-views. Concerning the nomen

clature and description of the particlilar horizons it is refered

to another contribution in this volume (Hluchy et al., this

volume). The presentation is restricted to the part east of the

Franconian Line (FL) only. On each figure the exact position of

the KTB is marked by a thick black dot. After an appropriate

editing, only those parts of the horizon surfaces are left which

comprise reliably picked or migrated data.

Figure 2a shows isochrones for the SEl horizon approaching the

surface close the FL. The data are based on unmigrated two-way

travel times (TWT) picked interactively by the aid of a 30

seismic interpretation system (COMSEIS) and interpolated to form

a continuous horizon surface. The display is given in variable

grey density shading. Figl1re 2b shows the same target after

application of the horizon migration with a constant velocity of

5700 m/s. As expected the dip hecomes much steeper and, finally,

shows nearly doubled depth values compared to the llnmigrated

version. Figure 3 gives a 3D-perspective view of the SEI horizon

before and after migration.
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Fig. ); Perspective view of the SEl horizon before and after ho

rizon migration.

A similar situation is encountered regarding the even steeper.

north dipping SE4 horizon approximately approaching the Fichtel

naab Fault in its western part and the boundary between the

Falkenberger and Friedenfelser Granite in its eastern part.

Figure 4a and b show the unmigrated and migrated TWT isollne maps

(vmig ; 5000 m/sl.

The 81 horizon is ascribed to the top range of the Erbendorf

reflectivity zone (Fig. 5a and bl. Its domed structure appearing

in the unmigrated TWT distribution is contracted towards the

center after migration (vmig ; 6000 m/sl .

The R1 horizon in the range of the Erbendorf reflectivity zone

appears like an image of a point-like diffractor in the unmi

grated isochrone map (Fig. 6al. After migration, however, it

does not form a small-scaled diffraction element as expected, btlt

a clearly synformal structure (Fig. 6b). This situation does not

change even if the migration velocity of 5000 m/s is varied

within larger limits. Thus, a diffraction can be excluded rather

definitely.
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It; LINE

Fig. 7: Perspective view of the Rl horizon

rizon migration.

before and after ho-

Figure 7 shows once more the position and shape of the Rl horizon

again before and after horizon migration as a 3D view. This

migration result, however, should be interpreted only carefully

because a synformal structure actually would appear as a more

complicated reflection response bearing additional TWT-branches.

Therefore, the COMSEIS-picked migration input data might be

incomplete in this case.

In the described manner 13 horizons have been evaluated over

larger areas and migrated so far. A conversion of the migrated

TWT into true horizon depth values is too inaccurate without

exact velocity information and implies an error bar of at least

+300 m. This is dramatically illustrated in Fig. 8 where the SEI

horizon has been migrated with only vrnig=5200 mIs, a velocity

which yielded plausible results for the SEI on the 2D-migrated

profile KTB 8502. The isoline map of Fig. 8 should be compared

with that one of Fig. 2b showing the horizon migration with

vrnig = 5700 m/s. This more realistic velocity was derived from

first break pickings within the ISO'89-experiment 'Durchschal

lung' which is described in another contribution of this volume

(Martini und Stiller, this vo]"me). This experiment yields more

reliable large-scale average velocities than others, at least tor

the range above of the respective depth of the borehole geophone.
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Conclusions

The expected depth of SEI below the KTB location calculated from

the migrated TWT using the above mentioned velocities, is 5300 m

for the lower (and certainly wrong) migration velocity and 6600 m

for the higher, more realistic one. Regarding the problem of

migration velocity and horizon depth prediction it is also

refered to another contribution in this volume (Wiederhold, this

volume) .

In any case, it must be emphasized clearly that the high

velocities obtained by bore-hole logging in the KTB are useless

for migration purposes for several reasons. Besides other

aspects, the main point is that the reflections from those

steeply dipping horizons must be considered in a three-dimensi

onal way of viewing. Therefore, seismic rays having their

reflection points just below the KTB location start in their

majority from distant areas at the surface with different

geology. Concerning the steeply NE-dipping SE 1 horizon the

corresponding rays start from granitic material of lower velocity

several km NE of the bore-hole, for instance. Thus, the average

velocities for the whole ray paths cannot be compared to the

micro-scale velocities investigated by well-logging.

Generally, a detailed 3D velocity model is indispensible for

accurate depth calculations which requires, however, arbitrarily

high efforts when suitable subsurface velocity distributions are

not at hand, directly. Thus, for the area surro1lnding the KTB

reasonable compromises must be intended approaching the real

nature of the subSllrface in the most reliable manner.

In this context certain simplifications have been made: constant

subsurface velocity, smoothing of small-scale strllctures by

envelope stacking technique and TWT picking with subsequent

interpolation. Having this in mind the 3D horizon migration

process yields a preliminary migrated image of many detected and

evaluated seimic surfaces, nevertheless. It allows the extraction

of basic parameters for the further 3D-processing of the seismic

data (e. g. true dip and azimuth of reflectors which influence

the NMO-velocities severely) and makes an earlier and more

reliable geological interpretation possible by moving the major

events to their approximately correct spatial position. Moreover,

it allows for a (more or less) precise depth and dip prediction

for reflectors in the range accessible by the KTB borehole.
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with Fig. 2b.
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INTERPRETATION OF ENVELOPE-STACKED 3D SEISMIC DATA AND ITS
MIGRATION - ANOTHER APPROACH

Helga Wiederhold

ABSTRACT

The heart of the Integrated Seismics Oberpfalz 1989 experi
ment (IS089) is a 3D seismic survey with a subsurface covered
area of 19.1 km * 17.85 km and the KTB borehole at its
centre. The brute processing by the DEKORP Processing Center
(OPC) at Clausthal resulted in an envelope-stacked data set
that is used for a preliminary interpretation. Several strong
reflections are addressed and mapped in 3D. The results are
presented in form of time contour maps. For the depth con
version several velocity models are discussed and compared.
The depth_conversion itself is realized by a map migration of
the interpreted horizons (SATTLEGGER 1986). The true 3D geo
metry for several horizons is presented as well as the depth
they will be encountered in the KTB borehole.

Author's address: Niedersachsisches Landesamt fUr
Bodenforschung, Stilleweg 2, D-3000 Hannover 51
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INTRODUCTION

The complete data set of the 3D seismic survey IS089 (REHLING
and STILLER 1990, STILLER 1991) was made available from the
DEKORP Processing Center (DPC) Clausthal as envelope-stacked
data (STILLER, this volume) and was loaded into an inter
active seismic interpretation system (Interactive Exploration
System, GeoQuest Systems) installed at the Niedersachsische
Landesamt fur Bodenforschung (NLfB) in Hannover. The reason
for a further interpretation of the data in addition to that
one done at the DPC at Clausthal (HLUCHY et al., this volume)
was seen in the complexity of the data and was supported by
the possibility to use the GeoQuest system at the NLfB. The
work in Hannover is another approach in interpretation. The
data volume is so spacious and ambiguous that there will not
be a unique solution. Interpretation in this paper means
picking, tracking, mapping and migration of strong events.
For a further geological interpretation see e.g. the papers
of HIRSCHMANN and STETTNER in this volume but also the paper
of SCHMOLL et al. (1989) with the interpretation of the 20
seismic network of 1985.

INTERPRETATION OF THE ENVELOPE-STACKED DATA

The 3D data volume loaded into the GeoQuest system includes
all 357 inline sections (numbered 185 to 541) with 382 traces
each (see Fig. AO in the appendix and Fig. 1 in HLUCHY et
a1., this volume). The trace spacing as well as the inline
spacing is 50 m, i.e. a trace exists for every bin and from
these inline sections crossline sections may be calculated
(numbered 172 to 553). This is done for every 5th crossline.
The trace length is 6 s and the sampling interval is 8 ms;
timeslices are calculated every 40 ms. With this it is pos
sible to go through the data on inlines, crosslines and time
slices, but it is also possible to create any arbitrary
profile (reconstruction cuts). Picking is possible on any of
these lines and the advantage of such an interpretation
system is that on each crossing section the point of penetra
tion is marked by a small circle (e.g. Figs. 1-7) and helps
to track the event seen e.g. on inline also on crossline and
vice versa.

Several strong and also less strong events were addressed and
could be followed by inlines, crosslines and timeslices in
large areas and are presented in two-way-traveltime (TWT) in
the following (Figs. 1-7). Time contour maps of all these
horizons are shown in the appendix (Figs. Al-A30). The true
strike and true dip (after migration) of the horizons is
given - if possible - in Table 2.

These horizons can be classified into several groups (see
also HLUCHY et al., this volume):

Steeply north-east-dipping events (SE1, SE2, SE3, SE12);
inline sections nearly match the dip (e.g. Figs. 1-4) and
crossline sections nearly match the strike direction (e.g.
Figs. 5-7). The strongest event that is also the deepest
one (SE1) nearly corresponds with the strike of the Fran
coni an Line (FL) if elongated linearly to the surface
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KTB the reflections
that show a slight

(Figs. 6, A28-A30).

-ro-

(Figs. 1-4 and Fig. AI). Parallel to this further but less
energetic events follow upwards (SE3 and SE2, Figs. A2,
A3). SE12 seems to split off from SEI with decreasing dip
(e.g. Fig. 3 and Fig. A5).
Steeply north-north-east-dipping events (SE4 and SE4A,
Figs. 1-4) that differ in strike from the preceding group
(Figs. A6 and A7) and correspond at the surface with the
Fichtelnaab-fault (HIRSCHMANN, this volume).
Strong, slightly convex shaped horizons in the TWT range
from 3.5 to 4.5 s (Bl, B2, R1, R2, R3 see Figs. 1-4 and
Figs. A8-A12) and also up to 5 s (RIO, Fig. A13).
A series of 5 more or less parallel reflectors in the TWT
range from 2.5 to 4 s. The deepest and also strongest of
them is south-east-dipping (G1). The upward following
reflectors have less dip (G2-G5). These reflectors appear
only in the north-eastern part of the surveyed area (Figs.
1,2 and 7 and Figs. A14-A18).
West of the outcrop of the FL at surface the reflections
of the Mesozoic foreland sediments (MFl, MF3, MF4)
dominate the range of the first 1.5 s TWT (Figs. 1-3 and
5, A19, A20). And below these the events MF5 and MF6
follow with similar basin shape (Figs. A2l and A22).
Below the sediments a series of strong, south-east to
south-dipping reflections occurs (ES1, ES2, ES3). ES1 is
the topmost and can be followed best (Figs. 3 and 5,
A23-A25).
Not too strong and widespread but also worth mentioning
are the events KO and K2 (Fig.l and Figs. A26, A27). They
dip slightly to the north-east and seem to converge on
SEI.
In the area south and south-east of
03, 04 and 06 are worth mentioning,
increase to the south/south-east/east

COMPARISON WITH RESULTS OF THE 20 SEISMIC PROFILES

The 30 seismic data can be combined with the large-scale geo
logy by a network of 20 seismic profiles that was surveyed in
1985 (OEKORP RESEARCH GROUP 1988, SCHMOLL et al. 1989). These
data have a considerably higher degree of coverage than the
30 seismic data, i.e. 80-fold against l5-fold, and show a
much better resolution and thus are of great importance for
the structural relations. Three of these profiles - OEKORP 4,
KTB 8502 and KTB 8505 - cross the area of the 30 seismic
survey. The stacked version of these data was also loaded
into the GeoQuest System and with the help of the points of
penetration a fair relation between all the data is possible.

Already the test stacks of the central part of the 30 seismic
data exhibited the steep event SEI in the inline direction
(STILLER 1991) while the corresponding 20 profile KTB 8502
showed only little indication of this event (DEKORP Research
Group 1988, SCHMOLL et al. 1989). However, the reprocessing
of this 20 line with especially high stacking velocities im
proved the appearance of this reflection tremendously (e.g.
KORBE and REICHERT, this volume). The interpretation of the
20 network by SCHMOLL et al. suspected already a series of
north-east-dipping events that were interpreted - at that
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time a little bit speculative - as overthrusts. This inter
pretation is confirmed more or less by the reprocessing of
KTB 8502 and the 3D seismic data that agree so far, but the
20 profile exhibits much more reflectivity and a higher
resolution than the 3D data volume.

Very good coincidence occurs between the KTB 8505 profile and
the corresponding crossline 540. The events G1 to G5 reflect
parts of the wedge-shaped imbricate structure that is known
as the Erbendorf body (EB) (OEKORP RESEARCH GROUP 1988,
SCHMOLL et al. 1989). Gl represents the basis. This part is
excellently wedge-shaped and can be traced excellently in 3D
- including its internal structure -; its occurence is limit
ed to the north-eastern part of the 3D area.

The correlation with the OEKORP 4 profile (crossline 360) is
not so easy. The events Bl and B2 also belong to the EB but
to another block than the G-reflections. The wedge-shape of
the EB in 3D data is not seen as clearly as on the OEKORP 4
profile by SCHMOLL et al. (1989). The continuation of the B
reflections to the south/south-east is uncertain. But a
slight rise in that direction is demonstrated by the O-re
flections (e.g. 03 in Fig. 6). There may be a relation be
tween Band 0 reflections. The basis of the zone of Erben
dorf-VohenstrauB (ZEV) defined on the OEKORP 4 profile by
SCHMOLL et al. (1989) cannot be followed in the 3D data and
in the south-east it was apparently mixed with energy of the
SEI event.

The horizons MFl, MF3 and MF4 represent sediments of the
mesozoic foreland west of the FL. MF4 was regarded as basis
of the Permo-Carboniferous by SCHMOLL et al.(1989).

The 3D seismic data reveal the spatial arrangement of the re
flectors. Therefore it becomes obvious that some reflections
on the 20 profiles lie not in the 20 plane but come from the
side and are not truly taken into account by the 20 migration
process. This is especially valid for the steep events that
occur on OEKORP 4 and KTB 8505 more or less horizontally. The
20 migration had no severe influence on these reflections,
but true 3D migration will shift them parallel to greater
traveltimes or depths respectively (see below).

It is noteworthy that the static corrections on the KTB 8502
profile west of the FL are calculated with a slightly higher
velocity (=4.2 km/s) than used with the 3D data. The maximum
inline geophone offset of 12 km on the 20 line enabled the
use of a deeper refraction horizon than in 3D data. The dis
crepancy results in a time difference of about 130 ms TWT,
i.e. in the stacked seismic section KTB 8502 the onset of
reflections is about 130 ms earlier than the corresponding
onset in the 3D seismic. This concerns only the part west of
the FL.

MIGRATION AND DEPTH ESTIMATION

The interpreted horizons were transferred to the Sattlegger
ISP003 software for map migration (SATTLEGGER 1986). The main
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problem with the migration is the choice of the proper
velocity distribution.

At the KTB location and for the depth of the pilot hole, a
lot of velocity information exist from vertical seismic
profilings (VSP) (ROHL and HANITZSCH 1992), sonic logs and
core analyses (LIPPMANN et al. 1989, KERN et al. 1991). But
how can this information be extrapolated to the 3D area? A
constant velocity distribution certainly does not match the
requirements of the complex geology. Other velocity data
acquired within ISO 89 are related to large offsets (wide
angle observations) and thus are ambiguous in the near-sur
face domains where velocity changes significantly with depth.
Moreover, these data do not cover the entire 3D area. The
most obvious procedure seems to start at the datum level
(500 m a.s.l.) with subweathering velocities used for static
corrections (LENGELING 1991, SCHWANITZ et al. 1990), and
available for the whole area. The subweathering velocity is
the velocity of the wave that is refracted by the not
weathered rock. In the area of crystalline rocks east of the
FL these refractor velocities are in the range from 5 to 6
km/s, with the 6 km/s correlating well with amphibolite areas
and the 5 km/s correlating well with the Steinwald granite
area. West of the FL the velocities vary in the range from
2.8 to 3.8 km/s due to the underlying Mesozoic sediments.

For the depth continuation several models have been tested
and are discussed in the following.

After LIPPMANN et al. (1989) and KERN et al. (1991) it is
conspicuous that the sonic log velocities are lower than the
laboratory velocities. LIPPMANN et al. (1989) refer to the
different geometry of both measurements and the presence of
anisotropy: the sonic log determines the velocity of sound
waves travelling parallel to the borehole, whereas their
laboratory measurements are obtained perpendicular to the
axis of the cores. KERN et al. (1991) measure the velocity
with respect to the foliation, i.e. parallel and normal to
the foliation plane. Generally the fastest and slowest veloc
ities are measured parallel and normal to this plane, respec
tively. The velocities of KERN et al. (1991) represent inher
ent or quasi in-situ velocities. They are determined under
in-situ pressure- and temperature-conditions on sample cubes
of dry rocks. Velocity model 1007 in Table 1 represents a
rough approximation of this velocity-depth profile.

Laboratory measurements are done in the MHz-range, sonic logs
in the kHz-range, but the frequencies for seismic prospecting
are less than 100 Hz. Taking into account the behaviour of
velocity as a function of frequency in a viscoelastic materi
al, that is the most realistic approach (e.g. AKI and
RICHARDS 1980), the difference in laboratory and sonic veloc
ities could also be explained by dispersion of seismic veloc
ities.

Fig. 8 after LIU et al. (1976) shows the velocity and atten
uation behaviour of a standard linear solid - a material
including linear elasticity and viscosity and therewith
attenuation with several relaxation peaks superimposed.
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Through this procedure any frequency behaviour of the quality
factor Q - that describes the reciprocal value of attenuation

may be modelled as shown in the example in Fig. 8. The
dependence of velocity with frequency is linear. Evidence for
this velocity function we find for example in CHENG and
JOHNSTON (1981) who have measured the static and dynamic bulk
moduli as continuous functions of pressure for several
materials moreover a granite. The low velocity level in Fig.
8 is comparable with the static bulk modulus (K ). The high
velocity level is comparable with the dynamic bulk modulus
(K, measured at lMHz). CHENG and JOHNSTON (1981) show that
foi a westerly Granite the K /K ratio at atmospheric pres
sure is 0.5 but at a pressu~e ~f 300 MPa still is 0.9 i.e.
10%. The dependence of the K /K ratio with pressure is
explainable by the closing of mi~ro~racks.

10.4 10°

Frequency (Hz)

0.01

o
0.005

0

4.8

"
4.7....- 4.6E

'" 4.5

10.8

Q-100

Fig. 8: Internal friction
(l/Q) (top) and phase
velocities (bottom) as a
function of frequency in a
standard linear solid with
12 different relaxation

104 peaks superimposed (after
LIU et al. 1976).

With this in mind the difference in sonic and laboratory
velocities found in the KTB borehole is acceptable and an
analysis of attenuation of seismic waves seems to be fruit
ful, but cannot be the subject of this paper.

A problem now arises with the velocities resulting from the
VSP. The interval velocities as well as the average veloci
ties are shown in RUHL and HANITZSCH (1992, this volume) and
are compared to the sonic velocities. Surprising is the
result that the sonic velocities are in several depth ranges
smaller than the interval velocities. This is not compatible
with the theory above and other observations (e.g. GOETZ et
al. 1979). RUHL and HANITZSCH (1992) are also aware of this
problem. They try to explain this discrepancy by geometric
effects and a possibly wrong geometric correction. Indeed
their results don't look very reliable. Especially the
interval velocities of VSP 101 oscillate between 5 km/s and
more than 8 km/s. This seems to be unrealistically high. They
estimate the mean value of all interval velocities to be 6
km/s.
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HANITZSCH et al. (1992) give the following simplified veloci
ty model for the VSP measurement: starting with 5.4 km/s at
the surface - that correlates well with the velocities from
surface refraction measurements -, increasing to 6 km/s in
2.5 km depth and a constant velocity of 6 km/s below 2.5 km
depth. In my opinion this simplified model seems to be a
compromise of all mentioned facts and a fair approximation of
the real complicated situation.

Thus for the area east of the FL the following velocity
models were used: starting with the velocities used for
static corrections, assuming a linear velocity gradient up to
6 km/s in 2.5 km depth and continuing with a constant
velocity of 6 km/s (model 1000). For another model the depth
extension of the granitic area north-east of the KTB drill
site is taken into consideration by decreasing the gradient
so that the 6 km/s velocity is reached at 4 km depth east of
crossline 400 and north of 5526000 North (model 1005). An
alternative model (1004) assumes a step by step transition
between the 2.5 km depth of the 6 km/s velocity to the 4 km
depth north-east of the KTB location. With reference to the
laboratory measurements models with higher velocities were
also tested (see Table 1, models 1002, 1001, 1007) as well as
models with a constant velocity or a constant velocity
gradient (Table 1, models 1003, 1007, 1007).

All these models have been tested in migrating horizon SEI.
The results are presented in Table 1 as depths of the
reflector SE1 to be found in the KTB borehole. According to
the above discussion respecting dispersion the high velocity
models (1002, 1001, 1007) as well as the extreme low velocity
model (1006) can be ignored. Model 1003 has no convincing
basis. Most reliance is given to models 1000, 1004 and 1005.
The considerable difference in depth of 400 m can be ex
plained in that way that most rays that are reflected at the
steep event SEI below the KTB location originate in the area
of the granites and thus a decrease in velocity gives rise to
a less steep dip of the reflector.

From geological aspects as well as from gravimetric measure
ments (BEHR et al. 1989, SOFFEL et al. 1989) a certain depth
continuation of the granites down to approximately 4 km is
expected. This means that the velocity contrast granite
against gneiss/amphibolite will exist down to that depth.
This fact is taken into consideration in models 1004 and
1005. Velocity model 1005 was choosen for migration of all
other horizons.

The results of migration are shown in Figs. A31-A47 in the
appendix. In Table 2 the true strike and dip values of
several reflectors are listed as well as the depth they are
likely to be intersected by the KTB borehole. Not all picked
horizons are migrated yet.
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TABLE 1. Result of migration of event SEI with different
velocity models.

velocity
model

1000

1005

depth of reflector
description SEI in KTB in m

refractor velocities, linear gra- 7000
dient to 6 km/s in 2.5 km depth,
constant 6 km/s.

same as 1000, but east of crossline 6600
400 and north of 5526000 North gra-
dient to 6 km/s in 4.0 km depth,
constant 6 km/s.

1004

1002

1001

1003

1006

1007

same as 1000, but east of crossline
400 and north 5526000 North gradient
to 6 km/s in 3 km and east of cross
line 440 in 4 km depth, constant
6 km/s.

refractor velocities, linear gra
dient to 6 km/s in 1.2 km and 4 km
depth respectively (see 1004), li
near gradient to 6.2 km/s in 4 km
and 6.8 km depth respectively.

same as 1002, but east of crossline
400 gradient to 6 km/s in 2 km, east
of crossline 440 in 3 km and east of
crossline 480 in 4 km depth and the
gradient to 6.2 km/s in 4.8 km, 5.8
km and 6.B km respectively.

refractor velocity and constant
velocity gradient of 0.2.

refractor velocity, constant depth
continuation.

constant velocity function with 2
linear gradients: V =5.4 km/s, gra
dient to 6 km/s in i.2 km depth
{=0.4s- 1 j and to 6.2 km/s in 4 km
depth (=0.075- 1

).

6600

6900

6700

7700

5900

8400
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Result of migration with velocity model 1005. The
value in parentheses results from a slightly
different interpretation.

depth of reflector dip/strike
reflector in KTB-HB in m of reflector

SE2 3700 (- 4200) 40 0 -45°NE / 320°
SE12 4700 20 0 NE / 330°
SE3 5800 50 0 NE / 330°
SE1 6600 55°NE / 320·
SE4 50 0 NE / 290°
SE4A 45°NE / 300°
B1 10700
82 11400
R2 13150
R10 looSE / 45·
G5 lOOSE / ,,45°
G4 ,,8°SE / ,,45°
G3 20 0 S / 100·
G2 15°SE / 55°
G1 ,,15°SE / 40°-70°

ERRORS IN DEPTH ESTIMATION

Two different error sources result
inaccuracy of depth estimations: The
migration of the events and the picking
the broad signal of the envelope-stacked

in relatively high
velocities used for
of arrival times in

seismic data.

The result of an envelope-stacked seismic data set is a
relatively broad seismic signal with only positive amplitudes
and a high low frequency content that gives much less guid
ance in picking than a phase-stacked signal. An example for
this is shown in Fig. 9 in which signals of the SE1 event
from envelope-stacked data (inline 360, Fig. 9a) and from
phase-stacked data (KTB 8502 profile, Fig. 9b) are shown.

On the screen an attempt is made to pick the envelope in its
maximum energy. The average length of an envelope-stacked
signal is about 80 ms. An uncertainty in picking in this
range must be taken into account. By 20 gridding and inter
polation large deviations in the picked data are smoothed.
The standard deviation between data points and grid values
can be given for each horizon and should be a criterion for
an error estimation.

This error must be applied in direction of the raypaths. The
consequence for the steeply dipping events is that the value
for the vertical depth error must be divided by the cosine of
the dip angle. In Table 3 the standard deviations and
vertical depth errors are listed for several horizons. For
the SE1 event with a dip angle of 55° and a standard
deviation of ±27 ms the vertical depth error is about ±47 ms,
±140 m respectively; thus the minimum depth the reflector
will be met in the KTB is 6460 m (velocity model 1005).
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a)

b)

Fig. 9: Examples of
envelope-stacked
signals from inline
360 (a) and phase
stacked signals from
profile KTB 8502
(b). The windows of
the seismic sections
are not exactly
identical and the
trace spacing is
different (Fig 9a:
50 m, Fig. 9b: 80
m) •

Table 3. Standard deviation of residual between picked data and
gridded data and resulting vertical depth error.

vertical travel vertical depth
horizon dip standard dev. time error error (s=~vt)

sd t=(sd/cos(dip)) (v=6000m/s)

SE2 43° ±47 ms ±64 ms ±200 m
SE12 20° ±59 ms ±63 ms ±190 m
SE3 50° ±23 ms ±36 ms ±1l0 m
SE1 55° ±27 ms ±47 ms ±140 m
SE4 50° ±29 ms ±45 ms ±135 m
SE4A 45° ±29 ms ±41 ms ±125 m
B1 ±57 ms ±57 ms ±160 m
B2 ±25 ms ±25 ms ± 75 m
R2 ±37 ms ±37 ms ±1l5 m
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The vertical depth error by the uncertainty in velocities
used for migration is discussed already in the above chapter
and shown in Table 1 for quite different velocity models. For
the most reliable velocity models (1000, 1004 and 1005) a
vertical depth difference of 400 m must be taken into
account.

A further uncertainty in depth statements results from the
interpretation itself. Fig. A4 shows a second interpretation
of the horizon SE2. The only difference to Fig. A3 is that
the SE2 is also fixed in the area marked (Fig A4) where the
occurence of SE2 is doubtful. A slight difference in the
contourlines is seen. But the depth difference for SE2 in KTB
is important: 4200 m instead of 3700m.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND PREDICTION FOR THE KTB BOREHOLE

The interpretation of the IS089 3D seismic data presented
above results from a first but time consuming review of the
data. It represents the momentary state but certainly not the
final state of interpretation. Also this 'brute' envelope
stack contains much more information than has been extracted
up to now. A careful correlation with results from measure
ments in the borehole itself will give impulses for further
interpretation of the data.

But what are now the conclusions from this interpretation for
the KTB borehole? The result of this 3D seismic interpreta
tion is shown in Fig. 10 where the true situation of the
horizons migrated up to now is sketched. Down to a depth of
at most 8 km, the SE horizons (SEl, SE2, SE3, SE12) dominate
the seismic section and should be drilled through. Dip,
strike and depth are listed in Table 2. SE2 seems to be the
upper limitation of a bundle of north-west/south-east-strik
ing, steeply dipping horizons whereas SEI represents the
lower limitation. Between these reflections several further
events occur with more or less the same dip and strike but
with less energy. One attempt in picking these events is
demonstrated by the SE3 reflection. Already Fig. A2 shows
that there are only a few lines where this reflection could
be picked. Another attempt is given by SE12. This reflector
differs from the other SE events by a lesser dip. It should
be noted that also the SE2 reflector is less prominent than
the SE1 reflector and SE2, SE3 and SE12 are subject to
greater uncertainty than SE1.

An often asked question concerns the nature of reflections.
This cannot be answered here. But a relation of the steeply
dipping events (SE1, SE2, SE3) with the FL is obvious and a
nice correlation occurs with results from seismology. In
April 1991 a small earthquake - magnitude 0.5 - was recorded
in the surroundings of the KTB location. The focus was
situated about 6 km north of the drill site (ca. inline
445/crossline 450 in 3D seismic data) in a depth of 7 km and
the focal solution points to a dextral fault (DAHLHEIM et al.
1992). The focus correlates well with the SE2 event in that
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Fig. 10: Result of 3D seismic interpretation after depth
migration. For depth values see Table 2.

area and thus gives indications that the SE-events reflect
fault planes. The events SE4 and SE4A differ from the other
SE-events by a slightly different strike direction. Their
strike correlates quite well with the Fichtelnaab-fault
(HIRSCHMANN, this volume).

In greater depths, i.e. below 10 km, reflections of the EB
will corne ahead of the bit. The EB complex consists of
several events, i.e. the B- and G-reflections, that are
probably displaced by a fault plane that probably is rep
resented by the SE1 event. A look on to the depth contour
maps of B2 and G1 (Figs. A38 and A43) which may correspond
with each other clearly shows the separation of these
horizons. The throw is about 1-3 km. The SEI horizon (Fig.
A1) excellently fits into this picture as fault plane. This
is a further indication that the SE-events reflect fault
planes. The nature of the EB and whether the R-reflections
also belong to the EB are still open questions that must be
answered by the KTB borehole.

Disregarded up to now are several events that are not yet
migrated in the depth domain. (e.g. ES1, ES2, ES3, KO, K2 in
Figs. A23-A27).

uncertainties in depth estimation given in
frightening. However, the accuracy of 3D

a crystalline area certainly cannot be
accuracy we are used to in oil and gas

The errors and
this paper are
seismic data in
compared with the
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exploration. The latter refers to a substantially denser
network of seismic profiles (20 as well as 3D) and boreholes
and experience in fitting reflections, velocities and logging
information. with only one borehole the tolerances in depth
estimations of the oil companies would be the same as it is
in our case.
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APPENDIX

Figs. A1 - A30: Two-way-travel-time contour maps [ms] of
interpreted horizons. The profiles the reflections are
picked on are marked by bars; the darker the colour the
greater the traveltime.

Figs. A31 - A47: Depth contour maps [m] obtained by map
migration using the velocity model 1005. The
O-contour-line refers to sea-level.
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only the main hole.
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On the character of "Steep Event SE-l"
reflected energy, reflected refraction,

diffraction or any artifact ?

11. h:iirlw*. C. RC'ic!lC'rt j

Summary

The t.hree-dinl<'nsional seismic surve.\' wil hin III<' ISO ~!) progr<-lnl n'\"(,<-lled Ih(' wid,'-spn'ild
extent of a seismic event denoted as SE I (steep ('I'ent no. I). This pl"'I'Onl<'nOIl WilS
observed previously in two-dimensioll<-ll seismic sed ions, idread". bllt it S "1"'1'1\\' was rillll<'r
faint due t.o conventional processing procedures and its character was Ilnck-i11'. II s wid('lv
extended presence in the :JD-uat.a emphasizes ils grea.t illl!,ortanCl' and 1IIlIS provok,'d
special investigat.ions to detect the meaning of this evelll.. Frolll carel'ul illlillysis of 1D
and 3D-data as well as basil' eonsidemt.ions il could be infern'd that. 11',' i\I'(' d(,illillf',
with a t.rue seiSl1lic reflection with NI'; dip or sonl<' ;),,0 Oil aV('J'ag" aft,('r 11 I igriJi iOIl. lis
prolollgation hits the surfac!' very dose' 10 t.he out.cro» or th(' Frall('olliall Lill(' wil hill III<'
range of SOl1le 100 11l,

1 Introduction

FrOiIl I he very beginning of Ihe processing of t.he Ihree-dilllcnsional s('iSlnie dal a of III<'
Integrated Seismics Oberpfalz 1~8!! (ISO 8!!) al the DEI~OHI' Processing ('('III"" (1)1'(')

at. t.he Technical University of Clallsthal a sleeply northeast dipping evenl was fOllnd as
olle of the most remarkable events in the data. This event cOllld be sepn in it gn'al nUIIlI",r
of in-lines and (Toss-lim's aroulld Ill<' location of the I~TI1. Al Ihal ('"dy SlitI\" of dala
processing this evenl raised a lot of qllestions. To ('IlSlln'" n'li"ble illlC'rprd ,,' iOIl dir""n'lll
possibl(' explanations had to be chccked:

• 1\ trlle reflection,

• a refiect ed refraction (Brauch. 1%8; Diirbaulll, lJ.-J.. 1%1: Fitch, I')It;; Da,\'. ":d
wards. l!!~;l) caused by a reflector located in vicinity of,l he Francolli"n Liue,

.. Jllsl it ut fiir (;{'()physik, TV Clallslll;.!l, Arnold-SOlllrtlC'rf('ld-SI r. J, :n~J:2 ('l<llIslll~d-Zdl('rl(·ld

t i\iedersachsisches Lalldcsamt ftir 13odenfors('hung. St.illewcg 2. :WOO Itallllovef :-d
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• i1 dilTract iou .

• or SOUIC' ot Iwr kind of i1l't ifacl.

It II"i1S qnite npC('ssar.,· I'll" the furt her pron'ssiug of the data to clarify the presnmpl ions
ul<'ntion,'d i1hOl"<'. If it is a real reHection thf're will be the need fol' very high stacking
l"<'lorities in the direction of diJ.l of the steep event. Hut if it is uot a true event it has
to \", sUJ.lprC'sspd in til<' dala procpssing. Th,'s<> two main possibilit.i<>s ar<> quit", diff"rt>nt
and Iwpd al1l10st opposit" pron'ssi1lg steps frolll the very beginning of procpssing. The
in I"<'st i!!at ions on t his problem were made l'<'garding t he seismic data of till' ;JD-surl"<'Y allli
thp s<'isnlic lin,'s DEI,OHP 1 and l\TH 8:;02. Th,'S(' lines cross each oth.'r almost at th"
locat ion of the ('TH. Th,' nl<'nlioned 21)-lines and the geological border called Franconii1n
Line (FL) which separates the crystalline area iu the northeast from an area covered with
:\Iesozoir aud 1'i1!eozoic sediments iu the southwest arc marked in the sketch (s. Fig. 1)
of the three-dimensional survey area.

1---------19.1 knl---------1

11.8.;
kIn

I
I I
I r

r r

r r

r r

r I
I r

A I B r C
r r

r r
l- I I

Inlinc r -- -- - .-------1
3(~:!

KTll KTB 8502
I r

1'1, r r
Inhnt-
312 r------ ------1

1-- - - - - - L - - - - - - 1 - - - -- - - --
DEKORP 4N

D

I

o !) kill---

Fi~lIre 1: Sketch of the an'a t'Overed by the three-dimensional seismic subsurface data.
The abbreviation FL stands for "Fri1nconian Line". The broken lines indicate the subdi
"isiou of t he data set for processiug purJ.loses at the DEl\ORP Processing ('enter (DPe).
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2 Check for possible artifacts

Seismic observations can be disturbed b.l· ",'I','ral artifacts SUItI<' of I\"hidl ,'sl)('cialh' apph'

for t h" st ndy ar"a:

I. Supersonic bursts froIll aircrafts.

"2. coher"nt uois" froIll indust rial plauts aud llIachillcri,'s.

1. lIoise frolll sh,,11 "xplosions at th" Craf"lIl\"ohr Illilitan' traillilll\ an'a.

1. '1uaIT~' hlasts.

;>. IIlalfllllct iOIl of th" r"cordillg "'1uipllI<'1I1 illdudilll\ illdllc"d ,'Icrl rOIIiII\",'t ic 1I01SC.

All these phellomena show particular features cllabliul\ the d('["ctioll of tl",ir O,TIII·,'I1("('.
ltelll I prodllces lillear evellts in sillgll' sourcc gat III'r8 with apparcllt vl'locil i,'s rallgilll\
frolll valltcs greater than sOlllld velocily up to illtillity. Items "2 throlll\h 'I <11"1' poilll
sources "xhibiting the related curved traveltilllc curvcs in thc sillgle sOllr("(' l\atlI<'rs. It "Ill
5 1I0rlllaily shows up hy spikl's occuring coillcidl'1I1ly Oil a grl'al,'r 1lIlIlIh,'r of Irill"('S. 1.1'.

wilh an illfillit" appan'lIt. velocity.

Oll profiles ubserved at differellttillles in the same area ilellls L :J, '1 aud :, ca.lll101 apl""II'
ill a coh"rent IIla.nller sllch that th"y cOllld b" cOllfllSl'd with tnll' r"lI"rliolls, Actual Iv.
they arc not ohsl'rv('d ill t.II<' s"ismir r"IIf',tion ()h"rpfal~ data disnlss,'d ill tllis pilpcr. i.c.
f)EI~OH.1' 1, KTI3 8;'02 allli :ll)·seislllic r<'fl"ctioll. i1l1d call I. II<' r<'for" 1)(' I'll [,'d Ollt. This is
ilillstrated hy "xamp!"$ frolll th" J)EI~()HI' 1 lille which "xt,,"ds frolll "V" to SI'; i111110st
parall,,1 to t Iw ','ranconiall Lin".

Illsped.ion r"veal"d that the s1,('"p "\',,"t cOllld b" s""n only ill wry 1"<-1\" r"cords ill III('
an'a of the locatioll of th" KT13. An ('xalnpl" is shol\"n in Figllr,,"2. III tlI<' cas" of iI

tl"1le reflect iOIl til(' "I'ent Illust hal'" be,," illlag"d almost ill st rik,' dir"ct iOIl duc 10 t I",
azilllllthof DEKORP 1. In recorcl8"2J S8-1 can be fOllncl at about 1."2 s but olth· i1t short
offsets. Figure:j shows the same data after applicatioll of a prelilllinar~' lIormal 1I101",>lIt
correction of 5"250 m/s in this case,

III the field records of KTB 8502 extending froIll SW to NE almost parall,·lI.v to tlI<' in
lines of the t hree-c1imensional seismic. t he steep event was ohsen'ed at a larp,c otfsl'l ranp,<'
up to the Franconian Line. [t was fonnd in a remarkable number of shols hilI. till' I",st
quality was encollntered in the area of the borehole location again. [n Fip,nl"<' 1 which
shows the recurd :l04 in this area, SE-l can be seen st artinp; at I A s 1IowII to 2,(; s, In
its upper part the event shows a dear cIII"vature. The crossinp; of til<' rc("(·ivprs 01'''1" th"

Franconian Lin" can be s"en in t hf' first. bl"<'aks as w,,11.

Item 2 if applicable corresponds 1.0 the signals generated hy a poillt diffractoL This
casp can silll[>ly be exclud"d by inspcction of th" :JJ)-data showing sublillPar ilnd pamll,'[
isochrons for SE-I "vent. (Fig. ,oj), Figur" Ga and til, show differ"nt in-lill"s ahout "2.:, kill
apart wh"l"<' the "wnt IInd"r st udy appea.rs IIparly at thp salll(' posit iOIl. Its inlal\" is 1I0t
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'I'll<' plot is bandl'ass-fill<'n'd and scakd by an AGC'.
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exactlY identical which is a fmtlwr argument. against the observat.ion of ilrtifacls. The
lill ler should ('xhibit il morc homogencous imagp.

:'Ilor('ol"('r. Ihe isochron pat tern disables anI' explanation by arti facts hecause the particular
sWilIh, of Ihc :3 lJ-su'Tey were observ,'C! at differellt Iimes. Therefore it would be ext.remely
unlik('ly to ohtain coherenl and aligned result.s simulill ing a rcfkct.ion-like event. over an
e'xlended iln',,- Oh";ously, the sllape of t.he isochrons enahles a rednction of the Ihree
dim"nsional to a Iwo-dinl<'nsional prohlem.

3 Check for diffraction

From Ill(' a rgu menl s discussed in II", previous section it is evidpnt. Ihat a poi nt di ffractor
do<'s 1I0t match the ohserved data at all (Fig. :;). Therefore. only t he case of a line
diffractor has 10 hI' checked for. This was achieved by model calculations referring 10
record :\01 of I~TH 8502 profile (Fig. 1).

Due 10 Ihe horimnlal shift of Ihe hyperhola apex in this record the diffractor edge cannnol
he local cd "erlically below the source point (i"ig. 7). The equat.ions for t.he apex of an
h~'p('rhola helonging 10 a diffractor located al a defined distance from the source point
n'ild as follows:

7' =Th+j(Th)2_("-")2d 2 2 1)
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z

dif!ractor

v = canst.

x

FiKlIrc 7: l\lonell of a diffrartor 10Cittcd with lat"ral offs('\ 10 II", SOIIlT". Dash"d li.l<':
ray path of the hyperbola apex.

.rd Horizontal nistance Iwtwepn source point ann diffraetor (i.". ap"x of th"
hyperbola).

" Incid"Jl(:e ;wKI" of ray frolll SOurCl' point to diffracto!".
'1'0 'I\vo-way-t.irn(' from t.he SOIl1'O' point. t.o the dif["l'act,or.

7'.1 Travell ime from source point to diffractor to receiver al posit iOIl .rd.

" Velocity of the overburden.

The paramf't"rs hori2ontal shift of the ap"x .rd and trav"ltin", at II", apl'X ./;/ <II"<' ,kl"r
mined from the observed data ill record :30'1. Then it was I ried to model Ill(' obs"rv"d
traveltime curve by the diffrartor model. It was impossible. how"v,,!". to Illat ch t I", shapl'
of t he curve a.nd the position of the apex si multaneollsly. That, ntealls if t he 'I :/- t inle Ii Is.
the curvature of the traveltime curve is to strong and if the curvatllr" fits, t.ill' calellla.tl'd
Td-timc is much to high. Therefore neither the point dilfractor 1101' tI", lill" diff·ra.clor
model apply for t.Iw observ"d dat.a.

4 Check for reflected refraction

An effort was mad" to model til" event. as shown in Figurl' '1 by <I refkell'd ,'('frael ion.
Figure 8a shows the velocities extracted out of record :30'1 alld Figure ~b displays th,'
corresponding subsurface model. Against this model ther" a.re two V('I'V importallt obj"c
tions:

• On the one side it could not explain the curvatllre of the en'nt. AI t h,' point
where the refracted wave hits the reAector always a diffraction is caused bill wit h
reasonable velocities ( e.g. from the borehole da.ta) th,' curvatllre of this diff'rilction
is much stronger than observed in Figure 1\.
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• '1'1", second poinl and lIlilrl,,' t.he nlost. illljlOrt.anl, olle is t.he Inissing of any bint. for
'his nlOdel ill til<' seismic dala. '1'h('l'e could not be found a,lIy dipping r"fractor with
a I'elocily of lIlore t hall (jUUU m/s.

III ())'(kr 10 al'oid (')'oss dip effect.s Ib,' :ll)-seimic dat.a ha.d to be inspec1.ed. To get. pUl'<'
informal iou aboul t.he origill of t.he SE-l ('vellt. it wa.s Iwcessary t.o look at. t.he single source
gall",rs I,,'rause t liis data is nearly lIndist.lIl'l",d by processing dfeds a,lId based OIl a quite
sinIplc gcolllclry. The stecp CI'Clit was fOllnd only ill some suit.able records. Even there
it could Ill' recognised olily in SOIlle of the Ien geopbone lines belouging to each record.
Figurc () shows an cxample for a record located in block B, bllt there are source points
locater! ill block A aud l' on which SE-I could be seen, too. For three selecter! records
its apparent l'('locit.y was del,ermined (Tab. I). These velocit.ies a,re much higher tha.n the
velocilies of thc first arril'als which wcrp det.ermined approximat.dy 10 S4UO m/s.

I record nnnd"'r I time rillige I apparf'llt velocily I
2(1);1 1.8 - 2.S s 6700 m/s
Ins 2.0 - 2.5 s 700U m/s
18U:l 2.5 - :l.U s 7SUU m/s

Table 1: Apparent velocity of steep event SE-I.

If Ihe sf.c,'p cI'eIiI, is, as sllpposed. a reflected refractioll t.here is t.be need for alJoLl,er high
velocity-refraclor or a refract.or with a remarkable dip. Hut. except of the main refractor
determiner! by t.he cont.ractor with some .5000 m/s below t,he wea.therillg zone t.here could
1I0t be fOllnd allY other refractor in t.he :lD-data. Nevertheless calculations were made
for a IIigh-veiocitY-l'cfract.or wit.h the appropiale apparent velocity fouud in the records
alld for II", determined main refractor close to the snrface. In t.his case the out.crop of
tlte FraJlnllliall Line at surface is regarded as reflector. The results of t.hese calculat.ions
presellt.ed ill Table '2 differ ca. 100--150 milliseconds from t.he measured traveltimes.

record I l'<'cord '2
t \\'u- \Yay dist.anc(' 1.0 PI. two-lVay distance to FL

[:l.LL:' km 13.87;; km

I·e!ocit.,v t.raveltime veloc; ty travelt,inw

5000 III / S 2.rWi s 50UO Ill/S 2.725 S

(;700 Ill/S UJ7~ S (j600 111 / s 2.102s
measllred t.ravelt.ime measured t.raveltime

I.XOU s I.U8!) s

Tahle 2: Calellial ions for a r<'llect.ed refract.ion. '1'h(, nrst velocit.y used her<' is t.he velocity
of t I", main ",'fra,ctor in t1w sllrvey area, the second is t.he a.pparent velocity of t.he sl<'ep
event. ill t.lw respective shot. The dista,lIcc bct.lVeen surface and refractor can he n'garded
as lIeglectable.
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Figure 0: Two g"opholl,' lill"s of record 200:\ locat.ed ill hlock B. '1'1", 1'101 is billldpass-
filtered i\lld scalc·d by all ACe.

Silllj>le cOllsid"ral iOlls all t.ra.vell.imes alld apparent 01' true velocil ies. respect.ively, illumi
nate the aboI''' slndies. Figllre lOa presents the results of a simplified model ealculatioll
regardillg il ,\~: dipping refrakt,or. A dip of 10° was chosell arbit.rarily jllst 10 deillonstrat.e
tl)(' effect. A r('Heded refraction wave yields t ravcJtimes with large deviatiolls from t.he
observed ones pro\'ided all ",'"rburden velocity of 1000 m/s and a rcfactor velocit.y of
IOUO Ill/s. The de\'iat iOIl decreases by a small amount. if the difference bet.ween overbur
d(,11 \'('Iocity aud r"fractor v('locity dimillisllf's ('.g. 6000 m/s alld 62UO m/s r('sp.). But
this erl'('ct is quite small alld in both cas,'s the slop" of the calculat('d trav('lt.iJ1l('s d('arly
differs from t 1)(' ob"'rv,,d oue. I),..cr('asiug r('fraclor dip would vi"ld a dos('r fit but then
all unr('asollably high r"fract.or \·docit.y must b(' provickd, since it has to b(' 7000 m/s in
th" cas(' of a horizontal r('fractor (obs('rv('d v('locit.\' = :\;,OU m/s), Ev('ry o\'erburd('n ve
locity I('ss t ban Ihis \'ahll' prodllc('s a Ira\·"lt in](' dday so that ollly \'"ry small overbur,lf'n
thickness can be presellt ill this caSe,

In the case of a S\\' dipping r('fractor (s. Fig, lOb) basically the same arguments arc
valid, 1-:1'('11 t 1](' small \'docity cOlltrast or GOOO Ill/s against 620U m/s produces too larg('
traveltillH' d"viations which could be det.ected easily in the observed data set (up to
:)00 illS), If tl)(' rd'rador dip is decreased for this v"locity contrast then the calculat.ed
t ra\'c1t.ime ill the far distanc(' from the reficctillg poiut remains nearIv t he same whereas
the tra\'eltime close to the reHectiug point decreases, i.e, the slope of the calculated
travcltill1(, pro\'ides increasing mismatch to the observed one,
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Thus il can 1)(' dednc"d:

I. To Ilia I ch II", obsern'd dal a I II<' refkct ed n·frael 01' Illodel iIII pli"s n'IY high vdocil i"s
of some ,IJUO m/s n'n' close' 1o 111<' surface. 011]('1' mod,,1 I-alu"s can D" ('xclud"d
wilhin Ih" tran,lIime r"solutioll of tl1<' gil'"n data Sf't (2U :lU illS).

2. Such high ITlocitics close to the surface arc ohserved only al very pa.rticular places
1I'0rld-wid". The\' dennil"'y do not exist. in t he area under investigation according
10 I":Tll drilling r<'snlt.s (EllllllerJnann, 198U). wide-angle inv<'stigat.ions (DEKO!U'
I{"s"arch (:roup. 1988; (;"hrande. et. al.. I!JUO) a.nd slat.ic corrections (Leng"ling.
I!J!!I).

:1. The r"''''eI"d refraclor mod,,1 definitely does nol apply to 11](' SI';-I st.eep evenl l

5 Check for true reflection

After ruling oul artifacts, diffractions and reflecled refraclions as possihle explanations
for Ihe SE-I only til<' true reflect.ion alt.ernative remains to be studied. For this purpose
2])-lllodel calculations were carried out on the hasis of the record :IU1 helonging to I he
KTll 8.')02 profile. [11 the case of a lrue reflection the horizontal shift of the observed
Iran:-Itime hyperbola apex is relaled to the dip of the corresponding reflector clement
(Fig. 11). The appropiate equations read as follows:

'fa = 7ocosa

Xu 1I0riwniai distanc" D<'1we"n source point and ap"x of the trav"ltiJnP hyperbola.
o Dip angle of Ih" r<'f1ector.
'/'0 Two-wa~'-tinw for normal incidence
'I;, Ilef!"c!.iontimp fralll Ihe sourc" point to th" rpc"iv"r at positi on .ra .

The best fit ling reflection-traveltime curve is shown in Figure 12. The reflector has a dip
of 1:j d"gn'('s and th" oV<'rhurden velocit.y is !iOUO m/s. The To-t.rav"lt.in1<' is 1.92 s. The
velocil.y is wilhin th" rang" us"d for t.h" norma] nlOV('ont corrl'ct.ion on lin" J)EKO!U' 1.
Small difkrf'nc('s in th" npp"r part. of 1.11<' t.rav"ltinw curve oo:nr in t.he order of a reflpct.or
wit.h slighlly I'arying dip ('" 25 ms p('r d<'gr"e).

6 Conclusions

i\ lIitlysis of 1wo-dilll"nsiollal dat a, especially of t.he 1\'1'13 8502 profi I". gave sl rang ('vid"nce
against the reflected refractor Illode! already. Moreover t.he model of an extended line
<liffractor could definitely be ruled out by numerical calculations. Inspeclion of isochron
IIlaps of the SE I event from three-dimensional dat.a excluded man-made artifact.s and
Ihe Jloint di/fract.or model. Furt.her calculations and basic considerations on traveltimes,
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Figure 11: Model of it dipping r"f1ector. Dash"d lin,': ray pa.th of the hyp''rhoia "I)('X.
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,Ioprs, \'elocil irs alld dip allgles ('lIabl,'d liS 10 nde 0111. II", rPilecled rdractor model, too,
TillIS iI (' a II 1)(' sl aI"d deli II iI.ely I hal, Ihe S 1':-1 ('venl. repn'senl.s reflecl....d energv rei a ted 1.0 a
r"f1,'dor wil h SOIIl<' ",')0 dip Oil a\'l'I'age alld illl."rsrcl.illg 1.1", smfa,c" close to th" Francollian
Lill" (lillich\", el aI., this ,·olul11e).

1 Two-dimensional reprocessing initiated by the con
clusions

Th" fi r5t processing of Ihe two-dimensional Ii ne KTB ~502 considered on Iy modera,te
slacking velocilies for Ihe final slack but such a steep dipping refleclor needs very high
stacking velocities. The steep event was already observed in the velocity analyses during
Ihe' first processi ng of I\TIl ~,')02 (5ti lIer and Thomas, 19R9)' and in the final stack, too
(5chllloll ct aL. J9R9). 1I0wev"r, the '1nality of seismic dal.a was not so st.rollg that the
ohi"cl iOlls against a steep dippillg rdk'cl.or iu the vicinity of the Franconian Liul' could be
n.fused complelely al. Ihal. I.ime. Nevertheless, the most favomcd int.erpret.atiou of L!w t.wo
dimellsional lines in the K'l'H area incorporated the presence of steeply dipping rdledors,
already (Schmoll ct. aL. 1989). By I.he aid of the three-dimensional data and from the
slllliit's present.ed in this paper the steeply dipping clement. 5£.-1 can be considered proven.
This rrsull. provokeo a reprocessing of the two-oimensional lines in t.his area.

These considerations Inadr it advisable 1.0 reprocess KTIl 8502 and DEKOltl' 1 as well
in I.he vicinil.y of the KTH with special focus on dipping elements (i.e. preference of high
Slacking velocities). On DEKOHl' 4 t.his was done already at a very ea.rly stage of the
processing in lO85/~fi. Unfortnnately, oUl' to some t.echnical insufliciencies t.he result was
!lot vcry convincing.

Agaiu. the reprocessiug of DEI,OHP 1 showeo no better results than t.he processing with
"normal" velocit.ies (i.e. ada,pl.ed to subhorizont.al reflections) because the line is almost
in t he strike direction of SE~I. A second reasou is the unfortunately high scattering of the
subsurface reflect.ion points in the area around the KTB caused by the field layoul.- All
point.s being Illore than about] 50 III aparl, from the ideal line could llot be used. Traces
fro II I points wil h a grea.i.cr distallce have a delay of mon' than half of the wavelength due
to Ihe steep reflecl.or dip, even if the norma] moveout correction was exact. These traces
\\'ould cause destl'llct.ive interferenn' in t.he stacking process. Thus I.Iw coverage is not very
high in 1.11(' area of I,h ... I\TIL Contrary t.o DEKOHI' 4 the reprocessing of line KTU 8502
(Fig. 1:1) showed nluch better results. Besides the single event S8-1 a bundle of st.eep
Sf-; dipping reflections was found. The reflection 58-1 seems 1.0 be the lower bound of
this hundle. To achieve this result it was necessary to usc stacking velocities up to 11
000 ln/s, '1nite unusual in non1lal processing. The Kirchhoff migration (Fig. 14) showeo
t.Ill' I1'IIl' dip of th(' reflectioll SE I, it varips bel.w('en 45° in its upper part and fiOo ill the
low('r parI.. The reflpcl.or reaches tlw surface doS(' to the Fra,nconian Line but it is nol,
nnalllbiguously Pllsured yet that it represent.s its f'xtensiOll illl.o depth. However, since the
Franconian Line consists of a. bUJl(II ... of suhparallel thl'usts there is strong evidence that,
1.11(' observed r('f1ections are clo,,·ly related to this sl.l'llcture.
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STRUCTURAL INTERPRETATION OF THE MSP· EXPERIMENT

M. Janik* and H.-P. Harjes*

Abstract. For the first time, a "Moving Source Proftling" (MSP) experiment or walk-away VSP
- a seismic technique widely used in oil and gas exploration - was carried out in crystalline rock
at the KTB pilot borehole. The main goal was to predict structural elements to be hit by the
u1tradeep hole of the KTB project. Despite of limited aperture and little velocity infonnation,
several reflections can be located after application of a special migration algorithm. Of particular
interest are NE dipping elements at 5000 m and 8000 m depth. Further, the reflections of the so
called Erbendorf body can be detected. It is demonstrated that the MSP technique is a useful
supplement to surface seismic experiments in the crystalline environment.

Introduction

A "Moving Source Profiling" (MSP) experiment was conducted within the "Integrated
Seismics Oberpfalz 1989" (ISO 89) project at the KTB drill site (HaJjes et aI., 1990).
This seismic borehole measurement technique comprises not only the variation of geo
phone depth as in the conventional VSP, but also includes the generation of energy at
many source locations along a line at the surface (Fig. la).

The MSP-profile directly crosses the location of the KTB - pilot borehole and runs from
there 7 km to the NE and 3 km to the SW (Fig. Ib). Along this profile Vibroseis
sources generated sweeps from 10 Hz to 80 Hz at 50 m interval. Signals were recorded
by three-component geophones deployed along the borehole at twenty equidistant (25 m)
depth positions between 3685 m and 3210 m. After correlation, listening time was 12 s
with a sampling interval of 2 ms.

• Authors' address: Institut fUr Oeophysik der Ruhr-Universitiit Raehurn,
Postfach 102148,4630 Rochurn, FRO
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The main objective of an MSP survey is to collect structural information in the vicinity
of the borehole. Besides, structural prediction ahead of the drill bit plays a major role.
With the spread of source locations at the surface it is possible to calculate the dip of a
structure. Usually the experiments are target oriented, which means that a reflection hor
izon identified by surface seismics is examined by an MSP with high resolution in the
area to be drilled through.

Moreover, the ISO 89 MSP was expected to answer the question, whether this seismic
technique, developed for sediments, is suitable for a crystalline environment at all.

Method

In this article, a structural interpretation of the experiment with the objective of predic
tion ahead of the bit at the KTB main drill site will be discussed.

Therefore, special migration techniques were applied to the processed data. This report
contains the results of a ray theoretical method. It is an extension of the well known
wavefront migration with respect to arbitrary source and receiver configurations. The
velocity distribution has to be predefined within an arbitrary two-dimensional shape.

The migration algorithm uses a ray-equation based extrapolation and a generalized
Kirchhoff summation. A two-dimensional grid is laid over the area to be imaged. The
traveltimes from the source and receiver positions to each grid point are calculated.
Then all traces are "smeared out" along curves of constant traveltime i.e. isochrones. In
case of constant velocity, these are ellipses. The form of the isochrones becomes more
complicated if the velocities vary in the medium. Interference of all smeared traces
enhances coherent reflections at their true migrated positions by eliminating non
coherent events and random noise. Position and dip of the reflections are thus deter
mined by the constructive interference of the signals. The phase defines areas of
coherency and incoherency and therefore mostly contains the structural information.

Figure 2 shows how the method works. Synthetic traces, calculated from a simple
model, are migrated one by one. In Fig. 2a, one can identify the elliptic shape of the
isochrone along which the signal is smeared out. Doing this for all traces (Fig. 2d) the
envelope is formed and the reflector is imaged at its true position, where the signal por
tions of all traces combine by constructive interference.

In detail, the method has been described and tested with synthetic data by Janik (1990).
The algorithm is based on a publication by Hu and McMechan (1986).
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Synthetic example

Another synthetic example is presented in order to verify the suitability of that method
for the conditions at the KTB location, especially varying depth positions of the
receivers, low SIN ratio and high velocities which have not been determined exactly up
to now. Additionally, we want to illustrate the image properties of an MSP (Fig. 3).

Three reflectors with different dips (15°, 45° and 60°) and a point diffractor are embed
ded in a half space with constant velocity 5900 m/s. Figure 3 presents the model and the
synthetic data without (b) and with random noise (c). The results of migrating a single
profile and stacking five migrated profiles acquired at 100m depth intervals between
3500 m and 3100 m are shown in Fig. 4. The accurate and a deliberately inaccurate
(10% too slow) migration velocity were used for comparison.

As expected, only those parts of the reflectors are imaged, which were illuminated by
the measurement configuration. Additionally it should be mentioned that certain possi
ble reflection elements within the image area are not seen by the MSP configuration at
all, because of their dip and position. One example is indicated by a dash-dotted line in
Fig. 3a. The structures are migrated to the correct depth position if the assumed velo
city is accurate (Fig. 4, left). If the velocity is too small, the general shape of the image
does not change, but depth and horizontal position of the elements are biased
(Fig. 4, right).

The fact that only parts of the underground can be imaged is caused by the limited aper
ture of the MSP experiment. The effect of limited aperture is illustrated by Fig. 5. Here
a method of Carrion et al. (1991) is applied, who demonstrated that just those points of
the medium can be imaged at which a normal to the interface is enclosed by a normal
bundle. A normal bundle is defined by the gradients in a point of all isochrones going
through that point.

A point, at which the normal to the interface is directed outwards the bundle, cannot be
recovered. There the aperture of the measurement configuration is not sufficient for
imaging the interface. In relation to the configuration, this point has to be viewed as a
diffraction point. So one can prove analytically on one side, that only parts of an exist
ing reflector are illuminated by a limited aperture, and on the other side, that interfaces
cannot be recovered at all although they are in the area of the experiment.

In the figure the correct velocities were used with the intention to present just the effects
of limited aperture. The additional effect of velocity fluctuations has to be taken into
account. This mainly causes the inaccurate location of interfaces.

Before applying the migration process to the data, the development of artifacts must be
considered. In general, artifacts are of elliptic shape due to the principle of wavefront
migration. They are caused by coherent noise energy in the section. One single high
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amplitude may also cause an artifact if it is smeared out across the whole section. Funh
ermore, at profile ends these so-called "smiles" are visible because no destructive
interference is possible. Recognizing the apenure of the measurement configuration,
artifacts and true reflections can be distinguished.

Structural interpretation of the MSP

The MSP-experiment and preliminary data processing have been presented by Kemper
and HaJjes (1990). In this paper, only the results of migrating the upgoing wavefield,
measured by the Z-component of the borehole geophones, are presented. To reduce
artifacts, each profile input to migration was prepared as shown in Fig. 6. The remain
ing parts of direct P- and S-arnvals have been muted and the edges were tapered to
reduce the margin effects. To focus on the area to be drilled through, only the first 4 sec
of the MSP data have been considered.

Geophones between 3685 m and 3585 m depth were not correctly coupled to the forma
tion and not well oriented. Therefore these depth positions require special processing
and will not be considered funher in this contex t.

The structural interpretation will be restricted to interfaces which can be reached by the
KTB main drill hole. All those events are identified as interfaces which stand out
against the background noise by energy and coherency. There is no sufficient SIN ratio
for a detailed polarization analysis.

In total, 15 processed profiles (common receiver gathers) of the MSP recorded between
3560 m and 3210 m depth were processed as in Fig. 6. Then they were migrated and
stacked by the method described above. To take into account the uncenainty of velocity
distribution in that area, Fig. 7 shows the results of using three different migration velo
cities.

Generally, the image is superimposed by elliptic shaped segments because of the limited
apenure of the MSP experiment. Only those events are of special interest whose shape
contrasts with the elliptic arcs. The events in the upper part are imaged stronger when
using the lower velocity. The interfaces in the lower part come out at a higher velocity.
The uncenainty in velocity introduces an uncenainty in depth of ±300 m depending on
dip and depth position of each event.

The image illustrates the complex crystalline environment of the KTB site. There are no
strong, continuous discontinuities. All reflecting elements are of weak energy. Only
events of more than I km lateral extension have been interpreted.

In view of the low SIN ratio, this interpretation should be done with caution. It is based
on the energy and coherency of the prominent events. The interpretation is also founded
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on comparable events detected in 3D seismics and the surface profile KTB 8502, as
demonstrated below.

Among others, four remarkable reflecting elements were mapped within the region to be
drilled through:

(i) A bundle of 10° to 30° NE dipping reflectors starts at around 5000 m depth. This
region extends to about 5500 m although no single reflecting element has a longer
lateral extension than I km.

(ii) Another interesting area of short reflectors which dip at about 30° to the SW starts
at 6500 m depth. In the migrated section these reflectors are several hundred
meters offset to the east from the borehole position.

(iii) The clearest reflections can be seen at 8000 m depth in the VICInity of the
borehole; they are again dipping to the NE similarly to the reflection bundle at
5000 m.

(iv) Finally, the most remarkable reflecting area begins at about 9500 m with short
elements east of the borehole which then continue between 10 km and 11 km in
the direct neighborhood of the borehole, whereas the reflector with the largest
lateral extension appears at a depth of 13 km NE of the borehole. The whole
reflection zone - occasionally named the "Erbendorf body" - is certainly not a
homogeneous geological unit but rather a scaly and laminated complex of acoustic
impedance contrasts.

The structures mentioned are located in the area to be drilled through and therefore of
special interest. Altering the velocities within a realistic range between 5500 m/s and
6000 m/s does not change the total shape of the image but introduces the mentioned
uncertainty of ±300 m for the depth values (Fig. 8).

Figure 9 shows the interpretation in relation to the surface seismic profile KTB 8502 I

(Fig. 10) which parallels the MSP line. Only a small portion of the steep event "SE 1",
which is the dominant feature of the re-processed KTB 8502 profile (Fig. lOb) and the
3D-seismics, is seen by the MSP at the western margin of the imaged area. This seg
ment would have to be extrapolated to get a depth value at the drill site. Such an extra
polation cannot be attempted, because close to the borehole neither dip nor continuity of
this structure can be derived from the MSP experiment.

I The processing of KTB 8502 was done by the DEKORP Processing Cenler in ClausthaJ.
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The other structures mentioned above are also visible in the KTB 8502 surface seismic
profile. They are marked by dotted lines in Fig. 9. Comparing both profiles, it is evident
that the MSP illuminates only parts of the underground. The structures imaged by the
MSP possibly are seismic discontinuities within the subsurface, but there could be other
reflectors within the area which are not revealed by this particular MSP-configuration.

Summary and Conclusions

The Moving Source Profiling experiment was designed to facilitate a prediction of struc
tural or lithological changes ahead of the drill bit. Several remarkable reflecting ele
ments were mapped within the region to be drilled through like a bundle of 10° to 30°
NE dipping reflectors at around 5000 m depth and reflections at 8000 m depth also dip
ping to the NE.

A further region of reflecting elements dips at about 30° to the SWat 6500 m depth.
But these reflectors are mapped in several hundred meters offset to the east from the
borehole position. The most remarkable reflecting area is the so called "Erbendorf
body". The region of these reflectors begins at about 9500 m with some short elements
east of the borehole and continues between 10 km and II km with reflections in the
direct neighborhood of the borehole. The element with the largest lateral extension
appears at a depth of about 13 km.

The result demonstrates for the first time that MSP experiments can be used to resolve
fine structures of target areas around the borehole even in crystalline environment. The
MSP technique can therefore be regarded as an essential extension of surface seismic
profiles. At this time, the MSP does not allow a geological or petrological interpretation.
If the imaged elements will be drilled through and verified, there will be a unique
opportunity to compare petrophysical parameters determined from borehole measure
ments with the reflection attributes derived from seismic methods.
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Figure 1: a) Principle of an MSP survey and some information about the MSP survey
within the ISO 89 project. b) Map of seismic lines at the KTB-location. Note
that the MSP lies alongside the KTB 8502 surface seismic profile.
(VP: vibrator position, KTB-VB: pilot borehole, KTB-HB: main hole).
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Figure 3: Synthetic example. a) Model, the dash-dotted line marks a reflector which is not
detected by this specific measurement configuration. b) Synthetic data generated
from model (a). c) Same data as (b) with random noise added.
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registration of the geophone at 3235 m depth. Remaining parts of the downgo
ing wavefield have been muted and the margins of the section have been
tapered. The mute of the S-arrival causes the gap in the data (arrows).
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Schematics of the interpretation of the MSP experiment with special reference to elements which can
be hit by the drill bit. The elements are marked by thick black lines, dotted lines mark corresponding
elements picked from the KTB 8502 profile. The thin lines bound the uncertainty of the depth values.
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Depth determination of prominent seismic structures
beneath the KTB main drillhole KTB-HB

*DEKORP Research Group

Summary

Within the framework of the Integrated Seismic Survey Oberpfalz 1989 (IS089) dif
ferent methods were used to study the seismic structures and properties of the sur
roundings of the KTB drilling location Oberpfalz/Bavaria. A main target was the de
termination of those structures which are to be penetrated by the drill hole and will en
able direct correlation to the geological and lithological results of the drilling. There
fore, they will play a key role in the interpretation of reflections found in this area
and, moreover, provide important clues to deep crustal studies in other regions as
well.

A number of dominant seismic reflections was detected beneath the KTB by the dif
ferent seismic methods. However, depth determination is very critical in this spatially
inhomogeneous environment since the exact 3D velocity distribution is a pre-requisite
for this purpose. Because there is no depth nor velocity control by other deep wells in
the study area the velocity distribution can be derived only from surface observations
and within narrow limits from seismic observations within the KTB pilot hole. In this
paper the structural results obtained from the different seismic studies are compiled
and their related depths and the confidence levels are given relying on a most probable
3D velocity distribution which was derived from all seismic information accessible so
far.

Introduction

Comprehensive seIsmIc investigations using different methods were carried out in
1989 in the surroundings of the KTB scientific drilling location Oberpfalz/Bavaria.
Initial results and technical reports on the conduction of the field work are published
in KTB Report 90-6b and in Meissner et al. (1991). The results presented in this pa
per are a compressed outline of the particular results and analyses elaborated by the
different working groups partaking in this project. lt deals only with the prominent
reflections present in the close surroundings of the KTB, their depths and the 3D p-

. wave velocity distribution necessary for spatial depth determination. Reliable state
ments on drilling relevant structures could be inferred essentially from the interpreta
tion of the 3D seismic observations (Hluchy et aI., this volume; Wiederhold, this
volume) and from the MSP experiment (Janik and Harjes, this volume), only.

* Correspondence to: C. Reichert, Niedersiichsisches Landesamt fUr Bodenforschung,

Stilleweg 2, W-3000 Hannover 51, Germany
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Review of seismic eiemenis picked beneaih the KTB location

The OEKORP Processing Center (OPC) at Clausthal provided a 3D unmigrated data
set stacked by a simplified envelope method (Stiller, this volume). This set was inter
preted simultaneously at the OPC (Hluchy et aI., this volume) and at Hannover (Wie
derhold, this volume) using 3D working stations to obtain two independent views of
the data enabling greater reliability. A number of different reflection elements was
picked and mapped in space. The results of both interpretations were compared and
the reliable elements were compiled.

Fig. I presents the spatial arrangement of the picked elements in a two-way travel
time unmigrated display. A bunch of subparallel reflections striking NW/SE with rel
atively steep NE dip (40 0

- 60°) is most conspicuous. The lowermost and strongest
group is called SEI (Hluchy et ai, this volume; Korbe and Reichert, this volume;
Wiederhold, this volume). The uppermost one is denoted by SE2 and the one in the
centre by SE3. A rather weak element named SEI2 ties up SEI and SE2 und bends
listrically. At the intersection with the drillhole it shows a rather weak dip of about
20 0

• This is revealed very clearly on the KTB8502 profile (Fig. 2). SE3 is the faintest
element of this group providing a high degree of uncertainty.

Extrapolating SEI linearily it hits the surface very closely to the fault system of the
Franconian Lineament (FL) consisting in that area of the Waldeck-Klotzenreuth and
Atzmannsberg-Altenparkstein fault zones (Hirschmann, 1992). Two other similarily
steeply dipping reflectors SE4 and SE4A exhibit a different strike direction and can be
correlated rather well at the surface with the Fichtelnaab fault. However, both hori
zons are outside the reach of the drillhole.

Another element denoted by BS is expected below the group of the SE horizons at
about 8 km depth but its spatial position is still unclear. At depths greater than 10 km
the subhorizontal reflections of the Erbendorf structure appear (B I, B2, Rl, R2). The
depths and spatial characteristics of the reflectors to be encountered by the deep drill
ing are compiled in Table 1.

The accuracy of the given depth values is generally affected by two sources of inac
curacy:

- the assessed 3D velocity model necessary for the depth migration
- the error limits when picking reflections in the present data set

Different velocity models will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

Uncertainties when picking reflections on 'envelope'-stacked data are essentiaily
stronger than on phase-consistent data. Producing the latter in crystalline setting
brought about several difficulties discussed by Stiller (this volume) and is still in pre
paration. Particular events of the 'envelope' -stacked data exhibit a typical length of
some 80 ms implying a picking error of the same order. However, larger deviations
are compensated by the spatially correlated picks and planar interpolation before mi-
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gration. Error bounds can be determined by standard deviation between particular
picked data points and the fitted surface. The resulting error must be adjusted to the
direction of the respective ray path. This was achieved by dividing the vertical error
by the cosine of the dip angle (Wiederhold, this volume).

Migration of time horizons into depth

P-wave velocities are absolutely essential for the conversion of the seismically observ
ed (p-wave) structures from the two-way time domain into the depth domain. Within
15089 numerous efforts were made by different field arrangements to investigate the
3D velocity field in the area of the 3D seismic survey. Due to limited budget these ap
proaches have always their shortcomings. Most reliable results were obtained, of
course, along the drilling path by sonic logs and core analyses. Since the ray paths of
the 3D seismic study transect nearly the entire 3D volume below the 20 surface field
arrangement such precise velocity information should be at hand analogously, espe
cially for greater depth ranges. This condition should be met especially in a tectoni
cally as well as geologically so complex setting as the area under study.

The 'envelope'-stacked data of the 3D seismic survey provided by OPC were im
possible to undergo a wavefield migration and, thus, were transformed into depths
using different map migration programmes basing on various velocity models: at the
OPC a map migration programme was developed migrating the data in the time do
main (Stiller and Tormann, this volume). Constant velocities are used in this ap
proach, i.e. for each horizon an optimal velocity was selected as listed in Table I.
The depth conversion was accomplished using a constant velocity of 6.0 km/s. At
Hannover a 'map migration' algorithm after Sattlegger (1986) was used incorporating
also more complicated velocity models which are presented in the following. In Fig. 3
the most prominent reflection elements in the area of the 3D seismic survey of IS089
are displayed at correct spatial position.

A compilation of the various velocity data determined for the 3D seismic relevant
space is given in Table 2. Regarding the near-surface range a dense network of ve
locity data is at hand resulting from first breaks of the 3D seismic data and from short
refraction lines (Lengeling 1991). Formerly, these data were used to calculate static
corrections for the 3D seismic processing. They provide sound information on the ve
locity of the solid rocks below the weathering horizon (i.e. at datum level) and corre
spond quite well with the alternating geological situation found at the surface. Espe
cially the areas of gneissic, granitic and metabasitic rocks as well as the sediments
west of the FL show up clearly in these velocity data.

The VSP results at the drill hole provide velocities of some 6.0 km/s at depths greater
than 2.5 km (Hanitzsch et aI., this volume). This value was used as basic limit when
establishing the spatial velocity model. Between the refractor velocities at datum level
(500 m a.m.s.l.) and the fixed value of 6.0 km/s at 2.5 km depth a constant vertical
velocity gradient was assumed and its value was calculated depending on its horizontal
position (velocity model no. 1000 in Table I).
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Another velocity model (1005) was developed attempting to accomodate to the border
between the gneisses and Falkenberg granites. This border was modeled as a step as
suming the bottom of the granites at 4 km depth. This depth was determined from
gravity modeling (Soffel et aI., 1989) and, therefore, provides the related uncertain
ties. Velocity model 1005 uses the correction velocities at datum level and an appro
priate constant velocity gradient so that the velocity of 6.0 km/s is fitted at 4 km
depth in the Falkenberg area. The results of these depth migrations are listed in Table
I. A related graphic display of the most prominent reflection is given in Fig. 3.

In order to diminish the uncertainties of the selected velocity models the depths of the
steeply dipping reflectors SEI, SE2, SE3 and SEI2 were also calculated by using the
results of the 'Durchschallungs-' experiment DUSCH (Albrecht and Teichert, 1990).
These data provide traveltime values from the surface (source points of the 3D seismic
survey) to a borehole geophone at 3.22 km and 3.42 km depth, respectively, located
in the KTB pilot hole. For the depth calculation the data set for geophone depth of
3.42 km was used in order to comprehend ray paths reaching as deep as possible. The
DUSCH data are related to 500 m a. m. s.1 datum level and the height of the well head
was accounted for. Moreover, the depth dependent geometrical drilling deviation was
considered when calculating the average velocity along the respective ray path. How
ever, due to missing details the refraction effect of the rays penetrating different rocks
was not accounted for.

At first, the source points at the surface related to the reflection points benath the
drilling location were determined using the ray paths obtained from migration results.
The traveltimes from these surface points to the geophone at 3.42 km depth are pro
vided by the DUSCH experiment. Neglecting the presumably small deviations of the
straight ray path from the actual one all velocity effects above 3.42 km affecting the
average velocity are ruled out. Only the range below this depth still contributes to ve
locity uncertainties. In order to assess this residual effect the depth differences to 3.42
km were calculated using different plausible velocities. The related depth variations 
depending on the depth difference - amount up to 175 m maximum only. The results
are given in Table I.

Results of the MSP experiment

The MSP experiment only provides results within the closest vicinity of the drillhole
(Janik and HaJjes, this volume). Dips of up to 40" are observed. The spatial position
of these elements, however, cannot be determined. The SEI reflector is observed also
in these data but only beyond the extrapolated drilling path. At 5 km depth a reflector
with 30 n dip is detected which might correlate with the SEI2 element found in the 3D
seismic data. Another subhorizontal reflector (7 n dip) appears at 8 km depth (cf.
Table I).
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Conclusions

All information available up to now was compiled in order to calculate the depth
values of the seismic elements detected in the IS089 experiments as precisely as
possible. It should be mentioned that this work was done already before the drilling
reached the depth of 6,750 m and got stuck. A reliable 3D velocity model still re
mains the most crucial point. However, strong efforts were made to cope with this
problem and the data of the DUSCH experiment were extremely helpful for this
purpose. Indeed, from the calculated depth values it could be inferred that the SE2
reflection is related to a fault and SE3 probably to a change in rock foliation (Hirsch
mann, this volume). At the depth of about 6.700 m a strongly catac1asitic zone was
encountered which is most probably related to the SEI reflector. However, these
results still have to be confirmed by additional stmctural information from appropriate
logs. Furthermore, the continuation of the drilling will reveal if we are dealing
already with the SEI reflector at 6,700 m depth and if there perhaps might follow a
lithological change in the footwall.
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1992.



Interpretation: 3D-Seismik:

Reflector Dip/Strike

SE2 40·-45· / 320·

SE12 20· / 330·

SE3 50· / 330·

SE1 55· / 320·

BS

B1

B2

R1

R2

SE4 50· / 290·

SE4A 45· / 300·

depths of refle~tors in KTB-HB in m
Stiller & Tormann lIiederhold MSP: Janik-& Harjes

(1992) (1992) (1992)
veloci ty=v- veloci ty- veloci ty- depth- Moving Source

constant model 1000 model 1005 estimation Profiling
depth conversion with exper. MSP
with v=6 km/s lIDurch-

schallung"
(after Reichert)

3775±200 (v-6 km/s)
4000 ±200 3700 ±200 3700 ±200 3770 " (v=5.875")
(v . =5.2 km/s) 3790 " (v=6.4 ")...

4875±190 (v=6 km/s)
4750 ±200 4700 ±190 4700 ±190 4845 " (v=5.875") 5050 ±250 (30·)
(v . =5.2 km/s) 4930 " (v=6.25 ").,.

5940±110 (v=6 km/s)
5500 ±300 ---- 5800 ±110 5900 " (v=5.875")
(v . =5.2 km/s) 6025 " (v=6.25 ").,.

7025±140 (v=6 km/s) ~

6500 ±200 7000 ±140 6600 ±140 6965 " (v=5.875") U1
---- CD

(v . =5.2 km/s) 7140 " (v=6.250").,.
7850 ±200 ---- ---- ---- 8000 ±350 (7")
(v . =5.9 km/s)...
10600 ±200 10700 10700
(v . =6.0 km/s)
111\sB ±200 11400 11400
(v . =6.0 km/s)
l1~sB ±200
(v . =6.0 km/s).,.

13150 13150

Table 1: Reflector depths and related dip angles along the drill hole trajectory calcul
ated on the basis of different models.
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Table 2: Compilation of seismic velocities observed at the KTB drilling location as
of March 1992.

1. Closest vicinity of the KTB pilot hole and main hole

a) Sonic-Log

b) VSP

(available)

o kIn 5.4 km/s
from 2.5 km 6.0 km/s

c) Laboratory data (Kie1) (available)

d) Laboratory data (KTB-Feldlabor)

e) Wide-angle seismics (t-p-method)

(available)

Reflex2 SW-NE (IS089) DEKORP4 NW-SE (CMP96)

depth velocity depth velocity

0 kIn 5.0 km/s 0 kIn 5.0 kIn/s
0.6 kIn 5.2/5.7 kIn/s 1.0 kIn 6.0 kIn/s
3.0 kIn 5.8/5.9 kIn/s 5.0 kIn 6.05/6.1 km/s
6.0 km 6.25/5.5 km/s 7.25 kIn 6.12/5.75 kIn/s
8.0 kIn 5.5/5.7 km/s 8.4 kIn 5.85/6.15 kIn/s
8.4 km 5.7/5.5 km/s 9.5 kIn 6.16/6.20 kIn/s
8.8 kIn 5.5/6.5 km/s 10.0 kIn 6.20/6.35 kIn/s
10.2 kIn 6.85/6.6 km/s 10.5 kIn 6.35/6.40 kIn/s
11. 8 kIn 6.6/7.0 km/s 11.1 kIn 6.40/6.45 km/s
13.4 kIn 7.25/6.5 km/s 11. 6 kIn 6.55/6.60 kIn/s

12.0 kIn 6.75 kIn/s
12.25 kIn 6.75/6.85 kIn/s
13.1 kIn 6.85/7.05 kIn/s
13.75 kIn 7.15/7.25 kIn/s
14.1 kIn 7.30/7.25 kIn/s
15.0 km 7.50/6.50 kIn/s

f) 3D-ESP (NMO velocities)

depth velocity azimuth: N 80 0
- 1100 E

o kIn
1.29 km
1. 82 km
2.45 kIn
3.9 kIn
5.08 km

5.42
5.75
6.04
5.75
6.0
6.5

kIn/s
km/s
kIn/s
kIn/s
kIn/s
kIn/s

- Compiled from a) , c) and d) by E. Huenges:

depth range/domino lithology velocity range anisotropy

0 - 1.6 km gneiss/metabasite 5.8 - 6.4 kIn/s 5 - 10%
3.6 km gneiss 6.0 6.2 kIn/s 10%

- 6.0 kIn metabasite 6.4 - 6.6 kIn/s 5%

velocity gradient

dominantly gneissic depth 0-4 kIn: 0.26
-1range s

dominantly metabasitic depth 4-6 km: 0.4 -1range s
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Table 2 (continued)

2. Surroundings of the KTB location

a) COMSTAT (two-dimensional velocity distribution on top of
the unweathered crystalline, available)

b) MSP amphibolite (gneiss): 5.95 km/s
granite: 5.55 km/s

c) wide-angle seismics (IS089)

- migration velocities:

at surface
at 6 s TWT

SP 101-120

5.46 km/s
5.97 km/s

SP 201-220

5.8 km/s
6.04 km/s

- Reflex2 (area of Falkenberg granite, x-t-v method)

depth velocity

0.0
0.5
1.6
2.9

km
km
km
km

4.8
5.2/5.3
5.85/5.87
6.15/5.8

km/s
km/s
km/s
km/s

d) wide-angle seismics (DEKORP4; ray tracing, 1988)

CMP 90 CMP 95
Erbendorf Windisch-Eschenbach

depth velocity depth

0 km 5.46 km/s 0 km
0.63 km 5.85 km/s 0.65 km
0.88 km 5.96 km/s
3.96 km 5.96/5.77 km/s 3.75 km
7.0 km 5.96/6.06 km/s 7.5 km
8.0 km 6.32 km/s 10.5 km

e) ESP2 (DEKORP4, Vohenstraua)

depth velocity

0 km 4.8 km/s
1. 46 km 5.69 km/s
1. 86 km 5.76 km/s
3.51 km 5.83 km/s
4.23 km 6.0 km/s
5.94 km 6.08 km/s
9.51 km 5.83/6.0 km/s

f) MASE 6.1 km/s (average value)

g) DUSCH (Durchschallung) (available)

h) Earthquake monitoring (available)

velocity

5.25 km/s
5.75 km/s

6.06/5.85 km/s
5.90/6.06 km/s
6.33 km/s
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STRUCTURAL IMAGES FROM 3-D-ISOCHRON MIGRATION OF WIDB-ANGLE DATA
IN THE SURROUNDINGS OF ETB

Michael Simon *)

sUIIlIIIary

As part of the program "Integrated Seismics Oberpfalz 1989" a
specially designed wide-angle 3D-survey was carried out to inve
stigate the velocity distribution and structural features beneath
the KTB site. The so-called Erbendorf Body in about 11 - 14 km
depth with its strong wide-angle reflectivity and unusual high P
wave velocities (over 7 km/s) was the main target of this meas
urements.

After careful true amplitude preprocessing a 3D-isochron prestack
migration was applied to image vertical and horizontal sections.
The Erbendorf Body is shown to exist in the whole northwestern
part of surveyed area and its top forms a smooth syncline. Some
reflectors known from steep-angle seismics are also visible.

Layout of Measurements

The layout of the 3D-wide-angle measurements (Gebrande et al.
1991) was optimized for good resolution in the middle crust be
neath KTB. This was obtained by two sets of dynamite shots, each
registered among others by a 312 channel receiver spread in an
offset range of 25 to 50 km (Fig. 1). Th~S geometry provides a
two-fold coverage in an area of 10x12.5 km around the KTB site.

For the ease of comparison, the same symbols (SE, B, G) are used
for reflection groups as in IS089 steep-angle seismics (Stiller,
this volume). Also the bin numbers of inline (I ... ) and crossline
(C ... ) sections are the same, but inlines are extended to NE by
about 2 km compared with steep-angle seismics. The seismic datum
for all velocity functions and migrations in this paper is 500 m
above sea level.

concept of 3D-Isochron Migration

Isochron-migration is a migration method which produces an image
of the underground by adding every sample of each seismogram to
all places on a grid of the underground, from where it could have
been reflected or diffracted. A 2D-version developed by Schmidt
(1991) has recently been extended to the 3D-case (Simon, 1992).

*) Author's address: Institut fur Allg. u. Angew. Geophysik,
Theresienstr. 41, IV
W-8000 Munchen 2,
Germany
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Fig. 1: Location map of 15089 wide-angle measurements discussed
in this paper; shotpoints 101-120 registered by 312 channels of
receiver spread Reflex1 and shotpoints 201-221 by receiver
spread Reflex2. (1360 and 1380 = "inline" sections 360 and 380,
C360 = "crossline" section 360, FL = Franconian line)

Input to this migration are normally shot-ensembles, which can
have irregular receiver spacing. Migration then will be performed
into a migration array which represents either an arbitrary
oriented vertical time (or depth) section or a time (or depth)
slice. For each input shot-ensemble there is an output of a
migrated section or slice which then may be processed further
before it is stacked vertically with other single shot migra
tions. A migrated 3D-block is build up by many parallel sections
or slices.

The method handles migration velocity functions which can depend
on depth or TWT and on common midpoint (CMP) coordinates. Fur
thermore, an offset-dependent correction can be applied. The
migration velocity function is calculated by raytracing from
independently derived velocity models and stored in a seismic
data base.

Limitations

To avoid overinterpretations it is important to keep a few points
in mind. Due to the field set-up some reflectors, depending on
their position, strike and dip, may be well illuminated by the
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rays of a specific shot, and by others not at all. Therefore, in
addition to the reflectors visible in the sections, others may
exist in the underground that are not imaged by the actual geome
try. There is, e.g., the chance to get reflections from a steeply
NE-dipping reflector parallel to the Franconian Line by the shots
101-120 but not by the shots 201-221.

Furthermore, there may be some algorithmic noise in the form of
elliptic events ("smiles") especially near the edge of the sec
tions where coverage decreases. They can be identified by their
elliptic appearance.

preprocessinq

Through the whole preprocessing true amplitudes were preserved
(e.g. no AGC!). Prior to the migration the samples were multi
plied by time to correct for spherical divergence, and individual
shot intensities were equalized. Although isochron migration is
based on kinematic principles, the amplitudes may be regarded
qualitatively as an image of the reflectivity distribution. In
the preprocessing the wavelets were equalized and contracted by a
predictive deconvolution to about two maxima. Therefore, a single
reflector appears in the contour plots of this paper as two or
three parallel lines, because positive and negative amplitudes
are darkened but with different hatching.

Hiqration Velocity Functions

The migration velocity functions (Fig. 2) for the profiles Re
flexi and Reflex2 were calculated by raytracing from 2D-models.
Offset dependent effects are included and therefore they are not
to be identified with zero-offset migration velocities. Moreover,
migration velocities for profile Reflex2 are much smaller than
for Reflex1 because shots 201 - 221 are located within a thick
sedimentary cover west of the Franconian Line. Representing
average velocities for the whole ray path, the migration veloci
ties differ even for the same CMP for the different field set
ups. Such differences are also a consequence of azimuthal veloci
ty anisotropy.
Migration velocity errors are estimated to be in the order of
about +/- 0.5 %. In Fig. 3a shots 201-221 were migrated with 99.5
% of the calculated migration velocity, in Fig. 3b with 100.5 %.
In spite of the minute velocity differences, the migration re
sults differ significantly and position errors of about +/- 500 m
occure.

Results

The 1360 section of Fig. 4 crosses ~he KTB-Iocation from SW to
NE. The upper part of the section to about 5 km depth must be
interpreted very carefully, because effects of the direct waves
are superimposed, which were not muted prior to migration. Never
theless, a group of NE dipping reflectors in the upper part of
the section is very dominant and may be identified with the SE
reflectors of steep-angle seismics (Stiller, this volume).
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lJ1
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Pig.
b)

3: Migrated section C360 of shots 201-221 with a) 99.5%
100.5% of migration velocity function given in Fig. 2.

and

1380 (Fig. 6) from shots 201-221 shows a section 1 km further to
the NW of the former one. The waves of the shots, used for this
migration, have travelled more or less perpendicularly to the
waves of shots 101-120 used for the migrations in Fig. 4 and 5.
Therefore, reflectors were illuminated differently. Especially
the B-group (10 - 14 km), which may be identified with the Erben
dorf Body, is built up by strong reflections in this migration.

Fig. 7 shows section C360 derived from shots 201-221, again with
very strong B-reflectors forming a wedge structure around 11 km
depth and a reflector around 14 km depth in· the right part of the
section.

Fig. 8 shows a depth slice at z = 11 km generated from the same
shots as in Fig. 6 and 7. Again, very strong amplitudes of the B
reflectors - forming a smooth syncline - are visible north of the
KTB location. It is the top of the so-called Erbendorf high velo
city body.
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of migrated shots 201-221 (B =

In principle, a perfect agreement of steep- and wide-angle images
is not to be expected since the illumination of reflectors de
pends on azimuth and incidence angles of wave propagation and the
reflection coefficients are angle-dependent. Nevertheless, typi
cal reflector groups of IS089 steep-angle reflection seismics are
also visible in migrated wide-angle sections;

Wide-angle migrations depend very sensitively on migration velo
cities and further efforts have to be made to refine the velocity
model. This requires, necessarily, an iterative procedure in
which the comparison of wide-angle and steep-angle migration
results will be of crucial importance.
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VSP - A Link between Reflection Seismic Profiling
and Lithology

W. Siillner*, E. Liischen*, X.-P. Li*, P. Hubral*,
T.W. Gut*, M. Widmaier*

Abstract

VSP investigations offer a link between the reflectors observed in surface seismic
profiles (20, 3D) and the highly detailed informations from borehole measurements.
There is a high number of correlations with impedance contrasts seen in the sonic
log and the lithological description (metabasites, paragneisses), but most of the
VSP reflection elements appears to be caused by structural features (fractures,
faults). Strongly dipping features (up to 90 degrees) are dominant in the VSP.
Horizontal elements correlate well with surface reflection sections. With appropriate
VSP processing even very steeply dipping structlll'es were imaged which could not
be seen in other experiments. Shear wave splitting is restricted to the upper 3 km
and is caused by seismic anisotropy of the order of 10 % due to rock foliation.

Introduction

Vertical seismic profiling (VSP) provides the closest interpretional link between
reflection events observed in 20/30 slll'face seismic profiling and lithology. This is
well known from many applications in sedimentary basins (Gal'perin, 1974; Balch
and Lee, 1984; Hardage, 1985). One of the main objectives of VSP measurements
at the KTB is to explain the nature of reflections in a crystalline medium.

In the framework of ISO 89 (Integrated Seismics Oberpfalz 1989) an extensive
programme of VSP-measurements using different offsets, source types and azimuths
was performed. For technical details and first results see Liischen et al. (1990, 1991).
Interpretations of the first near-offset VSP (VSP 3600, explosive source) measured
in 1988 were published by Kastner et al. (1989), Hohrath et al. (1992) and by Riihl
and Hanitzsch (1992). Recently, this VSP has been extended to 6000 m depth using
a vibrator source (8-123 Hz, 20 s length, 6 s listening time) and 12.5 m geophone
spacing with three components.

•Authors' address: Geophysikalisches Illstitut, Universitat Karlsruhe, lIertzstr. 16, W-7500
Karlsruhe 21, F.R. Germany
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In this study we used P-wave data of the combined VSPs particularly for ve
locity estimation and structural imaging and S-wave data including the horizontal
components to analyze the seismic anisotropy. For the imaging we used two diffe
rent approaches: firstly, structural imaging near the borehole by applying standard
imaging and processing routines based on constrained model assumptions, and se
condly, we studied a larger volume of the crystalline basement by a special imaging
technique. In this paper we give a short description of the applied methods and an
outline of the main results.

Data has been acquired by SCHLUMBERGER in March-April 1992 and by
contract with the KTB-Project Management which made the field data (correlated
and uncorrelated, stacked and unstacked) available to us.

1 Velocity evaluation

The preprocessing of the extended VSP field data (3000-6000 m) consisted of
editing, selecting and vertical stacking (7-fold) of correlated field records. Fig. 1
shows the combined VSPs with its downgoing (original) wavefield.

The first P-wave arri vals (zero-phase Vi broseis signal) have been cal ibrated
with the previously existing dynamite profiles (to 3600 m depth) and then picked
using an automatic picking algorithm. Fig. 2 shows the traveltimes and the average
velocity versus depth. The average velocity increases continuously to 6.15 km/s at
6 km depth. Its dependence on depth can be well approximated by the following
analytical function, which also can be used for depth predictions ahead of the
drill bit:

1
V = 2.5 Va (1 - b)'

where
V is the average velocity,
Va is the start value for average velocity (va = 2.500 m/s),
b is a parameter which describes the physical character of the medium and
(b = 0.099)
z is the receiver depth.

(1)

The traveltimes in Fig. 1 and 2 appear to be aligned perfectly along a straight
line. Fig. 3 presents the data of the new VSP with a higher velocity resolution
and demonstrates that there are well pronounced variations of the interval velo
city. The first arrivals have been deconvolved (spike deconvolution), plotted with a
reduced time scale (Tred = Tob' - z/Vred ), and shifted by a constant of +500 ms.
This procedure is well known from refraction seismics and was used for a better
estimation of the apparent velocity. The arrivals appear to be aligned horizontally
along the timing line of 500 ms which represents an average velocity of 6000 m/s.
Intervals were determined based on this plot, resulting in error bars of approx.
100 m, which are caused by the sampling interval of 2 ms. These intervals and
the errors were confirmed by cross-checking with the sonic log. Average velocities
for these intervals were computed and marked in the figure. Sonic log velocities
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Fig. 3: Plot of the P-wave first arrivals after deconvolution. Time scale is reduced by
reduction velocity of 6 kmls (see text for explanation), traces have been shifted by 500
ms. Interval velocity with their corresponding errors are plotted above.
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and their intervals generally agree well with the VSP interval velocities, except for
certain depth ranges where deviations can be explained by variations in foliation
and seismic anisotropy. This has been noted already for the dept.h range from a to
3600 m by Hohrath et a!. (1992) who presented a comparison of int.erval velocities
and acoustic log veloci ties for this depth range.

The new VSP between 3000 m and 6000 m has been acquired in the KTB main
hole (Hauptbohrung) which is located 200 m off the pilot. hole (4000 m dept.h).
Maximum horizontal deviation of t.he main hole is of the order of 10 m, therefore
no corrections for deviat.ion were necessary for the new VSP, in contrast to the
former VSP (Hohrath et a!', 1992).

2 VSP-CDP Conversion

One of the main objectives of VSP interpretation in a crystalline media is to pro
vide the best possible link between the surface COP reflection data and the li
thology. The interpretation of VSP data as well as the interpretation of surface
COP data is strongly related to the processing parameters and the underlieing mo
del assumptions. In order t.o obtain a good correlation these assumpt.ions must be
accommodated.

2.1 Processing of VSP data

The most important assumptions in processing VSP data. are that a plane wave
propagates vertically in a homogeneous or horizontally layered medium and the
internal multiples are negligible. If these conditions are reasonably satisfied the
recorded seismic trace can be written as a superposition of downgoing and upgoing
wave fields:

S(J,z) = D(J,z) - U(J,z) (2)

S(J, z) is the recorded seismic trace in the frequency domain at depth position
z. D(J, z) and U(J, z) are the down and upgoing wave fields. The upgoing wave
field can be described as a convolution of the downgoing wave with the series of
reflection coefficients. In frequency domain representation, we obtain:

U(J,z) = -[D(J,z)·R(J,z)) (3)

where R(J, z) is the spectrum of the reflection coefficient series at. receiver dept.h
z. These relations above determine the theoretical background for t.he most im
portant processing steps (wave field separation, wavelet deconvolution, geometrical
divergence correction, etc.).

We do know that these assumptions are strongly violated in crystalline media.
This implies to act very cautiously and to make many test.s before performing
each processing step. Fig. 4 shows a flowchart with the main processing st.eps
we applied in processing the VSP data. A det.ailed description of preprocessing
including demultiplexing, trace editing, vertical stacking, correlation of vibroseis
data, component rotation, etc., is given in Llischen et a!. (UJ90).
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Fig. 4: Flowchart of standard VSP processing.

2.1.1 Geometrical Divergence Correction

In order to compensate the amplitude decay in a V5P record due to geometrical
divergence we proceed as described by O'Brien and Lucas (1971), and multiply
each trace by

t(z)\l(z)Jws
(4)

the divergence factor for the downgoing wave field. It is a function of the one way
traveltime t(z) and the RM5-velocity V(Z)RMS and is equivalent to the 'Newman
factor' for the case of normal incidence up to a constant factor. VI is the velocity
of the first layer. For application of a geometrical divergence correction a R 15
velocity estimation is needed. Interval velocities can be directly computed from the
first arrivals of the downgoing wave field (see section 1), and RMS-velocities are
obtained with help of the Dix formula.

To apply the geometrical divergence correction we used an analytical function,
which fits the RM5-velocities. After the geometrical divergence correction (Fig. 5)
we observe a coherent downgoing P-wave over the whole depth range with small
amplitude fluctuations. The amplitude fluctuations can be explained by superpo
sition of direct and reflected waves.
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2.1.2 Deconvolution

Usually we apply a deterministic deconvolution in processing VSP data (Gaiser
et a.l.,1982). This means that for each recorded direct arrival the inverse transfer
function is estimated and multiplied with the corresponding seismic trace in the
frequency domain. The needed time signal to determine the anti filter D- J(J, z)
for each receiver depth is extracted by f-k-filtering from the downgoing wave field
of the entire dataset. From equation (3) we obtain the reflection coefficient series
R(J, z) after applying D- 1(J, z):

(5)

An important aspect of this processing scheme is that an accurate estimation of
D(J, z) can be obtained. A critical recording parameter may be the depth sampling
rate. The 25 m depth interval for zero distance VSP SPI01 with dynamite source
was too large, and we had some problems because the direct S-wave was aliased.
Fig. 6 shows an example of typical VSP wavelet deconvolution. In contrast to
unfiltered data a sharp coherent first arrival from the top to the borehole bottom
can be observed. A reduced direct S-wave crosses the much weaker reflection events
near the borehole. In the deeper paTt of the borehole a strong, very steep reflection
event is marked.

2.1.3 Wave Field Separation

For better identification of reflection events a separation of the downgoing direct
wave field and the upgoing reflected wave field is performed. This separation is
usually done by f-k-filtering. Fig. 7 shows the f-k-analysis before and after rejec
tion the downgoing wave field. In Fig. 7a (f-k-analysis of near offset VSP SPI01
with dynamite source) dominating frequencies are relatively high (80-120 Hz). The
dominating frequencies of VSP6000 (vibroseis source) are between 20 Hz and 50
Hz (Fig. 7b). In both f-k-plots a strong higher harmonic can be recognized. After
rejection the direct wave, a large number of reflection events can be seen (Fig. 8).
The reflected wave field consists of weak events with different dips. The reflection
events are much more disturbed by interferences compaTed to the direct wave.

As a last step and only for presentation we applied a bandpass frequency filter
and trace equalization or automatic gain control (AGe) with a window length of
750 ms. The parameters for frequency filtering were established after filter tests.
During the testing phase for VSPs with dynamite source we made the following
observations:

• the identification of reflection events is better in the very high frequency range
(100-150 Hz),

• several reflection events (e.g. reflections of different dip) show their best cor
relation in different frequency ranges (Fig. 9).
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By reAection event we mean a sharp (Dirac-impulse like) reAection wave_ Slow
variations in velocity can disturb the en'nt character mainly in the low frequency
range. Taking these observations into account we made the interpretation of dyna
mite source VSPs in different frequency ranges.

2.2 Imaging and Interpretation

In a first step we identified the characteristic reAection events in the VSP section,
correlated them with downhole measurements (log-data, lithology) and with sur
face seismic profiles after VSP-CDP col1\·ersion. Fig. IO shows the upgoing wave
field of the two combined zero-offset VSPs (VPlOl P and VSP6000), from 485 m
up to 6000 m depth. The characteristic reAection events are marked by an overlaid
linedrawing. Log-data and lithological column are attached to provide a comparison
between reAection events and borehole information. Fig. 10 displays a remarkable
matching between reAection events and lithology, but a significant portion of the
reAections can not be explained by lithological changes.

The VSP-CDP conversion (VSP mapping) is a geometrical operation which
allows a direct comparison of surface seismic data with a VSP section. A detailed
description of VSP-CDP conversion is given in Dillon and Thomson (1984). This
operation holds for a homogeneous medium above a horizontal layer boundary and
any distance between source and wellhead. In the case of a zero offset VSP a simple
addition of reAectl'd traveltime and first arrival time transforms the recorded data
into a two way traveltime corrected VSP section (Fig. 11). By stacking over the
whole depth range the badly corrected events from dipping reAectors are suppressed
and the result can be viewed as a normal incidence trace of nea,r1y horizontal
reAectors. In Fig. 12 the stacked converted trace from VSP6000 is displayed within
the surface seismic section I\TB8.502 (DEKORP Research Group, 1988). We find a
remarkable correlation mainly for horizontal events (e.g. "Erbendorf-body" at 3.8
s TWT).

3 Vertical Zero-Offset Conversion

Up to now we used the seismic reAection events from VSP data to obtain a more
correct determination of the dept h of a priori defined seismic e"ents from surface
data and to identify their nature by calibration with other borehole measurements.
By VSP-CDP conversion we focusl'd on nearly horizontal events and suppressed
all events from steeply dipping reAectors after two way traveltime correction and
stacking.

During the processing phase we observed, that the strongest reAection events are
from nearly vertical structures (e.g. the marked events in Fig. 6). This observation
was made in raw data and after some processing steps (e.g. after deconvolution) in
several VSP sections. The VSP configuration offers the unique possibility to image
nearly vertical reAectors.
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Fig. 10: Link between borehole measurements and com billed VSP section. Left: Upgoing
wave field of VP101P and VSP6000. Right: (a) gamma-log; (b) sonic-log P-wave; (c)

simplified lithology. Log-data by l\TB Referat Bohrlochmessungen.
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Fig. 11: Upgoing wavefield ofVSP6000 after application of two way travelrime correction
(left) corresponding stack of all traces (right).
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Fig. 12: Link between VSP6000 (stack ofal1 traces) and surface seismic section KTB8502
(final stack) by DEKORP Research Group.
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3.1 Rotated Layered System

We introduce a medium which consists of an arbitrary number of homogeneous
layers separated by vertical interfaces (vertically stratified medium), embedded in
a global coordinate system, as indicated in Fig. 13. The origin of the coordinate
system is the source position at the wellhead. The z-axis is the recording line and
points in depth direction whereas the x-axis is perpendicular to the z-axis. This new
situation is obtained after rotating a surface seismic profile (horizontally layered
medium) into the global coordinate system.

z

v, . . . . . .

x

(6)

Fig. 1.1: Vertically stratified medium: z-axis represents tile recordillg lille in tile borellole.
Tile x-axis is perpendicular to ti,e z-axis. The layers a.re seperated by plane illterfaces.

Using the laws of geometrical seismics (straight-line propagation in homogene
ous regions. the rule for refraction and the rule for reflection) the traveltimes along
the rays passing through this seismic system are given by

_2

T 2 = To
2 + --T-

VRMS

for small depth. T is the traveltime of the reflection event, To is the traveltime along
the normal incidence ray and VRMS is the RMS-velocity of the vertically stratified
medium.
This rotated layered system has several drastic implications for VSP processing.
The conditions for wavefield separation are not satisfied anymore. The typical VSP
deconvolution has to be replaced by a statistical or source signal deconvolution
(Ziolkowski, 1991). For this changed situation we used a new processing sequence
(Fig. 14).
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Fig. 14: Flowchart of the modified VSP processing sequence.

3.2 Imaging of Vertical Structures

The imaging of a rotated system consists of two steps: the dynamic (NMO) cor
rections and the zero distance migration. The NMO-correction is obt.ained by sub
traction of

(7)

from the traveltime of the reRected ray at each receiver position and transforms
t.he traveltimes to zero-offset times at t.he position z/2. The dynamic correction
depends only on the receiver depth for a defined reRection event.. It is valid in the
same order of approximation as the corresponding process for surface seismic data
and can be extended to a more general model (curved interfaces of different dip)
as described by Hubral and I<rey (1980) and Bortfeld (1989). We do not know
whether a similar model extension is possible for standard VSP configurat.ion.

Fig. 15 shows a vertical zero-distance conversion of VSP6000. This result has
to be interpreted as a seismic section where the midpoint positions z/2 are in the
borehole. Many steeply dipping events can be recognized (nearly horizontal in our
representation). The real position of these events can be determined by using the
information of three component data (angle of incidence). The st.rong seismic event
we marked in the raw data section (Fig. 6) is again ident.ified as a nearly vertical
structure with 1.7 s two way traveltime. The corresponding distance to the borehole
is 5 km. At this distance, the SE border of the Bohemian crystalline massif against
a mesozoic sedimentary basin is observed in geological maps ("Franconian Line").
The strength of the reflection amplitude indicates a high impedance contrast caused
by such a change from a crystalline to a sediment.aTy medium.
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VERTICRL ZERO OFFSET

Fig. 15: Vertical zero-distance con version of \ 'SP6000.
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4 VSP-Migration

The most direct use of the migration principle is the classical diffraction stack
(Hagedoorn. 1954). The diffraction stack is a summation of recorded amplitudes
along curves of maximum convexity (diffraction curves). The diffraction time is
obtained by the traveltime summation of the following two transmitted events:
t(i, S) from the source position s to a fixed image point i and t(i, i) from any
receiver position i to the same image position i, whereas the diffraction curve dx

can be described as a set of those data points uri, s, t) in which the time corresponds
to the diffraction time:

dx = {u: to = t(i,£) + t(i,s)}. (8)

The summation along diffraction curves is computed for each image point and
provides finally the migrated section. Fig. 16 shows the migrated section of the
far offset VSP (SP401. 4 km NE from the I\TB) and Fig. 17 the corresponding
reflection seismic profile I\TB8.502. The dynamite source of SP 401 is located 4 km
NE from the I\TB site. In each section the corresponding reflection events are
marked. Due to aperture limitation the VSP migration is not suitable for providing
a structural image for a single shot position.

5 Shearwave Splitting in Near Offset VSPs

The most suitable and direct way to study and analyze seismic anistropy is the
near-offset shear-wave \'SP experiment. Shear-wa.--e splitting (Crampin, 1986) as
a direct indicator of seismic anisotropy can be identified by traveltime divergence
(different velocities) and orthogonal polarization of two direct S-wave phases and
can be related to the lithology or to structural elements. The polarization analysis
was carried out with the aid of the Covariance :-'Iethod introduced by Benhama et
al. (1988). The covariance matrix is computed O\'er a well defined time window. with
a window length depending on the signal period. This met.hod works accurately,
if the time delay between the different S-wave phases is greater than the window
length.

In the depth range of 0-J500 m the S-wa\'e splitting has been discussed by
Liischen et a!. (1990, 1991) based on VSPs acquired in the I\TR pilot. hole using
different source techniques. among them standard dynamite and vertical vibrator
sources. a horizontal vibrator. a horizontal hammer source (i\larthor) and a newly
developed circular horizontal vibrator source (CIPHER, Edelmann, 1992; Gut et
a!., 1992). These different sources provided a wide range of frequencies and will be
studied for frequency-dependent signal characteristics, e.g. attenuation and aniso
tropy.

Fig. 18 presents the main result concerning anisot.ropy. A continuous diverging
of two S-wave phases and their orthogonal polarization were indicative for such a
symmetry system that shows NW (fast) and NE (slow) preferred orientations for
vertical raypaths. This system represents the average anisotropy in the upper 3 km
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about 10 %. Fig. 19 shows the preferred orientations based on a polarization ana
lysis. The two orientations of the predominating linearly polarized S-wave phases
are visible because of a sufficiently large time delay between them.

The magnitude of the anisotropy as well as the preferred orientations fit well to
results obtained from systematic core sampling and corresponding laboratory ex
periments (Kern et aI., 1991) which indicate that the seismic anisotropy is mainly
caused by the rock microtexture (foliation). Luschen and Werner (1992) determined
the same preferred orientations from S-wave reflections of the "Erbendorf-Body"
(11-12 km), but the particle motions of the fast and slow phases have changed
their directions. This indicates that the anisotropy symmetry system (foliation and
lineation) is rotated by 90 degrees somewhere between 3 and 11 km. This will be
studied directly by the recently acquired VSP from 3 to 6 km. Strong shear-waves
are again visible on the horizontal components, although the source was a vertical
vibrator (Fig. 20).

The rotation of the symmetry system, if it occurs between 3 and 6 km, should
be indicated by a crossing of the previously diverging split S-wave phases. A preli
minary analysis of Fig. 20 shows that this depth range behaves ra ther isotropically.
All S-phases propagate with the same velocity. The crossing of these phases and
the postulated rotation of the symmetry system should therefore occur below 6 km
depth.
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wave splitting. Lower part shows an example of the effect seen in particle motion diagrams
of shearwave direct arrivals of VSP VP101S at 3200 m depth. Motion is first in NW-SE,
then in SW-NE direction with a delay of about 100 ms (Lilschen et aI., 1991).
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6 Conclusions

The combination of near offset VSPs offers a link between the reflectors observed in
surface seismic profiles (2D, 3D) and the highly detailed informations from borehole
measurements. There is a high number of correlations with impedance contrasts
seen in the sonic log and the lithological description (metabasites, paragneisses),
but a significant portion of the VSP reflection elements appear to be caused by
structural features (fractures, faults). Horizontal elements correlate well with sur
face reflection sections. Strongly dipping features (up to 90 degrees) are dominating
the VSPs. \-\lith appropriate VSP processing even very steeply dipping structures
were imaged which can not be seen by other experiments. Shear wave splitting is
restricted to the upper 3 km and is caused by seismic anisotropy of the order of
10 %due to rock foliation. The average velocity increases continuously to 6.15 km/s
at 6 km depth and its dependence on depth can be well approximated by a two
parameter function. This function can be used for depth predict.ions of reflection
events.
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Average and interval velocities derived from first
breaks of vertical seismic profiles at the KTB

pilot hole

T. Riihl' and C. Hanitzschl

Abstract

A kinematic evaluation of first breaks of the direct P·wave in several VSPs,
carried out at the KTB pilot hole in 1988 and 1989, is presented. After picking and
correction to vertical traveltime, average and interval velocities were computed.

The average velocity increases with depth caused by the successive closing
of microcracks under increasing confining pressure. This average velocity·depth
curve is the most accurate velocity information at the KTB site and can be
used in migration and time·depth conversion problems in 2D· and 3D reflection
surveys.
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Introduction

In this paper we report about a kinematic investigation of vertical seismic profiles (VSP)
conducted at the KTB pilot hole.

In a vertical seismic profile a hydrophone or a geophone (sometimes an array of them)
is lowered into a borehole. Seismic sources (shots or vibrators) are placed at the Earth's
surface at some distance from the borehole. The seismic energy released by these sources
propagates through the medium in the vicinity of the borehole. It is reflected and diffracted
at seismic interfaces and inhomogeneities. The upgoing reflected wavefield is recorded by
borehole geophones in addition to the downgoing transmitted wavefield.

VSP-measurements can be evaluated under different aspects. The seismic structures can
be imaged with high accuracy and resolution. Using shear-wave sources (shear-wave vibrators
or even shots) and three-component geophones the shear-wave response of the medium can
be investigated. This was done at the KTB pilot hole [Luschen et a!., 1990]. The authors
found some evidence of shear-wave splitting indicative of seismic anisotropy.

Another aspect of VSPs is the determination of the velocity-depth function using trav
eltimes of direct transmitted waves. Average velocities from VSPs can be used in migration
and time-depth conversion problems in surface reflection surveys. They are more suited than
velocities derived by other methods (e.g. sonic log), because the VSP raypaths are very sim
ilar to those of surface seismic experiments. Several VSPs were carried out in 1988 and 1989
at the KTB pilot hole [Hohrath et a!., 1992; Luschen et a!., 1990J. VSPs with different offsets
from the borehole (up to 8 km) and two orthogonal azimuths are available. In contrast to a
usual check-shot survey for velocity determination, a VSP has often a much smaller depth
spacing of the receivers. For the KTB experiment the spacing is 12.5 or 25 m respectively
and can be regarded as a high resolution check-shot survey.

Our kinematic investigation is restricted to the first breaks of the direct compressional
wave because it is hardly possible to pick the onset times of the shear wave, at least with
the same accuracy as for the compressional wave_ Another reason is that we often see two
or more shear-wave phases with different phase velocities. This is due to P-S-conversion and
shear-wave splitting phenomena as mentioned above. Therefore a shear-wave velocity analysis
should be done in conjunction with an anisotropy investigation.

The next chapter represents the data investigated here. The picking and traveltime cor
rection is described as well as the computation of average and interval velocities.

In the third chapter the results are presented. The average velocity is important in migra
tion and inversion problems. This velocity is the most accurate one for time-depth conversion
of all seismic mea~urements for the depth range 500-3600 m.

The interval velocities are important for the determination and classification of different
lithological units. The interval velocities can be compared with velocity measurements of
core samples [Lippmann et a!., 1989; Novel' et a!., 1989; Kern and Siegesmund, 1989] and
with sonic logs [Stewart et a!., 1984]. Effects causing deviations between both measurements
are discussed as for example different frequencies used, scanning of different parts of the
formation, intrinsic absorption and dispersion and dispersion due to scattering.

Data processing of first breaks of VSP

Several VSPs with different types of sources were conducted at the KTB drilling site which
are now available for traveltime analysis.
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Figure 1: Geologic map of the region of the KTB deep drilling site. The square with approx
imately 22 km length covers the area of a 3D seismic survey conducted in 1989. The main
geologic units are: granite, gneisses and amphibolites, green schist zone, basalt, Trias and Un
terrotliegendes, and Ordovician. The Franconian Line (F.L.) separates the crystalline area in
the north-east from the Upper Cretaceous sediments in the south-west. Note the location of
the KTB where the VSP 100 and 101 are situated and the locations of the far-offset VSP 401,
402 and 802.
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A zero-offset VSP (actual offset 200 m) was recorded in 1988 [Schruth et al., 1991] and is
labeled here VSP 100. This corresponds to VSP 3600 in Liischen et a!' [1990]. The dataset
with a dense receiver spacing of 12.5 m consists of two overlapping datasets measured at
different times. This combination of two datasets causes problems concerning different wavelet
signature and also small static time-delays have to be corrected for.

In 1989 several VSPs and other borehole and surface seismic surveys were conducted
during the ISO 89 (integrated seismic survey Oberpfalz) [Liischen et a!., 1990]. Different
types of sources (shots, vibrators, Marthor) were used. Several offsets were realized, one zero
offset VSP (VSP 101) and three far-offset VSPs with 4 km offset (VSP 401 and 402) and
8 km offset (VSP 802). These VSPs correspond to those named SP with the same location
number as in Liischen et a!' [1990].

The source locations are shown on a simplified geologic map (Fig. 1). For a detailed
description of the geologic and tectonic framework of the KTB drill site see papers in Em
mermann and Wohlenberg [1989]. The KTB-location is situated in a gneiss and amphibolite
area in the so called ZEV-zone (zone of Erbendorf-Vohenstrauss). The location 401 is sit
uated in the Falkenberg granite. The location 402 is in an amphibolite, very close to the
border of the Friedenfels granite. The location 802 is contained in the Friedenfels granite.
Both granites are not differentiated in the map.

From the available data sets only VSPs with impulse excitations (shots) were used in
this investigation, because of their larger signal- to -noise ratio and to avoid problems of
zero-phase signals. The geophone spacing was 25 m (except VSP 100: 12.5 m).

The traveltimes of the compressional first-arrivals were picked manually on a digitizing
table. Each dataset was picked several times in order to check the accuracy of the time picks.
Deviations of several pickings amount up to 2 ms.

The travel times between source and borehole-geophone must be corrected in order to be
able to compare with each other and with the sonic log (Fig. 2). The effects of the deviated
borehole, the difference in elevation between source and wellhead, the source-hole depth and
the weathering layer must be taken into account. The reference level is the elevation of the
well head. The correction formula is:

t = to cos (3 - tw + t, (1)

with

tw
Zw - Zs

=
V w

t,
Zw - Zh

v,

cos (3 Z9

I

= Jz 2 + x 2
9 9

Z9 = Z + Zh - Zs

The quantities have the following meaning (see also Fig. 2):

to measured traveltime
t corrected traveltime
(3 angle between ray and the vertical
Zw thickness of wea.thering layer
z, depth of source hole
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well elevation =datum
-x
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Figure 2: Correction of the measured traveltime to the vertical traveltime. Effects of the
deviated borehole, the elevation differences, source hole depth and weathering layer must be
considered (see text).

Zh elevation difference between source surface and wellhead surface
V w velocity of the weathering layer
Vc correction velocity (equal to the computed average velocity)

In case that the source hole is deeper than the weathering layer, Zw must be set equal
to z,. Then the second term cancels. The values for the quantities necessary for the time
correction are summarized in Table l.

The depth of the source borehole is estimated to be 20 m. The depths and velocities of
the weathering layer are estimated and extrapolated from results of short refraction profiling
during the 3D-seismic survey. The coordinates of the borehole are computed from values of
azimuth and dip in 20 m intervals. Values in between are linearly interpolated.

The corrected traveltimes are the basis for the computation of velocities. In principle the
average velocity Vava is given by

Z
VI1V~ = t (2)

After inserting (1) into (2) and equating the correction velocity Vc to the average velocity
Vav.. the average velocity is calculated as

z + Zh, - Zw
Vllve = t cos a _ .!uL=..!.L

o fJ v ...

(3)
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Table 1: Values needed for the traveltime correction (see text). t.E (t.N) is the source offset
from the wellhead in east-west (north-south) direction. The other abbrevations are explained
in Fig. 2.

VSP 100 101 401 402 802
t.E 191 -50 3513 3011 5936
t.N 77 -7 2058 -2872 -5472
i 206 51 4071 4161 8073
Zh 0 0 -24 -69 -58
z. 20 20 20 20 20
Zw 15 15 65 47 17
Vw 1100 1100 2550 2400 950

In case the source hole is deeper than the weathering layer, (3) simplifies to

Vave = Z + Zh - Zs

to cos {3 = (4)

The interval velocity is generally calculated as

t.Z
v' .--mt,t - t!1t (5)

with t.z = Zi+l - Zi and t.t = ti+1 - ti·

In order to get reliable values for the interval velocities, we use the linear regression
method. After some tests, we chose an averaging interval of 200 m, i.e. 8 (VSP 100: 16)
adjacent time values are taken for the determination of one velocity value. The averaging
window is moved along the whole traveltime curve. The computed velocity value was put
into the middle of the averaging window.

In order to get an idea about the errors in the velocity depth curve we estimate a traveltime
picking error of 2 ms and an error of source coordinates of 10 or 25 m and bz. = 5 m. We use
the Gaussian error propagation method for computing the error bounds of the velocities. In
case of the average velocity we chose the maximum error propagation method, which yields
larger errors.

Results

Average velocities

Average velocity-depth curves for VSP 100, 101, 401 and 402 are presented in Fig. 3. The
gaps in the curves are due to bad data quality. The left and right curves indicate the error
bounds of the average velocity (center curve), computed with the maximum error propagation
method.

All curves show a continuous increase of average velocity with depth. This can be ex
plained by the influence of microcracking. In the low-pressure range, velocities of measured
gneisses and amphibolites increase very rapidly with increasing confining pressure, i.e. depth,
effectively closing most of the microcracks. Above about 150-200 MPa (below 5.-6.5 km depth)
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Figure 3: Average velocity - depth curves for VSP 100, 101, 401 and 402 (see Fig, 1 for
locations). The gaps in the curves are due to bad data quality. The left and right curves mark
the error bounds.
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when nearly all microcracks are closed the pressure derivative gets smaller showing only the
intrinsic dependence of velocity on pressure [Kern and Siegesmund, 1989J.

VSP 100 shows a very pronounced increase of velocity, from 4780 mls at 500 m depth to
5800 mls at 3640 m depth.

In VSP 101 the velocity increases more gently, from 5380 mls at 640 m depth to nearly
the value as in VSP 100. Velocities are slightly higher especially above 2000 m depth. It is
remarkable that both zero-offset VSPs show such a deviation in velocity in the upper part
(see Tab. I for actual nOn-zero offsets from the well-head, both shots were seperated by nearly
250 m). It is evident, that the medium parameters vary on this length scale.

Velocities in VSP 401 (offset: 4 km) increase with the same gradient as the zero-offset
VSP, but they are shifted to lower values. Compared to VSP 100 (101) velocities are lower
by 80-150 mls (150-250 m/s). We explain this difference with a lower velocity in the granite
of Falkenberg on which the source site is located (see Fig. I).

In VSP 402 (offset: 4 km) the average velocity shows a gentle increase from 5460 mls (650
m) to 5750 mls (2000 m). It is nearly constant below 2000 m depth. Therefore in comparison
to VSP 401, VSP 402 has a totally different character in the upper depth range. Velocities
in VSP 401 are lower than in VSP 402, but the velocity converges towards a common value
below 2500 m.

Interval velocities

Fig. 4 shows the interval velocity-depth curves for VSPs 100, 101, 401 and 402. The error
bounds are computed with the Gaussian error propagation method based on the estimated
errors of traveltime and source coordinates.

In VSP 101 we recognize strong oscillations in interval velocities reaching unreasonably
high values up to 8500 m/s. This is due to bad data quality and changes in the source
signature. Also static effects due to different shot statics play an important role.

The mean value of all interval velocity curves is about 6000 ms- 1
. The mean value in

VSP 100 seems to increase slightly with depth while the other curves deviate from a constant
depth-independent mean value. The velocity jump at 1160 m depth which correlates with
an amphibolite body (see Fig. II) is seen in all curves. The velocity increase below 3000 m
depth is obvious in VSP 100 and 401.

One can argue that the calculation of interval velocities from traveltimes of far-offset
VSPs and a comparison with the sonic log is not allowed. This is certainly true in a strict
sense. But the application On different far-offset VSPs and the comparison with zero-offset
VSPs can yield interesting features.

In Fig. 5 and 6 the interval velocities are compared with the P-wave sonic-log velocities
(continuous heavy line). Because of the strong oscillations of the interval velocities of VSP 101
this dataset was not used in the comparison. The first observation is that the sonic velocities
are in general smaller than the interval velocities. This result is surprising because it is well
known that in most cases the opposite is true (see Fig. 9). Only in very limited depth ranges,
sonic velocities are higher than interval velocities, e.g. in VSP 100 between 1300-1600 m and
2000-2150 m.

Many features agree quite well in both datasets. The velocity jump at 1160 m, caused by an
amphibolite as mentioned above, is clearly reproduced in all interval velocity curves. Another
feature is the low-velocity anomaly between 2600-2800 m which is seen in VSP 401 and 402
but neither in the other VSP nor in the sonic log. The most remarkable deviation of sonic
and interval velocity is found below 2900-3000 m. The sonic velocity is decreasing whereas
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Figure 7: Compilation of P-wave velocities measured at core samples in the KTB field labora
tory [Lippmann et aI., 1989]. The maximum values of P-wave velocities perpendicular to the
core axis are plotted (left) and averaged (moving averaging window 100 m, dotted line in the
middle part). The solid line represents the averaged sonic log, the black dots are measured
velocities parallel to the core axis. Note the dip of foliation (right). Lithologic column: M =
metabasite, G = gneiss, BG = biotite gneiss

the interval velocity is increasing. Considering the shapes of both curves it is remarkable
that they fit quite well in the case of VSP 402, but for the other far-offset VSP 401 the
correspondence is bad. To be able to discuss possible explanations which are given in the last
chapter we first compare these results with velocities from core samples.

Comparison with velocities from core samples

Velocity measurements at core samples were performed in the KTB-field laboratory [Lipp
mann et aI., 1989]. Below 2300 m depth the P-wave velocity was determined in radial direction
(perpendicular to the core axis) and in axial direction (parallel to the core axis).

The maximum values of velocities are presented in Fig. 7. The minimum and also the
average velocities show an even larger scattering about the mean value [Lippmann et aI.,
1989J. Therefore the maximum values are more meaningful. The maximum velocities are
always measured parallel to the foliation plane of the gneisses and amphibolites. In the middle
part of Fig. 7 the sonic and core sample velocities (axial and radial) averaged in a moving
window of 100 m are compared. The maximum radial velocity is nearly always higher than
the sonic velocity. The radial velocities do not show the same pronounced velocity decrease
as the sonic log. In contrast, the axial velocities are always smaller than the sonic velocities
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The origin of the curve for VSP 402 is shifted to -10 ms.
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and reproduce very well this low-velocity anomaly between 2700 and 3500 m depth. This is
explained by the change of dip of foliation in this depth range (see Fig. 7, right panel). The
foliation changes from 70° to less than 30° at the point of minimal sonic velocity. Lippmann
et al. (1989) estimate the in-situ anisotropy of the gneisses to be 10%.

Comparison of VSP traveltime and integrated sonic traveltime

Another method to detect discrepancies between a VSP survey and a sonic log is to integrate
the sonic log interval transit time and to compare it with the VSP traveltime. This is the
usual way to calibrate the sonic log. The integrated sonic log traveltime curve is fitted into
the check shot traveltime curve and then the sonic log traveltime curve is differentiated to
give the now calibrated sonic velocity curve. This is not done here as we only want to see
whether the results of the last section can be confirmed with another approach in order to
get confidence in the results.

In Fig. 8 the difference between the integrated sonic traveltimes and the check shot (VSP)
traveltimes are shown for VSP 100,401 and 402. The origin of the curve for VSP 402 is time
shifted by -10 ms. Note that the point where the time difference starts from zero is situated
at different depths.

All curves are quite similiar. This confirms again the similarity of the interval velocity
curves. The time difference is always positive which means that the sonic velocities are smaller
than the VSP interval velocities. The mentioned anomaly at 2600-2800 m depth is present
in the far-offset VSP but not in VSP 100. The difference curve can be divided into three
ranges with different drifts, i.e. time differences over a certain depth interval. Above 1000 m
the drift is 1.3 ms/lOO m whereas in the depth range 1000-3000 m the drift is very small (0.3
ms/lOO m). Below 3000 m the drift is large again (2.0 ms/100 m). This confirms the great
discrepancy at this depth again.

Discussion

The most surprising result of this investigation is the observation that the sonic velocity is
in general lower than the check shot interval velocity. This was also seen in a comparison
of integrated sonic traveltime and VSP traveltime. Usually the difference tvsp - tlntSon;c is
plotted (in contrast to Fig. 8). With this convention our time differences are negative.

Negative drifts are not very common. Stewart et a1. (1984) report about some results
published in the literature concerning this topic. Only in a few cases negative drifts were
found in the uppermost depth range. Goetz et al. (1979) showed a histogram of drifts based
on results of 159 wells from depths greater than 3000 ft. The maximum lies at +2 ms / 1000
ft. The average drift at the KTB pilot hole is -2.3 ms / 1000 ft (-0.75 ms / 100 m).

Fig. 9 shows a comparison of sonic velocities (left) and VSP velocities (right) in the 1500 m
deep borehole Bottstein in 'orth-Switzerland [Nagra, 1985]. The hole is also situated in a
crystalline environment, in this case granite. The average velocity (VA) is always smaller than
the interval velocity (V I) as it is the case at the KTB pilot hole. But in the Bottstein borehole
the sonic velocities are generally higher than the interval velocities which is the usual case.
This is in contrast to our investigation.

How can we explain such negative drifts like those found at the I\TB pilot hole? The sonic
log operates in the kilohertz range and its penetration depth lies in the range of a few cm's.
In this part of the formation, the velocities can be influenced by a mud cake or by borehole
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Figure 9: Comparison of sonic velocities (V,o) and check shot velocities (VA average velocity,
VI interval velocity) in a 1500 m deep borehole (mainly through granite) in North-Switzerland
[Nagra, 1985]. Sonic velocities are generally higher than interval velocities.

damage due to drilling. Probably these effects only playa minor role in the KTB pilot hole
because mud cake is not known so far.

Three possible explanations for the check shot travel times being smaller than expected
are given in Fig. 10. The time correction described in the second chapter assumes straight
rays and a homogeneous isotropic medium. In case of a vertical velocity gradient, the rays
are no longer straight, but they are continuously refracted (see also Fig. 12). A high velocity
refractor in the vicinity of the borehole can produce shorter traveltimes than expected for the
straight ray. A possible candidate for a good refractor is the dipping high velocity amphibolite
body at 3575 m which might be responsible for the increase of interval velocity below 3000 m.

As mentioned above, laboratory measurements and other investigations have shown that
seismic and even nonseismic parameters have an anisotropic behaviour. In metamorphic areas
the anisotropy is mostly caused by foliation and orientation of microcracks. The velocity
parallel to the foliation plane is always higher than perpendicular to it. Depending on the
orientation of the foliation planes the VSP-traveltime can appear too small in comparison to
the sonic log which measures partly in a direction perpendicular to foliation.

Fig. 11 gives a model of the structural geologic situation at the KTB site [~1iiller et al.,
1989). It is seen that dip and strike of the foliation planes and folded gneiss-series change
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Figure 10: Three possible explanations for the check shot traveltime being smaller than ex
pected. The time correction assumes straight rays (dotted) and a homogeneous isotropic
medium. In all these cases the "corrected traveltimes" are falsely corrected and too small
(see Fig. 12)
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magnitude with the observed difference (see Fig. 8).

dramatically below 2700 m.
In a medium with a velocity gradient, it is known that the actual refracted ray is faster

than the "borehole ray" (Fig. 12). A velocity gradient is likely to be existent at the KTB site
(see average velocities in Fig. 3). Typical values for the KTB site of borehole depth, velocity
gradient and dip of gradient were chosen. The analytically computed time difference is 5 ms.
This agrees well in an order of magnitude with the observed difference (see Fig. 8).

In all three cases of Fig. 10 the "corrected traveltimes" are falsely corrected and too
small. It is not possible to explain the observed drifts with only one model. Probably, the
drift above 1000 m (Fig. 8) is caused by the velocity gradient which is very prominent in this
depth range. The drift below 3000 m is likely to be produced by a combination of refractor
and anisotropy.

In the case of VSP 402 the curves of the check shot interval velocity and of the sonic log
velocities (see Fig. 6) show a good conformity. This is surprising because, in a strict sense,
the computation of interval velocities from far-offset VSPs is only allowed if in between the
medium is homogeneous. The geologic map (Fig. 1) shows that both the KTB pilot hole and
the source location of VSP 402 (in the southeast) are situated in the same main geologic unit
(gneisses and amphibolites). In the case of VSP 401 the correspondence of both curves is bad.
The source of \iSP 401 is located in granite northeast of the KTB pilot hole. It is obvious
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that significant differences must exist between the raypaths of both far-offset experiments.
One possible explanation is that the medium at the KTB site is dipping from southwest to
northeast. In that case the raypaths from VSP 402 to the KTB pilot hole should be quite
straight but those ofVSP 401 must transmit at least one interface between two major geologic
units.

Conclusions

The evaluation of first breaks of VSP surveys yields a very accurate average velocity-depth
function which is indispensable to migration and time-depth conversion problems in seismics.

The interval velocity curves for the different VSPs show similar features. The comparison
with the sonic log reveals that sonic velocities are lower than the VSP interval-velocities. This
surprising effect can be explained in several ways. A vertical velocity-gradient in the forma
tion, a refractor near the borehole or velocity anisotropy can make direct traveltimes shorter
than assumed in a homogeneous, isotropic medium. It is likely that above 1000 m depth, a
vertical velocity-gradient is responsible for this effect. Below 3000 m depth, a pronounced
discrepancy between sonic log and VSP velocities correlates with a region where dip and
strike of the foliation change dramatically. Therefore, either anisotropy or a dipping refractor
produces the effect. In this work it was not possible to use modeling (anisotropic ray tracing)
for a simulation of the observed effects. This remains as an interesting task especially if the
results of the 3D seismic survey are taken into account.
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Results of the 3-D Expanding Spread Experiment

C. BONNEMANN1 , B. BUTTKUS1

Abstract

The 3-D expanding spread experiment, performed within ISO 89 at
the KTB site, has been evaluated under two aspects. The first aspect
was the estimation of velocity-depth functions. Due to the limited
reflection strength, estimating NMO velocities as a function of two
way traveltime was possible in east-west direction only. Thus the
calculation of interval velocities, requiring the correction of 3D effects,
was not possible.

The second aspect was the directional dependency of the P-wave ve
locity at the top of the crystalline by evaluating the direct waves.
After eliminating the effects of the lithology, a least-mean-squares
anisotropy-velocity ellipse was fitted to the data with WSW as the
direction of the maximum velocity and a velocity contrast of about
6%.

A 3-D expanding spread experiment was performed around the KTB site
within the scope of the Integrated Seismics Oberpfalz 1989 project (ISO 89)
to estimate the three-dimensional veloci ty distribution. Using the source
signals of the 3-D seimic survey and additional geophone spreads, a 4 km x
4 km common-midpoint area around the KTB site has been covered for the
whole azimuthal range with offsets ranging up to 24 km (WIEDERHOLD,

1990.) In a first processing step the data were sorted into 50mx50m
bins. After gathering nine neighbouring bins to form related macro bins all
traces of the 150 mx 150 m macro-bin with the KTB location in its center
are displayed in Figures 1 and 2.

The data have been evaluated under two aspects: the NMO (Normal Move
Out) velocities were estimated as a function of two-way traveltime and di
rection and the first breaks were analysed to study directional dependency
of the velocities and whether there at the top of crystalline basement. The
first breaks could only be picked for offsets up to 14 km due to the relative
weak source signal used for the 3-D seismic survey. The azimuth is mea
sured relative to the inline direction, bearing +53.2° against north. Thus,
an angle of + 126.8° against the inline direction represents south bearing.
All directions given in this paper refer to inline direction, i.e. a correction
of -126.8° must be applied to obtain geographic directions.

1Bundesanstalt flir Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, P.O. Box 510153, Han
nover, Fed. Rep. of Germany
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Velocity-Depth Determination

To estimate the velocity in different azimuth directions, special methods
for signal enhancement and velocity analysis in the T - P domain, devel
oped within the DEKORP Project (BONNEMANN and BUTTKUS, 1990),
were applied to 30° azimuth ranges of the macro bin from Figures 1 and
2. Due to the source-receiver geometry, these azimuth ranges are only very
sparsely covered with traces, making the extraction of reflections very dif
ficult. Therefore, it is impossible to apply conventional velocity analysis
methods. With the T - P method time-distance gathers are transformed
into the intercept-time ray-parameter domain. Reflection hyperbolae map
into ellipses. NMO corrections can be calculated in the T - P domain using
the equation of the ellipse and the correct NMO velocities (Figure 3).

Regarding deep seismic studies the most important advantage of tllis method
is provided by the compression of the whole shot record or CMP gather into
a limited p-range. This effect, which can be considered as a first stack, be
comes particularly effective for deep reflections. A second advantage of the
T - P transform is the option to incorporate the hyperbolic velocity filter
introduced by TATHAM et al. (1983), resulting in a drastic improvement of
the data quality in the T - P domain. By this filter the mapping from the
x - t domain to the T - P domain can be limited by a physically reasonable
range of NMO velocities.

After the T - P transform, reflection hyperbolae from the bin-sorted data
are mapped into ellipses. If no ellipses (or portions of them) are encoun
tered, no reflections are present. In this case, the whole T - P gather is
dominated by noise generated linear elements and no velocity information
can be deduced. Figure 4 is an example for a T - P gather from an azimuth
range without reflections, instead of ellipses straight lines are visible (30°
- 90°). Only between 30 and 60° against the inline direction (east-west)
the corresponding T - P gather shows reflection ellipses between 0 and 6 s
two-way traveltime (Figure 5). Due to the limited offset range of the data
and the relatively wide velocity pass band of the hyperbolic velocity filter,
reflections map only into the beginning of ellipses (small p-values, see Fig
ure 3). The rest of the T - P gather is still dominated by straight lines. The
NMO velocity as a function of two-way traveltime (Figure 6), was estimated
from this data by elliptical correction in a range of constant velocities. The
function graph shows a velocity reduction at about 2 s two-way traveltime.
The deduction of interval velocities from NMO velocities requires the cor
rection of 3D effects, i.e. the knowledge of dip angle and strike direction of
the reflector planes. This is especially necessary in crystalline environment
with mainly steep reflectors. For the extraction of these parameters, the
NMO velocity has to be estimated in at least three independant azimuth
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ranges. Here, the data enabled the estimation of NMO velocities in just
one azimuth range. Thus the computation of interval velocities was not
possible.

Directional Dependency of the Velocities at the Top of the Crys
talline

The velocities of the direct waves depend on azimuth, as shown in Figure
7 a) for a macro bin at the KTB site. The mean value is 5400 m/s. The
maximum velocity exists for an angle of approximately 40· against inline
direction, i.e. east-west. Changes in lithology and/or anisotropy may be
one cause for the azimuthal dependency of the velocities. Velocities of the
refractor at the base of the weathering zone are used to eliminate lithology
effects (LENGELING, 1991). These refractor velocities result from the eval
uation of first breaks in the 3D data and from short refraction lines carried
out to determine static corrections and refer mainly to the inline direction.
Tills two-dimensional data set allows the determination of traveltimes and
average refractor velocities for defined source-receiver locations. Figure 7 b)
displays the average refractor velocities for source and receiver located on
a circle with a diameter of 8000 m, centered around the KTB site. The
40· angle for the maximum velocity corresponds to the direction of the
maximum derived from the ESP measurements.

The next step is the correction of the measured ESP traveltimes tEsP to
eliminate the effects of lithology along the ray path. To tills traveltimes,
static corrections has been applied. Due to the applied method of correc
tions, in the case of no anisotropy the whole raypath of the direct waves
should be completely explained by the traveltime tR<f, computed from the
refractor velocities by

N fl.x.
tRee = E--'

i=l VRef,i

with the corresponding source-receiver distance

N

x = L fl.xi.
i=l

fl.Xi is a segment along the ray and VRef,i is the refractor velocity for this
segment.

Residuals fl.t between tESP and tRef are hints for anisotropy:

tEsP = tRef + fl.t.

To make tESP independant from lithology and consequently independant
from azimuth, tRef is substituted by the lithology and azimuth independent
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tR,f" = x/v, with V e = 5400 m/s as mean velocity of the direct waves. TIlls
results in a new travel time of the direct waves,

tESP,e = tR<f,e + ilt,

and a velocity
x

v P - ----,----
ES ,e - t + At'

Ref,c L1

the azimuthal variation of wmch is only determined by the lithology inde
pendent ilt, contairung however possible effects of arUsotropy.

Even after tms correction an azimuth dependency of the ESP-derived veloc
ities is observed, as shown in Figure 7 c). A least-mean-squares alllsotropy
velocity ellipse was fitted to tms data with 18° (WSW) as the direction
of the maximum velocity and a velocity contrast of about 6%. Compari
son with Figure 7 a) shows, that only the 40°-maximum can be explained
by lithological effects, whereas the mirumum in the north-south direction
(around 120°) must obviously be explained by arUsotropy. The main veloc
ity axes show a 60° rotation relative to the seismic arUsotropy in southern
Germany, as derived from Pn measurements (BAMFORD, 1976). However,
these axes correspond to the seismological results obtained by VINNIK et
al. (1989) from SKS waves. It must be kept in mind, however, that we
are dealing with completely different depth ranges. Therefore, it can be
inferred that the particular arusotropy effects must have different causes.

Because of the good offset and azimuth coverage, the first breaks have been
investigated for a velocity gradient at the top of the crystalline. Assuming
a linear gradient, the travel times of the first breaks have been fitted to the
travel time curve of diving waves (GAMBURZEW, 1965). After eliminating
the angle dependency of the velocity caused by lithology and arUsotropy,
there was no evidence left for a velocity gradient at the top of the crystalline.
Thus, the penetration depth of the direct waves is relative to the top of the
crystalline zero.
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Figure 1: Offset dependent plot of the 3x3 macro bin around the KTB
location with all traces from the whole azimuth range and stacking of all
traces in 50 m offset ranges, offset 0 - 12 km.
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Figure 2: Offset dependent plot of the 3x3 macro bin around the KTB
location with all traces from the whole azimuth range and stacking of all
traces in 50 m offset ranges, offset 12 - 24 km.
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x - t domain P - T domain

t2 = t~ +;; T 2 = T~(1 _ p 2v 2 )

l/v
x

~
P
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t T

NMO correction NMO correction
of hyperbolas of ellipses

The maximum ray parameter p(xmaz ) of a reflection
ellipse, that can be measured, depends on the offset X maz ,

to, and v:

( ) dt I X maz
P X maz = d z=z~.. = J 2 2 2

X v tov + X maz

t

x

T
, P(Xmaz )

P

In the case of long traveltimes the hyperbolas are com
pressed to a few ray parameter traces.

Figure 3: Principle of the velocity analysis in the T - P domain.
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Results of the ISO'89 experiment "Durchschallung": Recording of the

vibrator sweeps of the 3D-seismics in the KTB borehole

Nils Martini, Manfred Stiller

Abstract

The determination of 3D-static corrections usually is possible

only with the exact knowledge of thickness and velocity of the

superficial layers. In order to determine these parameters exten

sive additional measurements are necessary, e.g. refraction seis

mics. These measurements can be reduced considerably if there is

already a borehole in the survey area; the shots generated for the

seismic survey can be recorded with a borehole geophone chain. The

direct traveltimes determined from these records are lying on a

2nd-order plane (ideally a hyperboloid). If these traveltimes are

influenced by e.g. differences in the elevations of the source

location or velocity inhomogeneities, the first arrival traveltimes

scatter around such a hyperboloid. The static corrections can be

determined from the difference between the measured traveltime and

the ideal hyperboloid . Further measurements are not required,

because a precise knowledge of the parameters of the weathered

layer is not necessary. In the following a method is presented

(developed by Albrecht (1991) and Teichert (1991» to determine the

theoretical hyperboloid.

Another method, described at the end of this report, is the deter

mination of average velocities from picked and corrected first

arrival traveltimes

Authors' address: DEKORP Processing Center, Institut fur Geophysik

der Technischen Universitat Clausthal, Arnold-Sommerfeld-Str. 1,

0-3392 Clausthal-Zellerfeld
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Theory

If there is a geophone within a borehole in a depth ze' the travel

time ti from the source location (xi,Yi) to the geophone yields

I f x2 + y.2 + Z 2
V V 1 1 e

with V as velocity in an isotropic homogeneous halfspace. This

equation describes a hyperboloid, which can be represented gener

ally as

bll . x2 + b22 . y2 + b33 . i + 2 ~2 . x y + 2 b13 x Z + 2 bz3 . y Z

or in another form

=

z

x

Subsequently, the theoretical traveltime ti,theor of the i-th

source results in the following expression

2
t ir theor = 2 2al . x + a2 . Y + a3 . x Y + a4 . x + as . y + a,;

in which the coefficients ai include the constants a,b,c; in addi

tion, displacements and torsions of the coordinate system are taken

into account. To compute the coefficients al through a6 the real

traveltimes t have to be determined precisely from the first arri-
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vals; a suitable method is described already by Albrecht and

Teichert (1990).

The measured traveltimes are not lying on such a hyperboloid, but

depart of it, because of strong velocity inhomogeneities within the

weathered layer and topographic influences depending on the source

location. It is the aim to calculate the coefficients a1 through a6

of that hyperboloid, which results from the theoretical traveltime.

Thus, six unknown variables are to be derived from n equations

(n>6), which leads to the following system of equations

I

t 1
2

al t 22
=

%
t 2

n

(A1br<echt, 1991).

Such an overdetermined system of equations yields generally incon

sistent solutions. With the least-mean-square solution the hyper

boloid is determined, for that the sum of all distances between

measured values and the theoretical hyperboloid becomes a minimum

n

L
i=l

2
( ti - ti, theor) = min

with ti as the measured traveltime of the source location (xi,Yi).

The overdetermined system of equations can be solved with the so

called Householder algorithm (Teichert, 1991). The difference be

tween the measured traveltime and the traveltime on the hyperboloid

yields the value of the static correction, in which the angle of

incidence a still has to be taken into account

t, t = (ti - ti, theor) . cos a
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Results

The advantage of this method is the determination of all static

corrections in the whole survey area with a single borehole geo

phone, whereas other methods require extensive additional measure

ments. A disadvantage is, that not only the weathered layer affects

the traveltime, but also all further layers. The effect of refrac

tion cannot be neglected, because there are large angles of refrac

tion at the boundary between weathered layer and consolidated

layer, due to the almost very strong velocity contrasts. These

disturbing influences should be as small as possible. Therefore, it

is not efficient to determine only a single theoretical hyper

boloid. It is more suitable to compute the traveltimes for smaller

sections of the survey area, because then the influence of the

refraction and the geological effects is not very important. The

single planes of traveltime have to be combined in order to deter

mine the static corrections for the whole survey area; this happens

by means of weighting factors, not described further here. The

subplanes are not allowed to be too small, because otherwise only

short-wavy parts of static corrections can be derived; long-wavy

parts of statics (e.g. spacious topography) are only to be deter

mined with greater subplanes, but than the above-mentioned dis

turbing influences become noticeable.

The traveltimes on the theoretical hyperboloid and the values for

the static corrections derived from this can be determined by a

computer program developed by Albrecht (1991) and Teichert (1991).

Only the coordinates and the ground level at the source location,

the station number of the source and the corresponding traveltime

of the first arrival have to be specified. As mentioned before, the

most important task is the precise picking of the first arrivals.

The size of the subplanes and the size of the areas of overlapping

between the subplanes are to be fixed with the help of test series.

The number of the traverses and vibrator points used respectively

results from the size of the planes. In the examples shown here

there are 3-11 traverses (9-41 vibrator points), thereby sizes of

the planes from 1.6 km xl.6 km to B km xB km follow with a distance

between the traverses of 800 m
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Figure 1 shows the results for subplanes 1.6 km xl.6 km (continuous

line: static corrections of the experiment "Durchschallung"; verti

cal bars: static corrections of the contractor (PRAKLA»; the

values disperse around zero, because only short-wavy statics can be

recorded. In Figures 2 and 3 larger subplanes are used (Figure 2:

4.8 km x4.8 km, 7 traverses x 25 vibrator points; Figure 3: 8 km x8

km, 11 traverses x 41 vibrator points), long-wavy statics are

clearly recognizable; the area of overlapping between the subplanes

is 2 traverses and 5 vibrator points, respectively. The differences

between the results with the smaller (Figure 2) and the larger

(Figure 3) subplane are not relevant; slight differences exists,

because some of the larger subplanes embrace both the sedimentary

and the crystalline area of the survey area.

There were no good circumstances in order to test the computer

program according to the complicated geological conditions (folded

and steep structures) of the survey area. In this connection, espe

cially the Franconian Line is to be mentioned. The traveltimes of

the first arrivals are influenced not only by the upper "static

layers", but also by the deeper sedimentary layers. There are, i.e.

not the same conditions on the ray paths, what would be an assump

tion for this method. In addition, the signal-to-noise ratio was

partly insufficient in the seismograms of the experiment "Durch

schallung", therefor a precise picking of the first breaks was not

possible in all records. All these interference factors may effect

that the determined values for the static corrections are not

directly comparable with the results of PRAKLA.

With this method, static corrections can be determined principally

by the measurement of the traveltimes of the first arrivals at a

borehole geophone. Under easier geological conditions in the con

solidated layers, modeling calculations show very good results for

determining static corrections. The interpretation is relatively

easy. It consists of the picking of the first arrivals and the

determination of the theoretical plane of traveltime. The expense

of additional conventional measurements can be reduced, if a bore

hole already exists in a survey area.

At present another attempt is made with regard to the 3D-data proc

essing. With the measurements of the experiment "Durchschallung"
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average velocities between surface and borehole geophone shall be

determined.

As mentioned above it was presumed for the determination of static

corrections, that differences between measured and theoretical

traveltime are caused mainly by lateral inhomogeneities in the

weathered layers and by varying ground levels of the source loca

tions; inhomogeneities, anisotropies and various geological struc

tures within the consolidated layers are assumed negligible or

symmetrical to the borehole. In contrast to these assumptions it

has to be assumed, that such effects in the survey area still in

fluence the traveltime. A hint at the correctness of these assump

tions derives already from the relatively large differences between

the static corrections of the experiment "Durchschallung" and the

static corrections of PRAKLA.

Now an attempt is made, to determine a field of average velocities

from traveltimes of first arrivals for different offsets and azi

muths. For that purpose, the static corrections found out by PRAKLA

are assumed correct and are applied to the picked traveltimes of

the experiment "Durchschallung", in order to avoid near-surface

influences on the traveltime and to introduce a uniform datum plane

(500 m). The length of the ray paths can be determined easily from

the known depth of the geophone and the source locations. Together

with the corrected traveltimes average velocities can be calcu

lated. The deflection of the vertical plumbline of the borehole and

the distance from the datum plane were taken into consideration.

Figures 4 and 5 show the picked first arrival traveltimes for each

source location after spatial interpolation as isoline maps for

both depths of geophones. A homogeneous medium would yield

concentric circles for the traveltimes in the isoline map. Espe

cially anisotropies should appear as deformations of the circles. A

slight tendency to this is noticeable. However, for such an inter

pretation the picked traveltimes have to be verified, because sin

gle values are eventually incorrect, which appear as "islands" and

strong inlets in the isolines. If such mispicks are removed, better

smoothing functions can be applied, whereby the interpretation

becomes more easily. Now an average velocity for each source loca

tion can be calculated from the first arrival traveltimes and from

the length of the respective ray path. These velocities can also be

figured in isoline maps (Figure 6: depth of geophone 3420 m; Figure
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7: 3220 m). In both figures the Franconian Line is clearly percep

tible by a strong jump of the average velocities. In addition the

velocities decrease slightly towards north-east with increasing

distance from the borehole. The mentioned sources of errors should

be taken into account at the interpretation of these results.

As already at the determination of the static corrections the in

fluence of the refraction is to estimate hardly, especially at the

boundary between weathered layer and consolidated layers. It is

possible, that the actual rays paths are somewhat longer than the

pure geometrical ray paths, thus higher velocities would follow.

A specified interpretation of the results will follow. It depends

on the precision of the static corrections, the measurement of the

ground level and the picking of the first arrival traveltimes, in

what respect slight anomalies of velocities are interpretable.
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Figure 4: Isoline rna fp 0 the traveltirnes' depth of, geophone 3420 rn
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Figure 5: Isoline map of the traveltimes; depth of geophone 3220 m
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Figure 6: Isoline map of the average velocities; depth of geophone

3420 m
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GC:SCHh24, Z=3220m, XB I N= ~ 90 .. 541, YB I N=241 .. 562

Figure 7: Isoline map of the average velocities; depth of geophone

3220 m
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FLUID/GAS INDICATIONS IN 8 KM DEPTH BENEATH THE KTB AND
ROCK ANISOTROPY FROM SHEAR-WAVE REFLECTION SURVEYS

Ewald Liischen and Ulrich Werner

Abstract

A reflection survey using shear-wave sources and 3-component receivers has
been performed on two orthogonal lines across the KTB-deep drilling site in the
Oberpfalz area (Bohemian crystalline Massif). A combination of surface
consistent statics and automatic residual statics proved to be of crucial
importance to obtain good coherency and a good signal/noise ratio for deep
crustal shear-wave reflections after CMP-stacking.

Direct comparisons with previously processed standard P-wave CMP stack
sections exhibit deep structures ('Erbendorf-body', 10-12 km depth) which reflect
equally strong in P- and S-waves indicating normal lithological variations. In
contrast to this, in 8 km depth a bright reflection is seen only on the P-wave
section. It is absent on the S-wave section. This behaviour can be explained by
two alternative geological models. The first one is an accumulation of fluid or
gas under still unknown reservoir conditions. The alternative, purely
compositional model is a crystalline body with an anomalously low Vp/Vs-ratio.
A rock mass with a high amount of quartz could also produce Impedance
contrasts for P-waves but not for S-waves.

Pronounced S-wave splitting, observed for the 'Erbendorf'-reflections, indicates
that the symmetry system of the rock anisotropy is rotated by 90 degrees below 3
km against the one which was detected above 3 km by S-wave vertical seismic
profiles.

Introduction

Evidence for the possible presence of a fluid/gas reservoir under the KTB
(German Continental Deep Drilling Project) Hauptbohrung at a depth of approx.
8 km is provided in this paper. Lithological models and depth prediction will be
tested by drilling and direct probing in early 1993. In-situ testing of the
interpretation of geophysical observations obtained at the surface is one of the
major goals of deep continental drilling.

Authors' address: Geophysical Institute, University of Karlsruhe, Hertzstrasse 16,
D-7500 Karlsruhe 21, Germany
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Lithological and structural problems in deep seismic exploration can be
addressed advantageously by the integrated use of compressional (P) and shear
wave (S) data, as indicated by numerous laboratory and field studies. Although
often considered as noise in standard P-wave surveys, the S-waves, if
appropriately generated and recorded, hold the promise to obtain additional
information on rock anisotropy (e.g. Helbig and Mesdag, 1982; Crampin, 1987)
by means of their polarization and on lithology by means of the VpNs-ratio
(Pickett, 1963; Tatham, 1982). The latter effect is in the context of porous
hydrocarbon reservoirs caused by the fact that the effective shear modulus (P) of
the rock is less sensitive to the fluid content of the pores than the effective bulk
modulus (k), resulting in a higher Vp/Vs ratio than in dry rock. Laboratory
experiments on rock samples show that the Vp/Vs ratio is a good indicator of the
quartz content (Kern, 1982) or the porosity of a sedimentary medium (e.g.
Tatham, 1982).

Several industrial reflection surveys with shear-wave sources and horizontally
orientated receivers were successful in identifying 'bright spots' as caused by gas
reservoirs (Ensley, 1984; Garotta, 1985; Frasier and Winterstein, 1990; Tatham
and McCormack, 1991), which were verified by exploration drilling. Such
studies motivated us to apply controlled shear-wave experiments also in deep
crustal studies. Pilot studies, focussed on the strongly reflective lower crust in
SW-Germany (Luschen et aI., 1990a) and in northern England (Ward et aI.,
1991), showed that significant shear-wave signal/noise ratio can be achieved for
deep reflections using horizontal vibrators and even single explosive sources.
Shear-wave generation from explosive sources in boreholes can be caused by
mode conversion from P- to S-waves at the free surface (Fertig, 1984) or at
heterogeneities adjacent to the source. Horizontal vibrators offer a better control
on the source polarization.

After completing the pilot hole of the KTB-project at 4000 m depth in 1989,
integrated P- and S-wave experiments were performed under the auspices of the
DEKORP program (German Continental Seismic Reflection Program). First
results of this program, consisting of 1) S-wave common midpoint reflection
profiling (SCMP), 2) S-wave moving source profiling (S-MSP), 3) P- and S
wave multiple offset vertical seismic profiling (VSP), and 4) multiple azimuth S
wave observations (MASE), covering the same area where a DEKORP 3-D
reflection survey was conducted, were published by Luschen et al. (1990b,
1991). The S-wave VSPs revealed evidence for rock anisotropy by direct
observation of S-wave splitting and orthogonal polarizations. This particular rock
anisotropy is mainly related to the rock foliation showing preferred NW strike
directions (particle motion of the fast S-wave phase) and subvertical dip from the
surface to about 3 km depth. Its amount of approximately 10 % is in accordance
with corresponding laboratory experiments on core samples.

The data quality of the reflection survey SCMP was hampered by insufficient
static corrections at the very beginning of the CMP-processing, although the non-
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stacked sourcepoint gathers immediately showed significant energy of deep
reflections. The present paper describes tbe discovery of a 'bright spot'
phenomenon, a bright reflector present in the P-wave section, but absent in the S
wave section, after optimizing the S-wave static corrections. This may be
indicative for a fluid or gas trap in porous or fractured crystalline rocks, located
at approx. 8 km depth. It is expected to be drilled through until the beginning of
1993. Similar bright P-wave reflections in an otherwise transparent middle crust,
i.e. the COCORP Surrency Bright Spot (Prall et aI., 1990) were subject for
testing whether fluids are candidates for their explanation.

Apart from the lithological prediction, the precise location based on three
dimensional control by orthogonal surface profiles and a recent downward
extension of tbe VSP to 6 km depth is a special incentive for looking ahead of the
drill bit.

The Experiment: Data Acquisitiun

The field configuration of the experiment was closely tied to a standard P-wave
reflection survey conducted during the presite investigations in 1985 (DEKORP
Research Group, 1988). Figure 1 shows the base map of tbe field configuration
for the two orthogonal lines which have been described in more detail by
Liischen et al. (1990b, 1991). They are located normally (SCMP1) and parallelly
(SCMP2) to the strike direction of the general geological trend, in particular the
strike of the southwest border of the Bohemian crystalline massif (Franconian
Line).

Both lines consisted of moving sources and a fixed 3-component receiver spread
(56 stations, each with strings of 12 geophones for the vertical (Z), horizontal in
line (X) and horizontal cross-line (Y) component, in order to avoid frequent
changes in geophone coupling and orientation. As tbe primary source for S
waves, two horizontal vibrators (Type VVCS, Prakla-Seismos, 170 kN Peak
Force) were used. After a startup test, an upsweep of 9-43 Hz with 30 s length
was used for vibrator control (with phase-locked force control). Recording was
done with two DFS-V systems (168 channels) with 5-fold vertical stacking and
two uncorrelated records for each vibratorpoint. The spacing of vibratorpoints as
well as receiverpoints was XO m.

Additionally, explosives were used for a check-shotpoint on each line, providing
a shot-gather with the KTB location in the centre of its subground coverage.
Receiver spread and vibrator sourcepoints were asymmetric in order to achieve
the largest mean offset. This enables better velocity control for greater moveouts.
More importantly, it also provided a better balance between the energy of the
first arrivals and late reflections, which is of crucial importance when using the
Vibroseis technique. The vibrator points were located along a crooked line.
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Priority was given to a careful selection of the points in order to provide an
optimum ground coupling for the wedge-shaped vibrator baseplates. Orientation
of the horizontal sources was cross-line (Y), on a fewer number of points also
orientations ofY+45 and Y-45 degree were used.

The purpose of the field configuration was not to resolve lateral structure
variations, but to achieve the highest CMP coverage (50-fold) for enhancement
of the signal/noise ratio on shorter segments with the KTB drill hole in their
centre. In contrast to explosive sources, vibroseis offers the possibility to apply
well-defined stresses to the ground regarding their frequency and orientation. On
the other hand, the energy of shear-wave generation is not always equal to
explosive sources and sometimes not predictable. This may be caused by non
optimum ground coupling and by a variety of effects occuring within the
weathering zone, e.g. scattering, mode conversion and multiples. This drawback
was expected to be compensated during multiple vertical and horizontal (CMP)
stacking.

The dynamite shotpoints were expected to provide a direct comparison with the
P-wave image recorded by the vertical receiver components, additionally to the
previously collected P-wave vibrator profiles in 1985 (DEKORP Research
Group, 1988). Actually they consisted of five shots in distinct drillholes,
recorded separately to enable application of the three-hole technique (or
Camouflet method, Edelmann, 1985) for enhancement of the shear-waves. A
comparison of these different source types with a more detailed technical
description will be given elsewhere (Liischen, 1992).

All sourcepoints were also recorded in the borehole by a digital 5-unit geophone
chain with 3 components each, placed between 3690 m and 3590 m with a
spacing of 25 m. This measurement provides as-wave MSP or walkaway
survey. Figure 2 shows such a common downhole receiver gather with all
recorded vibratorpoints on line SCMP 1. The shear-wave direct arrivals can be
clearly recognized on a hyperbolic curve. Undulations in traveltimes from trace
to trace are caused by the topography and by near-surface delays in a weathering
layer varying in thickness and velocity.

Figure 3 presents a typical example for single-fold gathers from a surface
vibratorpoint with three components. Extended Yibroseis correlation with the 30
s long pilot sweeps has been applied for the 33 s long field records (filled up with
zeros to 40 s length). The traces have been bandpass filtered with 8-18 Hz where
filter tests located the main energy of the S-waves. The plot displays true
observed amplitudes. The vertical component shows only little P-wave energy.
The arrivals of the direct P-wave, however, are much better aligned than those of
the S-waves, indicating stronger influence of the weathering layer to the S
waves. Although source orientation in this case was cross-line, the energy of the
direct shear-waves is distributed over all receiver components. This is indicative
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Fig. 2: Moving source profile (or walkaway survey) with the shear-wave sources
of the SCMPI line. The traces are recorded with a horizontal component
(HI) located in 3665 m depth (selected from 5 units with a spacing of 25
m and 3 components each). True amplitudes (after demultiplexing and
vibroseis correlation) are displayed without any special processing.

of scattering due to strong lateral heterogeneities and/or rotation of the signal
polarization due to seismic anisotropy. Liischen et al. (1991) noted remarkable
differences of P- and S-wave velocities of the direct waves between the two
lines, which favours an explanation by seismic anisotropy. At about 7 s TWT one
of the key targets, the 'Erbendorf-body', already known from P-wave profiling
(DEKORP Research Group, 19XR), can be recognized by clear S-wave
reflections.
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x z

Fig. 3: Single vibratorpoint gather of VP 170 of line SCMP 1. 56 stationary
channels for each component, X (in-line), Y (cross-line) and Z (vertical).
Source orientation was cross-line (Y). Offset range is from 1 to 5.5 km.
Data were demultiplexed, correlated (extended correlation), lO-fold
vertically stacked (5-fold in the field), bandpass filtered 8-18 Hz. True
observed amplitudes. Note strong direct S-wave on all three components
and good signal/noise ratio for deeper reflections CErbendorf-body') near 7

sTWT.
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Processing

First CMP stacking tests using topography-derived statics were highly
discouraging. Therefore, special efforts were made in order to optimize the S
wave static corrections. General experience from shallow seismic profiling is that
S-wave velocities in the uppermost layers are often very low and unpredictable.
S-waves in tbis case are more sensitive to lithological cbanges than P-waves, but
complicate tbe situation for imaging of the deeper structures. In Figure 2 tbis
effect is clearly demonstrated by undulations from trace to trace (80 m spacing)
of tbe order of 50-100 ms which is more than the dominant S-wave period. We
made tberefore an attempt to use such undulations for a first estimate of tbe static
effects (Werner, 1992).

Tbe recordings of the downhole units represent the equivalent of gatbering tbe
surface traces into a cOlllmon-depth-point (COP) gather, the COP being at tbe
position of tbe borebole geophone. A normal move-out analysis was performed
and tbe difference of the arrival times against the best approximating byperbolic
move-out curve were plotted (Figure 4). The deviations can be considered as
static effects (tbey do not depend on recording time) caused by near-source
velocity variations (e.g. weathering layer) and topography. The same approacb
including statistical evaluation was used for the arrivals of the direct shear-waves
in tbe surface recordings, the common shot gathers (example in Figure 3)
providing receiver statics, the comlllon receiver gathers after resorting providing
anotber set of sourcepoint statics. The direct wave was approximated by a
straigbt line. All static corrections are plotted in Figure 4 for comparison. It is
obvious tbat static corrections are usually greater than the dominant period of the
S-wave signal and therefore of crucial importance for S-wave CMP-stacking.
The influence of static corrections and the degree of multifold coverage is
demonstrated in Figure 5 using the S-MSP data. From this test it can be
concluded that, if static corrections cannot be controlled optimally (the static
corrections from the SMSP are optimum), the CMP-coverage must be very high
in order to cOlllpensate for Illany destructive traces.

After applying the statics using the above described approach - we used actually
the S-MSP derived set for sourcepoint statics because of better quality - we
decided to try automatic residual statics. This approach uses correlation
techniques and can be focussed on good reflectors seen in single-fold gathers
(compare Figure 3). It is particularly successful if such residual statics are lower
than half of the dominant signal period. In this respect, the surface-consistent
static corrections described above and the residual statics complement each other.
Figure 6 shows a stacking test using the X-component of the line SCMP 1 with
different stages of static corrections. Considering the deepest S-wave reflection
between 6 and 7 s TWT, the stacking test demonstrates convincingly the
efficiency of optimum static corrections. A smooth coherency filter bas been
used at tbe end of the processing, enhancing the stacking quality furtbermore.
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Fig. 4:Static corrections obtained by alignment of first arrivals for P-waves (top)
and S-waves (middle). Topography is shown with 8: 1 vertical
exaggeration at the bottom. Statics are derived separately from common
vibrator gathers of the SCMP reflection survey (labelled receiver statics)
and common receiver gathers of the SCMP reflection and the S-MSP
walkaway survey (labelled as shot statics VP and MSP). Statics are

relative to an arbitrary datum level.
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Fig. 5:Stacking test with the S-MSP traces from Figure 2. Traces are stacked
after normal move-out correction and then repeatedly plotted for better
visual inspection. A: ]() traces stacked (IO-fold), B: 25 traces, C: 49 traces
(all), D: 49 traces stacked with optimum statics.
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reflections are enhanced significantly from panel A to D.
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The static correction has been proved to be the most critical processing step. All
the other steps can be regarded as r~ther standard. Editing of bad traces and
despiking was done before correl~tion (exlended correlation). Two records, each
one with 5-fold field vertic~1 stack, were stacked together. After CMP-sorting, all
traces were b~ndpass-filtered (~-1:-l Hz) according to filtertests, horizontally
balanced and then CMP-slacked (max. 50-fold). Analysis of stacking velocities
did not reveal any strong variation in vertical direction, since the 'Erbendorf
body at about 7 s is the only remarkable t~rget for such analysis. Thus, a rather
simple velocity-depth function was chosen, increasing from 3600 m/s at the
surface to 3800 m/s ~t 12 s. The st~tic correction described above and muting of
the first S-wave breaks were ~pplied ~fter CMP-sorting. The amplitudes after this
procedure can be regarded as Irue recorded amplitudes, no time-dependent
scaling was applied. The whole processing sequence has been applied
independently for the X (in-line) ~nd the Y (cross-line) receiver component, the
source orientation being in Y direclion.

The velocity analysis (testing consl~nt velocity stacks) revealed an anomalous
feature in the upper part of the section (Figure 7). If ~nomalously high stacking
velocities are used, here 43()O m/s for shear-waves, a steeply dipping reflector is
imaged. This element was obt~ined previously by ~ similar ~pproach using the P
wave 3-D reflection d~t~ and subsequently by reprocessing the former 2-D data
(reflector 'SE 1', DEKORP Rese~rch Group, this volume; Wiederhold, this
volume; Hluchy et aI., this volume). It can be Iraced to ~nd is presumably related
to the Franconian Line, which is the SW-border of the Bohemian crystalline
massif against Mesozoic sediments. This element could thus he interpreted as a
major fault zone. On the other hand, inspeclion of single-fold data shows that
there is an indication of direci waves reflected al a steeply dipping discontinuity
in P-wave as well as S-wave sections. If it is a real structure, this element would
exhibit after migration a dip of approx. 55 degrees and would be drilled through
in 7 km depth by the KTB-borehole.

The processing sequence described above resulted in a 3.2 km long stack section
for each receiver component and for each line. A corresponding P-wave section
(KTB 8502) was seleCled from the fonner presite survey, processed by the
DEKORP Processing Center, CI~usthal (DEKORP Research Group, 1988). The
only difference in processing consists of 1) amplitudes are not true observed
amplitudes (AGC before stacking) ~nd 2) CMP-coverage was 70-fold (50-fold in
the S-wave sections). In Figures X and l) ~ direct comparison is presented
between P-wave ~nd S-w~ve sections. The time sc~le of the S-w~ve sections has
been compressed by the factor of 1.7:> (the average Vp/Vs ratio) in order to
enable correl~tions between p- ~nd S-seclions in horizontal direction.
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Fig. 7: Constant-velocity-stacking test of line SCMP 1 (left panel: 4300 mis, right
panel: 4000 m/s) showing a bright reflecting element between 2 and 3 s
TWT when anomalollsly high stacking velocities (4300 m/s) are used. It
vanishes at lower velocities.

There is a remarkable correspondence in P- and S-wave reflections from the
'Erbendorf-body at 3.5-4 s P-wave TWT and 6-7 s S-wave TWT. Although
slightly different images are discernable, in particular between the X and Y S
wave sections, the signal/noise ratio is (jnite similar. In remarkable contrast, at
2.6 s P-wave TWT there is a bright reflector, which is completely absent in the
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Fig. 8: Comparison of P- and S-wave stack sections. Left: Part of line KTB 8502
(courtesy DEKORP Processing Center, compare DEKORP Research
Group, 1988), Vibroseis source, 70-fold coverage. Middle: line SCMP 1,
X receiver component, Y source component, 50-fold, Right: line SCMP 1,
Y receiver component. Length of seclions 3.2 km. Ratio of P- and S-wave
time scales is 1.73. VSP data are available 10 (iOOO III depth (2 s P-wave

TWT).
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Fig. 9: Comparison of P- and S-wave stack sections (cross lines). Left: Part of
line DEKORP 4 (courtesy DEKORP Processing Center, compare
DEKORP Research Group, ]lJIl8) Vibroseis source, 70-fold coverage.
Middle: line SCMP 2, X receiver component, Y source component, 50
fold, Right: line SCMP 2, Y receiver component. Length of sections 3.2
km. Ratio of P- and S-wave time scales is 1.73. VSP data are available to
6000 m depth (2 s P-wave TWT).
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S-sections. This observation we consider as a qualitative indication for a fluid/gas
accumulation or for an alternative model as discussed below. At 1-2 s P-wave
TWT and 2-3 s S-wave TWT there is the steeply dipping feature being equally
imaged by P- and S-waves (compare Figure 7), only if anomalously high
stacking velocities are used. These correlations between P- and S-sections, which
are positive in two cases and negative in one case, indicate that the missing S
wave reflector at 4-5 s TWT is not an artefact of a lower signal/noise ratio or of
the processing.

The key observation of this paper is an obviously missing S-wave reflection at a
depth where a bright P-reflector appears.

Reality of Absence of the S-Wave Reflector'

Tbe apparent dominance of the P-reflector (Figs. 8,9, left panel) relative to its
surroundings could be the result of signal enhancing effects of the CMP stacking.
On tbe otber hand, single-coverage sections (shot records) of the standard P-wave
survey in 1985, as well as such sections of the present SCMP survey (explosive
shots, see previous chapter), clearly reveal the same relative dominance of tbe
reflector and confirm the stacking result (Fig. 10). In contrast, recent efforts in 3
D processing and in reprocessing of the KTB 8502 profile did not sbow sucb a
dominant P-wave feature (M. Stiller, pel's. communication). We argue that tbis is
mainly due to the fact that the recent processing has been focussed on steeply
dipping events. Horizontal and sub horizontal reflections would bave been
weakened in this case. Independent confirmation of the bright reflector arises
from evaluation of a P-wave walkaway survey (Janik and Harjes, 1992) and from
recently accomplished VSP measurements to 6000 m depth.

Tbe following effects, partly artificial, could impede the recording of S-wave
reflections. Differences in resolution are ruled out, since P- and S- wavelengths
are approximately equal (200-450 m). The difference in frequency compensates
tbe difference in wave velocities. Strong signal/noise ratio at a deeper event
CErbendorf-body, Figs. 8,9) as well as at a shallower event (dipping reflector,
Fig. 7) argue against any disturbing effect of stronger S-wave noise and
scattering. Dipping interfaces and seismic anisotropy would lead to a distribution
of tbe S-wave energy among the differ~nt source and receiver components. On
none of them any indication of reflections is recognizable.

Anotber effect that could lead to false interpretations in case of pOSItive
impedance contrasts equal for P- and S-waves, follows directly from calculation
of tbe reflection coefficients for S-waves as a function of the offset or angle of
incidence (amplitude-versus-offset) according to the Zoeppritz amplitude
equations. SV-waves (polarization oblique to the reflecting interface) as well as
SH-waves (polarization in plane of the reflecting interface) show a polarity
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Fig. 10: Unstacked vibratorpoint gather (200 channels) of the 1985 presite
survey. Target reflector at 2.6 s is marked.

reversal significantly below the critical angle for normal impedance contrasts
(Liu et aI, 1990; Winterstein and Hanten, ]LJH5). At that angle, which is different
for SV- and SH-waves, the reflected S-wave amplitude crosses zero and its
polarity is reversed. Although this situation may apply to the present case
(maximum offset 9 km, target depth H km), it would appear at only one particular
offset range. Therefore, the potential reflector should be visible at otber offsets in
unstacked data (compare Fig. 3). In CMP-gathers the traces are stacked with
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offsets ranging from 0 to lJ km. A possible mIxing of reversed reflected
amplitudes would result in a degraded reflection. On the other hand, the residual
statics would tend to compensate for this effect. This effect can be ruled out for
explaining the missing S-wave reflector, but it may contribute to a slightly
different image of the 'Erbendorf-body between P- and S-wave reflections (Figs.
8,9).

Prediction of Retlector Depth

Three-dimensional control by the two intersecting lines KTB 8502 and DEKORP
4 (DEKORP Research Group, IlJ88) and recently (April 1992) accomplished
VSP recordings down to 6000 m depth provide the present base for predictions of
the target depth. Figure 11 shows the two P-wave stack time sections tied
together. The tiepoint is close to the target reflector location. From this figure it
can be concluded that the target actually consists of two distinct reflectors. The
upper one is dipping northwestwards with strike direction in-line of KTB 8502
(SW-NE). After seismic migration it moves away from the drilling location. If at
all penetrated by the drillhole then this could only be at a deeper level. The lower
element, as indicated in Fig. 11 is nearly horizontal and therefore does not
migrate away. It is expected to be penetrated by the borehole at its center. Its
length in the stack section (as well as in unstacked shotgathers) is of the order of
1 km. Considering that its edges are diffractions rather than reflections, it
focusses in a migration section to a considerably shorter element (of the order of
500 m). The reality as well as the location of these reflections is independently
confirmed by interpretations based on a P-wave moving source profile (Janik and
Harjes, 1992).

Picking the arrival time of the central peak of the zero-phase Vibroseis signal
gives a traveltime of 2.6lJ s with a bias of ± 0.02 s if the two side lobes are taken
to denote the error bar in identifying the reflectors. The recently measured VSP
gives a total traveltime of O.lJ75 s at 6013 m depth (that is two-way traveltime of
1.95 s). This traveltime is indicated in Fig. 11 at the tiepoint (note that the
drillhole is 400 m off the tiepoint) and ca n be used for calibration of the target
depth. If measured in traveltime, the target is located 0.74 ± 0.02 s (± 2.7 %)
below the maximum VSP depth. The average P-wave velocity at 6 km depth
calculated from the VSP is fl. I() km/s ± 1 % (average from surface to 6 km), the
error being determined from the difference in time between the two Vibroseis
side lobes. Hence, the marked target in Fig. 11 is located in 8280 m depth ± 80 m
beneath the KTB mouth, the error bounds being estimated rather conservatively,
assuming that the average velocity does not vary significantly between 6 and 8
km depth.
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Fig, 11: Intersection of P-wavc stack scclions DEKORP 4 (Iel'l) and KTB 8502 (right)
(courtesy DEKORP Pfllccssing Center, DEI<ORP Research GfllUp, 1988), Gap marks
the tieline, which is viewed ffllm the l'ast. NOlC Ihat the upper part of the bright
reOeetion is dipping to Ihe NW, lhe I"wer onc is nearly horizontal. KTB-Iocation is 400
m out of plane of h"th secli"ns. The lower skelch shows position of the reOections Rl
and R2 ancr migra:ion allli three-dimensional l'<lnlrol hy lhe intersecting lines relative
to the projection "f lhc drillholc inlo Ihe se,'li'"l (n"II" scale),
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Lithological models

Fluid/gas reservoir

Experimental studies in oil- and gas exploration during the eighties, as well as
corresponding modelling results established the significance of comparisons of P
wave and S-wave velocities and reflection characteristics for detecting layers or
media with higher porosity and the type and saturation of pore content (eg.
Tatham, 1982; Meissner and Hegazy, 1981; Ensley, 1984; Garotta, 1985; Frasier
and Winterstein, 1990; Tatham and McCormack, 1991).

These experimental studies provide a heuristic approach to interprete the
discrepancy in P- and S-wave reflectivity qualitatively in terms of a fluid/gas trap
within porous or fractured rocks. P-wave velocity (Vp) depends largely on rock
bulk modulus, the shear modulus and rock density, whereas, the S-wave velocity
(Vs) is solely a function of the shear modulus and rock density:

1

Vp = ( k +~ /3)2 k bulk modulus

J.l shear modulus

_(J.l )~Vs- p p density

Fluids have no shear strength, therefore S-waves should propagate only through
the rock matrix, but not through the fluid material within pores or cracks.
Practically, the most pronounced differences in P- and S-wave characteristics in
porous media are attributed to the type of pore content. Gases are more
compressible than liquids, Vp for gas saturated pores is therefore much lower
than for liquid filled pores. There is only a slight change in Vs due to the
presence of fluid/gas filled pores, which is attributed alone to the difference in
density. The gas/water transition in hydrocarbon reservoirs is thought to be
responsible for P-wave hydrocarbon indicators defining the classical 'bright spot',
e.g. amplitude anomalies. flat reflections, polarity changes, edge diffractions,
time sags, shadow zones and frequency changes (e.g Ensley, 1984). Since
hydrocarbon reservoirs may not be the only causes for such P-wave bright spots,
the S-wave response (if resolution characteristics are equal) can be used to verify
the presence of gas as suggested by modelling results of Meissner and Hegazy
(1981) and Ensley (1984). If P-wave reflections and their amplitude and phase
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anomalies along a formation boundary are caused by a gas reservoir, there are no
corresponding S-wave impedance contrasts. The S-waves in this case image only
the lithological change in rock matrix if any.

In the present study we are dealing with crystalline rocks (paragneisses and
metabasites), which are even exposed at the surface. Here reflections are not
caused by continuous formation boundaries, but rather by complex and
discontinuous structures like faulting and folding, randomly distributed
impedance and velocity contrasts and by interference and focussing effects of
multiple and concave or convex structures. Moreover, reflected seismic energy
very often shows indications of diffractions. There are two reasons why the
bright spot concept is not applicable for evaluation in its original sense: 1) there
are no continuous formation boundaries in the present case, 2) the P-wave
amplitudes cannot be evaluated quantitatively, because relative amplitudes have
not been preserved during CMP processing, as pointed out in the previous
chapter. The reflecting element is relatively short (approx. 1 km) and shows
diffractions at its ends. Since the polarity and hence the sign of the P-wave
reflection coefficient can hardly be determined, and the S-wave reflection
coefficient is presumably zero (the physical cause of the reflector absence), the
Vp/Vs ratio of the medium beneath the interface can be both, anomalously high
or low.

In addition to studies in exploration industry on clastic oil- and gas bearing
sedimentary rocks (see review by Tatham and McCormack, 1991), the influence
of fluids in a porous or fractured medium has been subject for measuring and
modelling seismic velocities and the Vp/Vs-ratio for a long time. These studies
were originally motivated by the dilatancy model for earthquake precursors (e.g.
Nur and Simmons, 1%9; Nur, 1972; O'Connell and Budiansky, 1974; Spencer
and Nur, 1976). Several factors play an important and sometimes opposing role:
elasticity of the dry crystalline rock matrix, porosity, permeability (or
connectivity), pore content (e.g. liquids or gas), pore and crack geometry (e.g.
aspect ratio), crack density, saturation (dry or wet), pore pressure, confining
pressure and temperature.

Without a-priori information, it remains ambiguous to predict velocities and
impedance contrasts from these complex interrelationships. Spencer and Nur
(1976) found from measurements on low-porosity rocks (Westerly granite), that
in samples with low pressure pore water Vp decreases with increasing
temperature, while Vs is ll1uch less affected. Under high pore pressure, this
relationship is reversed. O'Connell and Budiansky (lLJ74) find from modelling
the elastic moduli, that both seismic velocities decrease with increasing crack
density, the Vp/Vs-ratio decreases for dry cracks and increases for saturated
cracks.
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Fig. 12: Summary of the effect of differ~nt rock properties on the seismic P- and
S·wave velocities, and on the velocity ratio Vp/Vs (from Tatham and
McCormack, l')l) I, reproduced wit h permission of the Society of
Exploration Geophysicists). Rock types in column for lithology: ss
sandstone, Is limestone, do dolomite. Note the effects of the porosity, pore
fluid type and differential pressure (Lip) discussed in the text.
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Tatham and McCormack (1991) presented a summary of the various effects of
the different rock properties on P- and S-wave velocities and the VpfYs ratio
(Fig. 12). We may use this compilation for seeking the appropriate conditions
that produce impedance contrasts for P-waves but not so pronounced for S
waves. The pure effect of a porous medium saturated with saline water under
presumably high pore pressure cannot account for the observation, since it
produces both anomalously low P- and S-wave velocities according to laboratory
experiments of Nur and Simmons (1969). Searching in the parameter space
according to the theory of O'Connell and Budiansky (1974), conditions can be
found that affect P-wave velocities more than S-wave velocities (St. Sobolev,
pers. communication). If the fluid concept applies at all, then the effect of
porosity must be overcompensated by the parameters pore shape (thickening of
cracks) and fluid type (interfaces between liquids and gases) and others.

The question arises why is lithostatic pressure not closing the pores or cracks and
why fluids can be trapped at tbat depth. There is considerable significance and
growing evidence of the role of fluid and corresponding heat transport in the
context of crust-mantle boundary interactions, in particular in tectonically active
regions (e.g. Oliver, 1986; Bailey, 1990; Hyndman and Shearer, 1989; Marquis
and Hyndman, 1992). Petrological considerations require metamorphic
dehydration processes in the lower crust. Compilations and modelling of
geophysical data, in particular magnetotelluric and seismic data, sbow that low
electrical resistivity often correlates with low seismic
velocities at deeper crustal levels and may be well explained by porosity models
with few percent of free saline fluids (Hyndman and Shearer, 1989; Marquis and
Hyndman, 1992). The mechanism of trapping aqueous fluids is discussed by
Bailey (1990). If not consumed by retrograde metamorphic reactions, they
migrate upwards. In the ductile deeper crust, thermal activation of ductility is
considered to be strong enough to facilitate evolution of porosity (of the order of
0.1 %) and rapid fluid transport. Above the brittle-ductile transition this
mechanism vanishes giving rise to fluid overpressure and hydraulic fracturing at
midcrustal levels. The orientation of cracks depends on the state of stress at this
depth. Fluids can accumulate in such horizontally extensive reservoirs near the
brittle-ductile transition. Pore pressure reaches the lithostatic pressure or may
exceed it slightly (see discussion by Bailey, 1990).

Rock compositioll

The model which competes with the porous fluid-filled medium is a medium
which varies purely in terms of rock composition. Such a case has been
considered to fit strong wide-angle reflections from the lower crust in the Black
Forest in SW Germany seen in P-wave sections, but absent in S-wave sections.
Sandmeier and Wenzel (1990) modelled this discrepancy in terms of petrological
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Fig. 13: Hodograms (particle motion diagrams) for windows from S-wave direct
arrivals of the VSP 'VP101S' (Uischen et aI., ]lJ91) in comparison with
windows from S-wave reflections (non-stacked) of the line SCMP1. Time
is increasing upward. Note the nearly perfect linear polarizations of two
orthogonally polarized phases. The two preferred directions are the same
in both observations. but the fast ane! the slow phases changed their
polarization. Upper left panel shows schematically the average foliation in
the depth range of 1-3 km explaining the observed polarizations in the S
wave VSP.
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layering expressed in variation of the quartz content (high quartz content: low
Yp, low Poisson's ratio), in accordance with corresponding laboratory
measurements (Kern, 1lJ82). In the Black Forest model the multiple layering (of
the order of 100 m thickness) contributes significantly to the modelled
reflectivity. If the model of high quartz content applies to the present situation,
the amount of quartz within a thin layer (thickness much less than the
wavelength) should be higher than in the lower crust model of Sandmeier and
Wenzel (1990). Otherwise we would not observe such a discrete reflector. The lX

~ phase transition of quartz occulTing at a temperature of about 600 degree could
be considered for deeper crustal levels. lt produces a decrease in Vp but not in Ys
(Kern, 1982).

Juhlin (1990) reports a similar situation from the Siljan impact crater in Sweden,
were bright P-wave reflections have been verified through drilling to be caused
by dolerite sills. Laboratory measurements on core samples showed that these
dolerites could produce relevant impedance contrasts for P-waves but not for S
waves.

Seismic Anisotnlpy:

The two horizontal receiver components displayed in Figs. 8 and 9 do not image
the 'Erbendorf- body equally at approx. 6 to 7 s TWT. This behaviour might be
related to the polarity reversals of the SV- and SH-waves occurring at different
angles in the subcritical range, as mentioned above. Comparing both crossing
lines, a striking systematic difference in traveltimes is discernible. The arrivals
on the SW-NE receiver component (SCM? I:X; SCMP2: Y) tend to earlier
traveltimes. We argue that this might be an effect of S-wave velocity anisotropy
in the upper medium. Such anisotropy has been observed for vertical raypaths in
S-wave VSPs between 1 and 3 km depth and interpreted in accordance with
laboratory measurements as anisotropy due to the rock microstructure (foliation),
which shows a mean strike direction in NW direction and a subvertical dip
(Liischen et aI., 1991).

Fig. 13 shows an extract of particle motion diagrams of the 'Erbendorf
reflections, based on unstacked data. The,e hodograms show two nearly optimum
linearly and orthogonally polarized S-wave phases. These features are typical for
S-wave splitting due to seismic anisotropy, although the effect of heterogeneities
cannot be excluded. Compared to the hodograms of the VSP (Fig. 13), it is
obvious that the same preferred directions are displayed, but fast and slow S
waves have interchanged their particle directions. This behaviour is compatible
with a symmetry system displayed in the figure, but rotated by 90 degrees along
the vertical axis. This might indicate that the folding axis and foliation change
their directions somewhere between 3 and 11 km, possibly at the above discussed
target reflector at about I{ km depth. This could provide another mechanism for
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forming fractures and fluid traps. Furthermore, the VSP-derived S-wave
anisotropy provides a hint that the absence of a S-wave reflector should not be an
effect of a possibly anisotropic reflection coefficient. At least one of the two split
S-wave phases would have been observed on at least one horizontal component
section.
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Seismic Anisotropy at the KTB Deep Drilling Site

Wolfgang Rabbel

ABSTRACT

Based on the DEKORP ISO 89 borehole experiments, the question of the

existence of "seismic anisotropy at the KTB deep drilling site" has to

be answered unambiguously with "yes". The anisotropy could be quanti

fied in situ for a gneiss packet where it is apparently influenced by

both rock foliation and cracks. The values obtained in the direct vicinity

of the KTB pilot hole, however, cannot be extrapolated into its surroun

dings without modification: While the general trend of anisotropy with

high velocity values towards SE-ESE is conserved, the amount of aniso

tropy shows smaller average values. This seems to reflect the inhomoge

neous distribution of metamorphic rocks and granite in the target area.

The direction of high seismic velocities (ESE) coincides approximately

with the postulated direction of maximum horizontal tectonic stress in

the Oberpfalz region.

INTRODUCTION

The DEKORP ISO 89 field campaign was deSigned to obtain a most

detailed description of the KTB deep drilling site from a seismic point

of view. While structural information was obtained from reflection

seismic methods an additional set of experiments was carried out in

o'rder to characterize the seismic material properties of at least the

uppermost part of the crust.

In this context the existence of seismic anisotropy which indicates the

either ordered or disordered state of a medium plays a major part.

Seismic anisotropy may be caused for example by anisotropic minerals

Author's address: Institute of Geophysics, University of Kiel

Olshausenstr, 40-60, D-2300 Kiel 1
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or cracks if they are oriented in a preferred direction within larger rock

packets. In the latter case seismic anisotropy can be related to the

regional tectonic stress system which controls closure and opening of

microfractures.

FIELD EXPERIMENTS

From traveltime considerations alone it is rather difficult to distinguish

between effects of isotropic inhomogeneity and anisotropy. Therefore,

the most reliable method for identifying seismic anisotropy is the analy

sis of shearwaves with regard to S-wave birefrigence ("shear wave split

ting": orthogonally polarized shear waves travelling with different

velocities) .

In this regard various seismic borehole experiments with special empha

sis on generation and recording of S-waves were included in DEKORP's

ISO 89 campaign; in particular: (1) vertical seismic profiling ("'VSP")

with different source offsets and -azimuths and geophone depth up to

3600 m and (2) a "multiple azimuth shearwave experiment" (MAS E) , In

the latter case the geophones were fixed at a depth of 3300 m while

the source was moved along two half circles of 4 and 8 km radius,

respectively . Explosives as well as vertical and horizontal vibrators

served as seismic sources for the VSPs. All data were recorded with 3

com ponen t-geophones.

The field configuration and a documentation of the data are presented

in detail in Luschen et al. (1990) and will, for brevity, not be repeated

here.

RESULTS

The data were analyzed with respect to the following topics:

(1) diagnosis (is the subsoil anisotropic at all for seismic wavelengths?),

(2) local quantification of anisotropy at the KTB pilot hole and (3)

extrapolation (are the local results also valid for the vicinity area of
the KTB).

Examples will now be given for each item.
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(I) DIAGNOSIS OF SEISMIC ANISOTROPY

Since arrival times of seismic signals are influenced by both structural

inhomogeneities and anisotropy of the subsoil, an interpretation of

traveltime curves in terms of anisotropy is ambiguous in most cases.

Therefore, the occurence of split shearwaves, which reflect the intrinsic

structure of media on scales at a small fraction of a wavelength, is

commonly regarded as the most reliable indicator of seismic anisotropy.

Orthogonally polarized shearwave arrivals were indeed identified already

at an early stage of interpretation for the near offset VSPs. For example,

Fig.l displays records of a vertical vibrator VSP; the different wavetrains
(qP-, qSl-, qS2- waves) are indicated.

From a diagnostic point of view it is important to show that the polari

zation of the observed S-waves does not depend upon the initial source

polarization, as it is expected for anisotropic media. For proving this a

horizontal vibrator source at a distance of SO m off the KTB pilot hole

was rotated in steps of 4S deg while a borehole geophone was fixed at

2900 m depth (Fig.2). The corresponding particle motion diagrams (Fig.3)

show that the polarization of the split shearwaves stays indeed constant.

The polarization direction of the faster S-wave (qSl) is nearly SE corre

lating with the strike of rock foliation at that depth: a result which

holds approximately for the whole depth range of the KTB pilot hole.

(2) IN SITU QUANTIFICATION OF SEISMIC ANISOTROPY

The rock composition along the KTB pilot hole is dominated by biotite

gneiss with mostly steep but varying dip and strike of foliation. For

investigating in situ values of gneiss anisotropy the variation of velocity

for the direct P- and both split S-waves was picked from the near offset

VSP VPI01 shown in Fig.1. Most interesting is the depth interval of 2 

3 km where the dip of rock foliation changes slowly from 80 to 30 deg.

The corresponding seismic velocity values as well as a smoothed distri

bution of macroscopic fractures versus depth are shown in Fig.4. The

information on both rock foliation and fractures were obtained by an

analysis of core samples from the KTB pilot hole by the KTB Feldlabor

(Rohr et aI., 1990) .

Seismic phase velocities of a weakly anisotropic homogeneous medium

of hexagonal symmetry (transverse isotropy) can be approximated by

the following equations:
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qVp Z = Co + C
j

sinz(a) - C
3

sinz(alcosz(a)

qVSI Z = C z + C
4

sinz(a)

qVS2 Z = C z + C
3

sinz(alcosz(a)

where qVP, qVSI and qVS2 are the velocities of the P-wave and the two

orthogonally polarized S-waves, respectively; a is the angle between the

direction of wave propagation and the normal to the plane of rock

foliation. The coefficients Ci (1=0, .. ,4) are functions of the respective

elastic constants. They can be obtained e.g. by a least squares fit if

values of the seismic velocities and the respective angles of wavepropa

gation are known.

Based on the data of seismic velocity and dip of foliation shown in

Fig.4 the equations above were used for estimating the average seismic

anisotropy of the gneiss packet between 2 and 3 km depth. The procedure

yields an estimate of 2.S%, 14% and S% average anisotropy for qP-, qSl

and qS2-waves, respectively (see Fig.S).

The additional consideration of the fracture distribution (Fig.4) as a

velocity influencing variable leads to an improved fit of the measured

velocity data (Fig.6). In this case a linear relationship between the

above coefficients Ci and the number of fractures at the respective dip

angles or depths was assumed. The result gives evidence that there are

variations of in situ anisotropy caused by locally varying crack densities

within the gneiss packet: The intrinsic background anisotropy of the

solid rock seems to be locally modified by fracture induced anisotropy.

(3) AVERAGE ANISOTROPY OF THE SURROUNDING AREA

Seismic anisotropy in terms of S-wave splitting was observed as well

for vertical seismic profiles with larger shot-borehole offsets. As an

example, Fig.7 shows the shearwave arrivals for shotpoint SP402 located

4 km SE of the KTB . The traveltime difference of about 100 ms between

both S-arrivals (Figs.7a, b, resectively), however, is less than expected

from the measurements in the direct vicinity of the KTB pilot hole. The

latter estimate of anisotropy (Figs.S,6) would imply a traveltime diffe

rence of about 180 ms between the arrivals of the direct qSI- and qS2

waves for 4 km source offset. qSl- and qS2-waves are polarized +/- in

the vertical and horizontal directions within the plane of the wavefront,

respectively (Fig.n. This observation is in agreement with the dip and

strike direction of rock foliation found at the KTB pilot hole.
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Fig.8 (dark dots) shows the azimuthal distribution of average shearwave

velocities (qSI) around the KTB within circles of 4. and 8 km radius,

respectively The data were obtained from the above mentioned experi

ment "MASE". The sinus shape of the data graph (Fig.8, dark dots) is

typical for an azimuthally anisotropic subsoil (compare the above equa

tion for qSl-velocities).

Regarding the geological map of the KTB surroundings (see e.g. Rohr et

a!., 1990), however, one has to consider the possible additional influence

of regional scale structural inhomogeneities on the measured average

velocities. Unfortunately, no reliable information about the extent of

the involved gneiss, amphibolite and granit units at shallow depths is

available until now. Therefore, the following procedure was applied for

estimating inhomogeneity effects: (I) The geological map was projected

vertically to depth for getting a structural model of the KTB surroun

dings, (2) the azimuthal S-wave traveltimes were used as input for a

velocity inversion procedure yielding (3) optimum isotropic S-wave

velocities for the respective gneiss, amphibolite and granite units in a

least squares sense. Both the obtained isotropic S-wave velocities and

the corresponding average velocities regarding the MASE experiment

are shown in Fig.8 (light dots) . Compared to the "optimum" inhomoge

neous isotropic model (light dots) the real velocity values (dark dots)

are lower to the N and higher around NII0E deg. This result is in accor

dance with the P-wave observations of Bonnemann and Buttkus (this

volume) .

In conclusion, both vertical seismic profiling and MASE data support

the assumption of a more or less NW-SE striking anisotropy system.

The direction of high seismic velocities (ESE) coincides approximately

with the postulated direction of maximum horizontal tectonic stress at

the Oberpfalz region (see e.g. Hanel, 1989).
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FIG.! : Seismic sections of the vertical <Z> and one horizontal (N) geo

phone component for a near offset VSP. Source: Vertical vibrator.

Arrivals of the direct P- and split S-waves are indicated.
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FIG.2 : Rotation of the S-wave-source. For confirming the diagnosis of
seismic anisotropy a horizontal vibrator source was rotated in
steps of 4S deg while the borehole geophone stayed fixed at

2900 m depth.
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FIG.3 : Particle motion diagrams of split S-waves for the source rotation
experiment (Fig.2), Source orientation indicated. TOP: ray coordi
nate system <t-,2-,3-axis corresponding to the polarization direc
tion of the qSl-,qS2- and P-wave, respectively). BOTTOM, geogra

phic coordinate system. Note the constant polarization direction
of qSl- and qS2-waves.
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FIG.4 : TOP: Velocity vs. depth profile for qP-, qSl- and qS2-waves for

the depth interval of 2-3 km of the KTB pilot hole picked from a

near offset VSP (VP 101 P, see Fig.1). BOTTOM: Corresponding

dip of gneiss foliation and distribution of macroscopic fractures

for the same depth interval (smoothed data, after Rohr et aI.,
1990).
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FIG.S: Least squares fitting of seismic velocities to dip of foliation in
terms of hexagonal anisotropy. Same data as in Fig.4.
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FIG.6 : Least squares fitting of seismic velocities to both dip of foliation

and crack distribution in terms of hexagonal anisotropy. Data

see Fig.4.
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FIG.7a: Direct shearwave arrivals for an offset VSP. Shot location 4 km
SE of the KTB pilot hole (SP40Zl. Particle motion components
tangential to the wavefront are shown: (a) in the vertical plane

corresponding to the faster S-wave (qSO The direction of polari
zation within the plane of the wavefront is attributed in black

for the positive parts of oscillation <0, 90, 180 deg are the vertical,
horizontal, vertical directions, respectively).
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FIG.7b: Direct shearwave arrivals for an offset VSP. Shot location 4 km
SE of the KTB pilot hole (SP402l. Particle motion components

tangential to the wavefront are shown in the horizontal plane
corresponding to the slower S-wave (qSZ). The direction of polari

zation within the plane of the wavefront is attributed in black
for the positive parts of oscillation (0, 90, 180 deg are the vertical,

horizontal, vertical directions, respectively).
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FIG.8 : Variation of average S-wave velocities with azimuth (Multiple

Azimuth Shearwave Experiment MASE). Source positions were

located at radii of 4 and 8 km , respectively, from the KTB pilot

hole (top and bottom figure, respectively), geophones at 3300 m

depth. Dark dots show the observed average velocities. Light

dots represent average velocities for an optimum isotropic inhomo

geneous model based on the geological map of the KTB surroun

dings (for details see text). The corresponding isotropic S-wave

velocities are 3200, 3750 and 3400 m/s for granite, amphibolite

and gneiss areas, respectively.
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More reliable shear-wave data from VSP by
using CIPHER-technique

T.W. GUT', W. SOELLNER', E. LUESCHEW and
H.A.K. EDELMANNt

It has been recognized for a long time that fracture systems in rocks can
significantly influence the flow of fluids in the subsurface. Geophysical fracture
characterization techniques based on seismic anisotropy and related shear-wave
splitting have been under investigation for many years. It is now established as an
observable effect. To keep rig time costs low, a 3-C multilevel downhole sonde has
been introduced many years ago. Additional horizontal vibrators and additional
survey time and processing costs for shear-wave data, however, are still important
constraints. The CIPHER-method (Edelmann, 1992) described below aims both
at the reduction of costs and at an improvement of VSP shear-wave data.

Fig. 1 shows schematically the basic concept of shear-wave splitting of a circu
larly polarized shear-wave in a fractured medium. The incident wave illustrated
by a spiral is split into a fast component polarized parallel to the fracture di
rection and a slow component perpendicular to this direction when travelling
through the medium.

Circularly polarized shear-waves can only be generated by using controlled
sources, such as horizontal vibrators. Fig. 2 shows two vibrators, positioned or
thogonally radiating two sweep signals differing in phase by 90 degrees. The re
sulting signal is recorded by a 3-C sonde in the KTB pilot hole over a depth range
between 2800 and 3400 m. An upsweep signal of 30 s length and a frequency range
between 9 and 43 Hz was used. The hole was drilled in crystalline rocks (gneisses,
amphibolites) of the Bohemian Massif. The CIPHER-experiment (CIrcularly Po
larized Horizontal Extension Radiadtion) was part of a more comprehensive P
and S-wave survey (Lueschen et a!', 1991).

Fig. 3 shows the two horizontal components of the wavefield after being rotated
into the natural coordinate system, which was determined from the polarization
analysis described below. This coordinate system is assumed to coincide with the
preferred strike direction of fractures. In this way the fast and the slow shear-wave
events as marked in the figure can clearly be separated. The average shear-wave
anisotropy (ratio of time delay to travel time of the first arrival) for the overburden
is about 10% (Lueschen et a!., 1991).

·Geophysical Institute. University of Karlsruhe, Hertzstr. 16, W-7500 Karlsruhe 21,
F.R. Germany

tPirolweg 6, W-3000 lIannover 61, F.R. Germany
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The horizontal polarization of shear-waves at different depths is determined
by calculating the direction of the main axis of the polarization ellipse within a
moving window. Fig. 4 shows the result of this analysis for eight different recording
dephts. The azimuth of the first arrival (fast e\'ent) is approximately N I~O° E.
After about 100 ms the azimuth switches over to about 1\ 500 E the orientation
of the second arrival (slow component) as can be seen from the curves.

The advantages of the CIPHER technique compared to the conventional tech
mque are:

• No a-priori knowledge about optimum vibrator orientation needed.

• Only half the number of shear-wa\'e recordings at the well necessary.

• Better quality of data so that less expensi\'e processing is nppded to achieve
more reliable results.

References:

Lueschen , E.; Soellner. \\I.: Hohrath. A.: Rabbel. W.: Integrated P- and S
wave Borehole Experiments at the I\:TB - Deep Drilling Site. In: Continental
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physics. Vol.,57., April 1992: P,6~:J,6,16

Figure I: Schematic illustration of shear-wa\'e >plitting using circularly polarized
shear-waves
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CIPHER field configuration

VP 146

KTB KTB pilot borehole

3 component VSP recording
spacing 25 m,
depth 2800 - 3400 m

Figure 2: Vibrator arrangement for CIPHER VSP at the KTB pilot hole (CI
PHER.= CIrcularly Polarized Horizontal Extension Radiation, KTB= Kontinen
tales Tiefbohrprogramm)
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Shear-Wave Splitting Observed by Wide-Angle Measurement

Michael Bopp *)

SUlllDlary

The recordings of the wide-angle shots by 3-component geophones
in the KTB pilot hole exhibit the effect of shear-wave splitting,
that is the most diagnostic evidence of seismic anisotropy
(Crampin, 1989). The possible reasons for seismic anisotropy will
be discussed and the lateral extension of the anisotropic region
will be estimated.

Shear-wave observations in the KTB pilot hole

Shear-wave splitting has been observed for Vogtland earthquakes,
recorded at seismological stations NE of the KTB location
(Schmedes, 1987). By recording the wide-angle shots of the 15089

5 KM
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Fig. 1: Location map of IS089 wide-angle measurement superimposed with a
simplified geology (after Stettner, 1981) of the KTB surrounding. ZEV is the
Zone of Erbendorf VohenstrauB; numbers indicate shots.

*) 1nstitut f. Allg. u. Angew. Geophysik, Theresienstr. 41/1V,
D-8000 Mtinchen 2, FRG
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survey (Fig. 1; Gebrande et al., 1990) with 3-component geophones
in the KTB pilot hole an independent check of the splitting
effect became possible. Borehole recordings have the special
advantage of being free from the usual distortions by the earth's
surface, e.g. non-orthogonality of P- and S-polarization
directions and non-linearity of S-polarization.

Decomposition of the 3-component recordings into mutually
orthogonal components parallel and normal to P-wave polarization
provides an almost perfect separation of P- and S-waves. Fig. 2
shows the seismogram section for the shotpoints 101-120 in the SE
of the KTB location, recorded in 3270 m depth. The traveltime,
v3-times greater than for P-waves, and the lower frequency
content of the shear-waves indicate primary radiation from the
source and no P-S conversions. Most likely, anisotropy and local
heterogeneities of the crystalline source environment are respon
sible for the S-wave radiation. The shear-wave is not of pure SV
or SH-type, since it can be seen on the vertical and transverse
horizontal component in Fig. 2. Its polarization is in the plane
normal to P-wave polarization, proving shear-wave propagation
parallel to the P-wave.
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Fig. 2: Seismogram sections of SPa 101-120 for the 3-component receiver in
3270 m depth. A 6-15 Hz band-pass filter was applied to improve the appearence
of shear-waves. Each trace is normalized to its maximum amplitude.

The recordings of SP 113 (Fig. 3a) show two shear-wave onsets
with a time delay of nearly 0.2 s. The fast quasi shear-wave qS1
(terminology after crampin, 1989) with linear polarization
dipping steeply to SW is followed by the slow quasi shear-wave
qS2 with more elliptical horizontal polarization. These proper
ties can be seen from the polarization diagrams (PD) in the plane
normal to P-wave polarization (Fig. 3b). It's a characteristic
effect of S-wave propagation through an anisotropic medium. The
fast qS1-wave is expected to be polarized in a preferred
direction of anisotropy and the slow qS2-wave is perpendicular to
this. A strict orthogonality is, however, not observed in the
real data and possible reasons will be discussed later.
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Fig. 3: Unsealed seismogramms <al and polarization diagrams (PO, b) in the
plane normal to P-wave polarization showing shear-wave splitting for SP 113.
All POs are plotted with the same gain.

Causes for seismic anisotropy

Seismic anisotropy in the continental crust is mainly due to the
following reasons (Crampin et al., 1984):
a) Parallel (micro-)cracks, occasionally filled with fluids

(Extensive Dilatancy Anisotropy).
b) Interbedding of rocks (foliation) that can be isotropic itself

(Periodic Thin-Layer Anisotropy).

After Crampin (1989) EDA-anisotropy caused by vertically aligned
cracks, that are generally orientated normal to the minimum com
pressive stress, should be wide-spread over the crust. Field
observations have been interpreted in either way. Ahmed (1990)
estimated the axis of maximum horizontal compressive stress from
splitted shear-waves observed in a VSP-survey by identifying the
polarization of the fast qS1-wave with the orientation of open
micro-cracks (case a). On the other hand Brocher and Christensen
(1990) observed maximum P-wave velocity in a seismic survey in
the direction perpendicular to the axis of maximum compressive
stress, but parallel to rock foliation, and explained this result
by PTL-anisotropy and mineral orientation (case b).
Comparison with laboratory investigations on KTB cores should
elucidate, whether case a and/or b is responsible for the
observed shear-wave splitting in Fig. 3b.

Significant velocity anisotropy is present in most KTB core
samples (Lippmann et al., 1989; Zang et al., 1989; Kern et al.,
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1991). Their maximum P-wave velocity is generally observed paral
lel to foliation in gneisses. A larger part of this anisotropy is
caused by micro-cracks aligned parallel to the foliation, because
it diminishes with increasing pressure (case ai Zang et al.,
1989, Kern et al., 1991). The remaining intrinsic anisotropy of
about 10% in gneisses is a textural one (case b) and is caused by
preferred orientation of anisotropic minerals as, e.g., micas in
gneisses and hornblende in amphibolites (Kern et al., 1991).
Crack and textural anisotropy interfere constructively, because
the orientation of the cracks is coupled to the foliation. At in
situ conditions the textural cause is expected to dominate.

Ultrasonic measurements of shear-wave splitting in core samples
(Kern et al., 1991) are even more important for the interpreta
tion of the field data. In gneisses it is most pronounced for S
wave propagation parallel to the foliation with the fast qS1- and
the slow qS2-wave being polarized parallel and normal to the
foliation plane. Velocity differences up to 15% due to shear-wave
splitting are expected at in situ pressures in gneisses.

KTB
NW

direction of P-wave
propagation

~-------

sw qS2-wave

polarization
qS2 S qS1

1-1
S-wave

anisotropic
region

Fig. 4: Schematic illustration (modified after Crampin, 1989) that combines
the observed shear-wave splitting with the results from ultrasonic measure
ments. A primary generated S-wave propagates through a region with foliation
dipping steeply to SW and splits up into a fast qSl- and a slow qS2-wave.

In Fig. 4 the simplified observation from the PDs in Fig 3b is
combined with the results from laboratory investigations. The
shear-wave generated e.g. by SP 113 propagates through a region
with foliation dipping steeply to SW. The shear-wave splitting
must be related to both effects, a (micro-cracks), and b

on right page:

Fig. 5: Results of polarization analyses of the 4 down-hole 3-component re
cordings (a to d) of SP 113. For each receiver position 3 plots are presented:
3-component seismograms on the lower right side, polarization parameters to
the left as a Schmidt diagram and on the upper right side as functions of
time. The P-wave polarization is almost horizontal and close to the shot-to
receiver azimuth. The shear-wave splitting is most pronounced for geophones at
3245 m (b), 3270 m (c) and 3295 m depth (d) with steep dipping qSl-polariz
ation and almost horizontal qS2-polarization under the same azimuth.
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(texture). Cracks are not necessarily closed in the depth range
of wave propagation as indicated by an open joint found at 3447 m
depth (Stroh et al., 1990).

According to this model the dip of foliation can be obtained by
the polarization of the fast qS1-wave (Crampin, 1985) assuming
homogeneous anisotropy and wave propagation parallel to the
strike of foliation. Figs. 5a-d show the results of polarization
analysis for SP 113 using the so-called polarization vector
(Bopp, 1992). The polarization parameters, azimuth (AZI) and
angle of incidence (INZ), measured from the vertical, are
calculated in sliding time windows of 200 ms. They are plotted as
time dependent traces in a Schmidt diagram (left side in Figs.
5a-d). The "trace" of the polarization vector amplitude (PVAMP)
is plotted together with the polarization parameters as function
of time (upper right side). The magnitude of PVAMP is used to
define a valid polarization result (s. chapter 3.2 in Bopp,
1992) .

The P-wave (at 3100 ms) is almost horizontally polarized
(INZ~900) close to the shot-to-receiver azimuth at all geophone
depths (Figs. 5a-d). The estimated azimuth may be in the opposite
direction (s. Fig. 5c and 5d) for inclined polarization, because
it changes by 180 0 when the inclination crosses the horizontal
plane (INZ=90 0).

At the deeper-located geophones (Figs. 5b-d) the angle from
vertical to the qS1-polarization (before 5300 ms) amounts to ~300

whereas the qS1-polarization at 3195 m depth (Fig. 5a) shows
small dip (INZ~70·). While instrumental effects should be
excluded this observation fits to almost horizontal foliation at
3100 m depth and a fault zone at 3200 m depth (R5hr et al.,
1990) .

The qS2-polarization is almost horizontally polarized (INZ~800)

at all depths. Because the azimuthal direction (~40 N°E) is the
same for qS1- and qS2-polarization, it can be assumed that the
splitted shear-waves are propagating in the same direction.
From the qS1-polarization in 3245-3295 m depth it appears that
the dip of foliation SE of the KTB location is about 60 0 to SW.

Lateral extension of the anisotropic region BE of KTB

Fig. 6 shows the POs recorded in 3245 m depth for all SP 101-120
SE of the KTB location. The plane of the POs normal to P-wave
polarization is individually adjusted for each shot. The
amplitudes in the vertically arranged POs are scaled to the
maximum trace amplitude within this shot.

SP 113 exhibits the most pronounced shear-wave splitting. It is
less distinct for the adjacent SP 111-116. The observed S-wave
from SP 106 seems to be of pure SH-type. In general only the SP
112-120 nearest the KTB location exhibit the steep dipping qS1
polarization. Averaging these dip angles, measured from the
horizontal and calculated with a polarization analysis by solving
the 20-covariance matrix for eigenvalues and -vectors
(Kanasewich, 1973), leads to the results demonstrated in Tab. 1.
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Table 1: Comparison between the qSl-polarization obtained by averaging the
results of polarization analysis for SPs 112-120 and the dip of rock foliation
determined at KTB core samples. Dip angles are measured from the horizontal.

geophone depth [m] 3195 3245 3270 3295

Dip of polarization to SW [ 0 1 (mean 37 ± 13 68 ± 10 68 ± 10 65 ± 10
value with standard deviation)

Dip of foliation in the borehole [ 0 J 35 30 35 40

Fig. 7: Schematic sketch of the geolog
ical section in the KT8 pilot hole
(Rohr et al., 1990) marked in the depth
ranges of: geophone locations (a);
uniform dipping foliation, mentioned in
the text (b).

The difference in the polariza
tion angles between the uppermost
and the deeper-seated geophones
is about 30°. These polarization
dips are compared in Tab. 1 with
the dip of rock foliation (moving
average over 25 m; from Fig. 4 in
Lippmann et al., 1989). In the
depth interval of the geophones
(Fig. 7a) azimuth and dip of rock
foliation are not uniform (Kohl
et al., 1991). This implies that
the immediate surrounding of the
down-hole geophones can't be b
responsible for the observed
shear-wave splitting with qS1
polarization dipping to SW.

The VSP-surveys of IS089 provided
complementary observations of
shear-wave splitting for vertical
wave propagation (Ltischen et al. ,
1990) with the fast qS1-wave
being polarized NW-SE. According
to the authors this may be due to
the uniform NW-SE striking and
steeply SW-dipping foliation in
the depth range 1500 to 2700 m
(Fig. 7b). If this zone extends
further to the SE, it could
consistently also explain the
wide-angle observations, since
the ray-paths for the wide-angle
shots, calculated by raytracing
(Gebrande et al., 1990), are
nearly horizontal in this depth
range.

Fig. 8 shows record sections of the decomposed fast qS1- and slow
qS2-wave for the total shot series recorded at 3245 m depth. As
well as in Fig. 6 the shear-wave splitting is most evident for
SPs 111-119. Surprisingly, the time difference between the qS1
and qS2-waves, marked by arrows (~) in Fig. 8a and 8b, does not
increase with distance but remains constant about 0.2 s. This
indicates that the anisotropy producing the splitting effect
cannot be homogeneous between the borehole and the shotpoints.
Homogeneity seems to be confined to a common segment of the
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raypaths somewhere between the KTB location and shotpoint 120.
From the geology (Fig. 1) this is, indeed, not surprising, since
the shotpoints 112 to 120 are situated in probably isotropic
granites, but the complementary wave paths cross foliated
metamorphic rocks of the ZEV (Zone of Erbendorf-VohenstrauB).

Assuming a splitting coefficient A=(VgS1-VqS2)/VqS1 of 10% (Kern
et al., 1991) and a velocity of 3.5 Rm/s for the qS1-wave, the
diameter L of the anisotropic source area can be estimated from
the observed qS2 to qS1 delay time dT (0.2 s from Fig. 8) by the
equation: L = (VqS2'dT) / A
giving L =6.3 km/s. This is less than the distance from SF 120
to the borehole.
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Fig. 8: Comparison of the separated fast qSI- (&) and slow qS2-wave (b) for
all shotpoints recorded at 3245 m depth. The trace-normalized seismograms are
plotted versus the lateral offset reduced by 3.5 km/s. The time delay between
the onsets marked by (.) of the fast qSl- and slow qS2-wave is almost 0.2 S.

Discussion

The question arises, why shear-wave splitting is not observed
for the more distant shotpoints 101 to 110 (Fig. 6) in spite of
at least partially the same raypaths. Several reasons may be
responsible for this. First of all the polarization direction of
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the primary generated S-wave is accidental in contrast to the
Vibroseis VSP-survey mentioned above, because the shooting
technique has not been designed for S-wave radiation. Both
polarization directions, qS1 and qS2, must be excited to observe
shear-wave splitting. SP 106 in Fig. 6 may represent this case,
where only one polarization direction is stimulated, because the
primary S-wave polarization is parallel or normal to the
foliaton.

An extreme case for accidental or absent S-wave radiation is
shown in Fig. 9 for the shotpoints situated in the sediments SW
of KTB (s. Fig. 1). In spite of the same shooting technique and
preprocessing parameters there are no significant onsets beside
the direct P-wave compared with Fig. 2 and it seems that no
shear-waves have been radiated. Shear-wave generation is related
to heterogeneities in the immediate source surrounding and
fractures that contribute to this heterogeneity in crystalline
rocks are absent in sedimentary rocks.
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Fig_ 9: Seismogram sections of SPa 201-221 for the 3-component receiver in
3220 m depth. The 6-15 Hz band-pass filtered seismograms are normalized to
maximum amplitude within each trace. There are no significant S-wave onsets at
this traveltime (open triangles) where they should appear for a Vp/Vs-ratio of
{3 (s. Fig. 2).

other reasons for the extinction of splitting effects can be due
to reflection and refraction. As an extreme case suppose a
splitted shear-wave with orthogonally polarized components hits
an interface at the Brewster angle of SH-waves. Then only the SV
components of the qS1- and qS2-waves are reflected and both waves
will have the same polarization.

Finally the effect of heterogeneous anisotropy should be
considered. For simplicity a sequence of homogeneous anisotropic
layers as in Fig. 4 with constant strike but different dip angles
of foliation is assumed. The qSl- and qS2-wave generated in the
first medium will be generally split further. This results in a
stretched shear-wavetrain and it is uncertain whether single
shear-wavelets can be separated. Because the amplitude of the
leading qS1-wave is generally diminished during each change in
foliation and its time lead may presumable be less than the
duration of the primary source generated S-wavelet, it becomes
succesively more unlikely that it can be resolved at all.
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Conclusions

Summarizing the results of wide-angle recordings in the KTB pilot
hole it can be stated:

- Seismic anisotropy in the crystalline KTB surrounding is ·proved
by the observed shear-wave splitting.

- From comparison with laboratory investigations rock foliation
is expected to be the main cause of anisotropy.

- The observed qS1-polarization and the time difference between
the split shear-waves can be explained in the simplest way by
assuming foliated rocks with an average foliation dip of 60-70·
and a NW-SE extension of z6 kID at about 3 kID depth in the ZEV
south-east of KTB.
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Detection of permeable fracture zones by tube
waves in the KTB pilot hole

C. Hanitzsch~ T. Riihl! and B.B. Heinemannf

Abstract

The detection of permeable fractures is one of the research objectives of the
KTB-project. Among seismic methods the tube wave survey is suggested for this
purpose. Open permeable fractures intersecting the borehole may generate sec
ondary tube waves which show up as V-shaped traveltime patterns (Chevron
pattern) in sonograms. We investigated tube waves transmitted and recorded by
the VAL-(Variable Acoustic Logging)-tool technique. The depths of tube wave
generation were determined. 85 percent of them correlate with planar structures
seen in acoustic borehole televiewer (BHTV) logs. BHTV data reveal many struc
tures. One third of these coincide with tube wave events in the VAL data. To
verify the hypothesis that the occurence of a structure in both, traveltime and
amplitude displays of BHTV data indicates an open fracture, we compared this
dataset with stronger tube wave events assuming that the latter can be correlated
to open fractures. We found no evidence for the correctness of the hypothesis. We
compared tube wave events with caliper logs, temperature and mud conductivity
anomalies during hydraulic tests, temperature anomalies during heat exchange
test, core sample observations and gas-geochemical anomalies The comparison
between these various borehole data is not as satisfactory as to ensure the reli
ability of tube wave analysis to determine open fractures. Earlier investigations
suggest that amplitudes of tube wave events are related to hydraulic perme
abilities. Deficiencies of the present tube wave dataset (VAL) and missing fluid
logging for calibration purposes prevents us from quantitative analysis.

*Geophysikalisches Institut, Universitat. Karlsruhe, Hertzstr. 16, ,~, 7500 Karlsruhe 21} Germany;
now at: ELF UK, Geoscience Research Centre, 114A Cromwell Road, London SW7 4EU, UK
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Kiel 21, Germany
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1 Introduction

One of the main research objectives within the KTB-project is to learn as much as possi
ble about fluids in and their migration through the crystalline crust [Emmermann, 1986].
Migration of fluids has important implications for the understanding of zones of high elec
trical conductivities and low seismic velocities. Fluids are also important for heat- and mass
transport processes in the crust.

Because of extremely low porosity of crystalline rocks the matrix permeability plays a
minor role, whereas fracture permeability is of great importance. Thus, the main question is
the detection of fracture zones. Not only the location of fractures but also their classification
is desirable. Once determined where the borehole intersects a fracture zone, we want to get
information whether it is a closed, mineralized or an open, fluid-filled fracture.

Nearly all logging tools (radioactive, electrical and seismic) can yield indications for frac
ture locations [Burkhardt and Muller, 1987, Fig. 8J. Concerning the classification of fractures
the authors conclude that optical and seismic measurements are indispensable in this regard.

It is often suggested to use the energy of the direct tube wave generated and recorded by a
usual borehole compensated sonic tool (see e.g. Draxler and Hiinel [1988, p.86]). The proposed
method is to determine the normalized differential energies of tube waves between adjacent
receivers of the tool. The sum of all these differences (8 receivers available in the tool) should
indicate permeable fractures. On this basis, Hanel [1989J presented his investigation of tube
wave energies. He stated that most of the locations of assumed fractures correlate well with
borehole inhomogeneities indicated by caliper logs. Probably the observed energy anomalies
of tube waves are caused by strong attenuation in the vicinity of borehole inhomogeneities.

In contrast to common sonic measurements the tube wave method suggests to observe the
tube wave, reflected by an open fracture, in greater offsets from the fracture location. This
can be done by a vertical seismic profile where the source is at the surface of the earth [Huang
and Hunter, 1981; Beydoun et aI., 1985; Luschen et aI., 1990; Nagra, 1985J. In vertical seismic
profile experiments at the KTB location no convincing example of tube waves appropriate
to fracture analysis was observed. Another possibility is to use a type of sonic tool where
source and receiver coincide. The transmitter generates a tube wave and body waves in the
formation. These are reflected at the location of fractures and recorded by the receiver in the
vicinity of the transmitter. A tube wave echolog survey was commissioned by KTB project
management to Petrodata AG, Switzerland, and carried out in April 1989, using the VAL
("Variable Acoustic Low Frequency System"). Results of the analysis concerning fractnres
are presented in this report.

The second chapter describes in detail the method of tube wave survey which is proposed
for detection of permeable fractures.

The third chapter gives a comparison between the tube wave method and other borehole
measurements which are releva.nt for fracture detection. These are acoustic borehole tele
viewer (BHTV), caliper log, hydraulic conductivity and temperature profiles as well as other
geological and geochemical evidences.

The fourth chapter comprises a discussion of the comparison and estimates the reliability
of the tube wave method. We suggest some recommendations concerning the question how
to get the most reliable information about permeable fracture zones in the KTB main hole.

Nearly all results of our investigation are summa.rized in one plot at the end of this volume.
We refer to this figure as 'figure in the appendix'. The figure caption is appended to this paper
in the chapter titled 'Appendix'.
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2 Detection of permeable fractures by the tube wave method

2.1 Thbe wave generation

Tube waves are often encountered in vertical seismic profiles (YSP) where the seismic source is
at the earth's surface. Usually they are considered as coherent noise disturbing the downgoing
and upgoing wavefield of body waves [Balch and Lee, 1984].

Tube waves are generated by direct waves at th", top of the mud column from where they
propagate down the hole [White, 1983; Balch and Lee, 1984]. They can be reflected at the
bottom of the hole as well as at major lithological changes and borehole inhomogeneities
like washouts. At these locations tube waves can additionally be converted into body waves
again. An permeable fracture which intersects the borehole, can also generate secondary tube
waves. The widely accepted mechanism assumes a P-wave impinging on a subsurface fracture
or permeable zone. The fracture is compressed and a fluid pulse is injected into the borehole.
The amplitude of tube waves depends on the permeability and length of the fracture and
the frequency [Beydoun et al., 1985]. Huang and Hunter [1981J suggest to use tube waves as
an indicator for open fractures. They carried out three tube wave surveys using an array of
hydrophones. Likewise other investigators tried to use tube waves as desired signal [Beydoun
et aI., 1985; Nagra, 1985].

A tube wave survey can also be realized by a downhole source, e.g. a kind of sonic tool,
with low offset between transmitter and receiver. The acoustic signal travels as a P-wave
through the drilling fluid. When impinging on the borehole wall, part of the energy penetrates
into the surrounding formation as a P-wave, another part converts into S-waves. In addition,
tube waves are generated propagating along the borehole axis. Pressure waves travelling
through the surrounding formation interact with permea,ble zones such a.s fractures and faults
which intersect the borehole. They cause oscillations of the fluid within the permeable zone,
generating a secondary tu be wave as described above. Fig. 1 shows the generation of secondary
tube waves illustrated by ray paths. In a downhole logging operation with moving tool upward
at constant speed while recording, the receiver will first pick up a weak signal from a permeable
zone when it is still some distance away. Approaching the intersecting point, signal strength
will increase and travel time decrease. From here on, the picture will be reversed resulting in
a Y-shaped pattern (called "Chevron pattern") in the sonogram (Fig. 2).

2.2 Variable Acoustic Logging tool

The Yariable Acoustic Logging (YAL)-system consists of two elements, the "echolog" for the
detection of permeable fractures and fa.ults, and the "selective velocity log", which permits a
separate recording of po, S- and tube wave signals. Low frequency acoustic signals (0.2-8 kHz)
are generated by a downhole transmitter a.nd recorded by eight receivers. The recordings of
the nearest receiver are used for the "echolog". Six of the other receivers operate as two
3-component receivers. All receivers are used for the "selective velocity log" to determine
travel times of po, S- and tube waves. The transmitter and all receivers can be run either in
monopole- or in quadrupole mode [Petrodata, 1987; I\urkjian and Chang, 1986].

There are three characteristics of the YAL-system: low frequency signals, minimum spa
cing between transmitter and echolog-receiver and long recording time (up to 0.25 s). Because
wave lengths reach multiple borehole diameters, the advantage of low frequency is, that S
and tube waves ca.n be recorded without disturbing P-wave fore-runner [Chang et aI., 1988].
The P- and tube wave log is run in monopole mode, the S-log in quadrupole mode. The
echolog is run in both modes. In common sonic logs a long spa.cing is required to determine
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Figure 1: Generation of secondary tube waves by a downhole source illustrated by ray paths
(from Petrodata [1987]).
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P-, S- and tube wave velocities. For echologs a minimum spacing between source and receiver
is recommended. In fact, the VAL-echolog receiver has a 47 cm spacing. In common sonic
logs the recording time is of only several milliseconds, e.g. 4.34 ms and 10.24 ms recording
time in the KTB pilot hole. The recording time of VAL echolog at KTB was 64 ms at a
sampling rate of 6 /lS. A long recording time is necessary to recognize V-shaped pattern. If
the recording time is of only a few milliseconds, it is almost impossible to recognize these
pattern, because of interactions of P-, S- and tube wave signals. Fig. 3 shows a sonogram of
a sonic tool (SDT) with a plotted time a.xis of 3 ms, only the time axis of the VAL example
comprises 64 ms (Fig. 4). Both examples were chosen for a depth interval including 3447.5 m
depth, where a I cm wide open fracture is present. The different characteristics of both data
sets are clearly seen.

2.3 Analysis of the VAL-echolog sonograms

We analysed the VAL-echolog sonograms as mentioned above looking for V-shaped pattern
("Chevron pattern") which would indicate possible open fractures. A bandpass filtered version
(1-6 kHz) of the sonograms on paper was available for interpretation. Fig. 4 shows an example
of the VAL-echolog sonogram in the depth range of 3419-3491 m. The pronounced V-shaped
pattern clearly visualizes the open fracture at 3447.5 m depth.

It was not possible for us to get VAL-echolog data on tape for quantitative studies. Our
analysis had to be based on paper readings. Without knowledge of plotting parameters we had
no control of signal amplitudes. Therefore the analysis was restricted to the determination of
the generating points of secondary tube waves. By subjective criteria we classified them into
weak, intermediate and strong events. In column F of the figure in the appendix the length of
lines corresponds to estimated relative amplitudes of the generated tube waves. Intermediate
and strong events are listed in Tab. 1.

Another handicap concerning the data is the fact that no gamma-ray log was run together
with the VAL tool. Therefore an exact depth control is not possible. Comparing some typical
features in different logs with the VAL echolog, systematic depth errors were encountered.
Especially between about 1600 and 3860 m, depths in VAL tend to be too low. The systematic
error reveals to be superimposed by statistically varying depth errors. This can be due to
variations in logging velocities of the tool. In the comparison, presented below, we added 6 m
to all depths between 1600 m and 3860 m. But this correction was not applied in any table
or figure presented in this report.

The data examples of Figs. 4 and 5 show that the signature of tube waves is not a simple
pulse but a long complicated wavelet. One reason for this phenomenon could be multiples
originated at nearby borehole inhomogeneities. At certain depth ranges where several weak V
shaped pattern are observed, it is difficult to differ between single tube wave events. Therefore,
our analysis is somewhat subjective, especially for weak events. Some of the weak events
show only one branch of V-shaped pattern, in most cases the ascending one. Sometimes both
branches have different amplitudes. Having no other explanation, it might be a tool-effect.

There are some regions (marked by unfilled rectangles in column G of the figure in the
appendix), where the amplitudes of the wavefield are very low (see the example in Fig. 5).
Comparison with caliper logs shows that these are zones of increased diameter of the borehole.

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of tu be wave events per depth interval of 100 m. Between
500 and 1200 m depth only very few and weak events are observed. Below 1200 m depth up
to 4000 m depth there is a nearly constant distribution of events per depth interval. This is
surprising because we expected a decrease of open fractures with depth.
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Figure 3: Sonic Digital Tool (SOT) sonogram example of the 1 em wide open fracture at
3447.5 m depth. The plotted time a."is is 3 ms long. The depth range is 3424-3466 m. No
V-shaped pattern resulting from a tube wave is recognizable.
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Figure 4: Variable Acoustic Logging (VAL) - echolog sonogram example of the 1 cm wide
open fracture at 3447.5 m depth (the same as in Fig. 3). The plotted time axis is 64 ms long.
The depth range is 3419-3491 m (depths are not corrected). Beca.use of long recording time,
V-shaped pattern of tube waves are clea.r1y recognizable.
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Figure 5: Example of a Variable Acoustic Logging (VAL) . echolog sonogram in the depth
range of 3166-3239 m (depths are not corrected). A tube wave is generated at a fault zone at
3200 m depth. Reduced amplitudes in that zone could be explained by lower energy transfer
into formation because of increased borehole diameter or by strong attenuation.
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Table 1: List of intermediate (2) and strong (3) tube wave events, picked from VAL echolog
sonograms.

Depth [m] . Depth [m] . Depth [m] . Depth [m] • Depth [m] •
1235.5 2 1826 2 2298 3 2894 3 3470.5 3
1248.5 3 1891 2 2384.5 2 2915 2 3486.5 2
1335.5 2 1928 2 2397 2 2933.5 2 3577.5 3
1381 3 1964 2 2423 2 3049.5 2 3598 2
1410 2 1990 2 2440 2 3102 2 3649.5 3
1454.5 3 2099 3 2498 2 3154 3 3663 2
1457.5 2 2130 2 2541.5 3 3195.5 3 3716 3
1498.5 3 2200.5 2 2592 2 3240 3 3751.5 2
1517.5 2 2207.5 2 2639.5 3 3343 2 3772 2
1519.5 3 2225 3 2644.5 2 3357.5 2 3815 2
1550.5 3 2244.5 3 2660 3 3444.5 3 3905.5 3
1614 2 2284 2 2865.5 2 3459 2 3926.5 2

4001 3

• Strength of tube wave

NUMBER OF TUBE WAVE EVENTS
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Figure 6: Histogram of tube wave events. The depth interval is 100 m. The shaded (unshaded)
columns represent the number of intermediate and strong (of all) events.
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3 Comparison between tube wave survey and other borehole
measurements

In this chapter tube wave events, found in VAL echolog sonograms, are compared with results
of other borehole measurements. The aim of this comparison is to verify whether tube waves
are generated by open fluid-filled fracture zones or by other causes. Our comparison is mainly
based on acoustic borehole televiewer (BHTV) data. The televiewer gives a high-resolution
image of the borehole wall. Open fractures should be detected in these data. To calibrate
the results of the VAL echolog another independent method for the determination of open
fracture zones and influx horizons is desirable. In this regard, Hanel [1989J suggested to use
hydraulic (packer) tests, the fluid logging method and the thermal flowmeter. The packer tests
carried out in the KTB pilot hole yield information about hydraulic parameters of relatively
large depth intervals. They miss the higher resolution required for fracture detection, and
therefore, are not useful for this comparison. Fluid logging and thermal flowmeter were not
run in the KTB pilot hole.

Further a comparison with caliper logs was performed to detect anomalies in borehole
diameter which could be responsible for tube wave generation. Some open fractures are known
from core observations. Results of mud and gas analyses as well as temperature and mud
conductivity anomalies may indicate fluid-filled fractures. Therefore, these data were used
for comparison.

The first section describes the different methods. The second section contains a compila
tion and detailed comparison between results of these methods and the tube wave survey.

3.1 Borehole measurements relevant for fracture detection

3.1.1 Acoustic borehole televiewer

The borehole televiewer (BHTV) is an acoustic tool which operates in the 0.2-2 MHz range.
The measurement results in an image of the surface of the borehole wall. The televiewer
spirally scans the borehole wall with a rotating high frequency acoustic beam [Hii.nel, 1987,
p.109-112J. The amplitude of the reflected signal allows the analysis of the condition and qual
ity of the borehole wall, e.g. of oriented planar structure elements intersecting the borehole
like fractures, faults and rough texture. The traveltime of the signal yields a high resolution
caliper. Computational processes result in an image of the unwrapped cylindrical borehole
wall. Values of traveltimes and amplitudes are printed in colours or shadings. The image of
an inclined fracture is a sinusoidal structure. As an example, the open fracture at 3447.5 m
depth is shown in Fig. 7.

We analysed BHTV data from logging companies Schlumberger and WBK (Bochum,
FRG), now DMT. Recognizable structures in travel times and/or amplitudes were evaluated
according to su bjective criteria. Column D of the figure in the appendix presents all structures
in the same way as was done for the VAL-echolog results. The longest lines correspond to
most easily discernible structures. A line on the left indicates a structure found in traveltime
displays, a line on the right the corresponding one in amplitude displays.

The resolution of Schlumberger data is better as the one of WBK data. Schlumberger also
used variable shadings in different regions, which makes it easier to recognize structures. So
we used Schlumberger data where available. In depth intervals with bad data quality, existing
structures are likely to be undetected and identified structures are questionable. In column C
of the figure in the appendix, we specify measured depth ranges, indicating their data quality
and the measuring company.
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Figure 7: Example of an image of the acoustic borehole televiewer (BHTV): the 1 em wide
open fracture at 3447.5 m depth (at 3449 III in the figure, depths are not corrected). The left
display shows the travel times, t he right display twice the amplitudes in shadings. The depth
range is 3443-3455 m,
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Table 2: Compilation of geochemical data and open fractures known from core observations.
The second column gives the existance ('X') or wideness of an open fracture known from
observations on core samples. The third and fourth column show the depths of influx of
formation waters and of increased content of methane and helium gases (data compiled from
Emmermann et a!. [1988; 1989; 1990] and Erzinger et a!. [1989]).

Depth [m] Fracture Influx Gas
2000-2200 - X X

2508.9 1 mm - -

2532 1 mm - -

2542 1 mm - -

2545 1 mm - -

2546 1 mm - -

2554 X - -

3198-3208 - - X
3447 1 em X X

3491.3 X - -

3587.5 X - -

3602 3mm - -

3607.7 X - -
3733.4 X - -

3798.2 X - .

3817.2 5 mm X X
3860-3880 (3861 m) (3875 m) X
3980-4000 X X

Both tools were combined with a gamma-ray-tool, but the data we used were not depth
corrected. Schlumberger data reveal a depth error of the order of ± I.R m. which occured
because of differences in tool velocity. Comparing different overlapping WBI, logs of same
depths we found differences in the order of ± 3 m.

3.1.2 Caliper log

In caliper logs, three, four or six arms mechanically scan the borehole wall and determine the
diameter [Heinemann and Mastin, 1989]. Two perpendicnlar arms of a caliper log are plotted
in column B of the figure in the appendix. It is possible to distinguish between "washouts"
and "breakout"-regions.

We use the definition, that uwashouts" are zones with both diameters larger than size of

the drill bit, and "breakout"-regions are zones, where only one diameter is larger than bitsize
meaning that the borehole has an elliptical cross-section.

3.1.3 Geological and gas-geochemical data

The lithological profile in column A of the figure in the appendix was determined from
observations on core samples and results of geochemical analyses hy the I,TB field laboratory.
With increasing depth a difference between logging-depth and core-depth up to 4 m appears.
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From core observations some open fractures are known. Analyses of drilling fluid showed
some influx of saline waters. Analyses of gases released from drilling fluids yielded increased
methane and helium content at certain dcpths [Emmermann et aI., 1988; 1989; 1990; Erzinger
et aI., 1989]. These data are represented in Tab. 2 and in the figure in the appendix (in column
Land M). Disadvantages of core sample observations are that not the entire depth range of
the KTB pilot hole was cored and that fracturcs are not studied under in-situ conditions.

3_1.4 Hydraulic tests and mud conductivity logs

Hydraulic tests represent the only method to get direct information of fluids in the formation
and fluid flow into a borehole. They should be carried out in order to calibrate results of the
tu be wave method.

Only a few hydraulic measurements were performed in the KTB pilot hole. Below 500
m depth, two drill stem tests (DST) were carried out in the depth ranges of 813-839 m
and 3442.9-3486.9 m respectively. These tests yield integrated hydraulic parameters in the
mentioned depth intervals and therefore are not relevant for our investigations.

The thermal flowmeter was not applied in the KTB pilot hole. It was suggested [Hanel,
1989] to use the conductivity fluid logging method [Tsang, 1987; Tsang and Hufschmied,
1988] in the KTB pilot hole. Unfortunatcly this was not possible due to various reasons.

In May 1989 a hydraulic withdrawal slug tcst and an injection test were performed [Reifen
stahl and Stober, 1990; Jobmann, 1990]. During the withdrawal slug test several mud con
ductivity logs were run. The quality of data is not satisfactory but results demonstrate that
conductivity logs are a reliable and low-cost method for the detection of water-filled fractures.
An evaluation based on principles of the conductivity fluid logging method was not possible
[Reifenstahl and Stober, 1990]. During the injection test several temperature logs were run.
Tab. 3 shows a compilation of detected fracture zones dcrived from temperature logs during
injection-test and from conductivity logs during the withdrawal slug test (from Reifenstahl
and Stoher [1990)). In the figure of the appcndix these zones are represented in columns J
and K.

[n some cases conductivity logs indicate permeahle fractures, which are not revealed by
temperature logs. The reason could be a low permeable fracture system, yielding a small but
highly saline fluid volume during production. Decause of low permeability the thermal effect
of fluid injection cannot be mcasured. Another explanation of missing temperature anomalies
could be a chemical solution process in the formation [Reifenstahl and Stober, 1990J.

At some depths temperature logs indicate permeable fractures which are not seen in
conductivity logs. One reason could be that under-pressure during withdrawal slug test or
over-pressure during injection test will close or open fractures. respectively. A missing contrast
in conductivity of mud and fluid in the fracture presents another explanation. This is the case
when mud fluid is pressed into the fracture during injection and drawn out into the borehole
again [Reifenstahl and Stober, 1990].

3_1.5 Temperature logs

Temperature anomalies can also indicate fracture zones with incoming fluids. In March 1990
a heat exchange experimcnt was performed in the KTB pilot hole [Stiefel, 1990]. The mud was
circulated for 97 hours and afterwards. 13 temperature-depth profiles were logged. During
the temperature adjustment phase temperature anomalies of about 0.1 K over a depth range
of several meters should be explained in context with other related measurements [Stiefel,
1990]. Fig. 8 shows tcmperature anomalies with amplitudes greater than 50 mK, derived from
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Table 3: Compilation of detected fracture zones derived from temperature logs during injec
tion test and mud conductivity logs during withdrawal slug test (from Reifenstahl and Stober

[1990]).

Depths (in meters) of indications of
fracture zones in the logs of

temperature I mud conductivity
(injection test) (withdrawal slug test)

490 - 513 450 - 500

553 -
1104 -
- 1170

- 1202 - 1250
1370 - 1385 1325 - 1400

1445 - 1460 1420 - 1480
1538 1530

1600 - 1640 -
1692 - 1703 -
1738 - 1740 1710 - 1738
1780 - 1785 -
1924 - 1936 -
2146 - 2178 -
2232 - 2256 -
2433 - 2446 -

2595 2580 - 2610
2640 • 2680 -

2780 2785 - 2815
2980 - 3000 -
3030 - 3035 -

- 3157

- 3190
3200 - 3206 -

- 3340

- 3365
3396 - 3409 3375 - 3430

3438 - 3447 3445
3472 - 3476 -
3478 - 3484 -
3492 - 3512 -
3533 - 3541 -
3557 - 3573 -

- 3600 - 3700
3768 - 3780 -

- 3817
3840 - 3855 -
3890 - 3895 -
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Figure 8: Picked temperature anomalies (from heat exchange experiment) with amplitudes
greater than 50 mK, derived from reduced temperature logs. For one profile three subsequent
measurements were averaged and plotted with a displacement of 1 K. The right log (NUB)
shows anomalies of the stationary temperature distribution (from Stiefel [1990]).

reduced temperature logs. For one profile three subsequent measurements were averaged. The
data were corrected with tloe depth varying temperature gradient, computed within moving
depth intervals, which means a high-pass-filtering. The right profile shows anomalies of the
stationary temperature distribution.

Temperature anomalies can be caused by several effects [Stiefel, 1990]:

• different thermal conductivity in the formation,

• a convectively accelerated temperature adjustment because of back-flowing mud out of
fracture zones which are in contact with the borehole,

• a convective propagation of energy in fracture-systems which are not in contact with
the borehole,

• varying caliper which causes a different accumulation of energy via the thermal capacity
of the mud and

• different conditions of the borehole wall.

Technical problems related to temperature measurements cannot be excluded as possible
reasons for temperature anomalies. Therefore temperature logs are not a unique indicator of
open fractures and must be evaluated with care.

In case of convective heat flow from fracture zones into the borehole, a temperature profile
will show a narrow anomaly at a time just after cessation of mud circulation, assuming that
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the influx has different temperature from the mud in the borehole. With increasing time the
anomaly will decrease. Therefore, the anomaly will be recognizable in the first but not in
later temperature profiles. In case of a continuous influx, the anomaly will generally remain
as a peak recognizable in all profiles.

The profile of temperature anomalies after the heat exchange test (column I of the figure
in the appendix) shows anomalies recognizable either only in the first or in all profiles of
Fig. 8. The accuracy of depth is ±2.5 m (personal communication, Stiefel).

3.2 Compilation of results

Results of different research groups which contain various sources of errors are compared. The
most important problem is the accuracy of different depth readings. The VA L data reveal
both a depth-varying statistical error due to a non constant measuring speed of the sonde and
a systematic error in the depth range of 1600-3850 m. By means of comparison with other
typical features we argue that 6 m must be added to VAL-depth readings at these depths. In
all tables and figures no depth correction was applied but in the following comparison we chose
a corresponding depth tolerance window. BHTV data contain a statistical depth error, too.
With increasing depth the difference between core-depth, which was used for determination
of the lithological profile, and logging-depth, used for all log data (VAL, BHTV,... ), can run
up to 4 m. Logging-depth is always greater than core-depth. Some thermal anomalies (e.g. at
open fractures at 3447 m and 3817 m depth) show that the depths of temperature anomalies
after the heat exchange test are too low and must be shifted upwards by .,-10 m.

Firstly we compare VAL data (tube wave events, abbrevia.ted TWE in the following) with
structures visible in BHTV data (see the figure in the appendix A, columns D, E and F).
Considering a depth tolerance of ±3 m, we try to correlate each TWE with structures in
BHTV. Up to 85% of all TWE coincide with structures in BHTV. There are seven intermedi
ate and strong TWE without corresponding structure in BHTV data, at 2244.5 m, 2639.5 m,
2644.5 m, 2660 m, 3459 m, 3470.5 m and 4001 m depth. The TWE at 4001 m is caused by
the bottom of hole. Enlarging the depth tolerance to ±3.5 m, the TWE at 2644.5 m and
2660 m depth correlate with washout structures in BHTV. The remaining TWEs are situ
ated in breakout-zones (with elliptical cross-section) where structures can hardly be identified
because of bad data quality.

Secondly we try to correlate each BHTV structure with a TWE. 1 early 30% of all BHTV
structures coincide with a TWE. Due to higher resolution of BHTV it is obvious that several
BHTV structures are correlatable to the same TWE. We try to verify the assumptions,
that strong TWE are related to clearly recognizable structures in BIlTV and, that strong
TWE are related with structures simulta.neously seen in traveltime- and amplitude displays
of BHTV. Both assumptions are not evident. But a final confirmation must be postponed to
a quantitative comparison of amplitudes of events in tube wave survey and BHTV.

Finally, we perform a comparison where we start from known open fractures (core obser
vations) or anomalies in geochemical analyses, conductivity or temperature profiles to test
whether these anomalies are indicated by TWEs.

• There are only two fractures (3447..5 m, 1 cm wide; 3817 m, 0.5 em wide) which are
correlated with influx of formation water and high helium and methane content. At
both depths a strong or intermediate TWE is generated. The conductivity logs, run
during the withdrawal slug test, indicate these fractures as well. In temperature logs,
run during the injection test, only the fracture at 3447 m depth is seen. Probably the
second fracture is too narrow to be recognized as temperature anomaly. Temperature
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profiles after the heat exchange test show both anomalies, the fracture at 3817 m depth
shows a permanent temperature peak opposite to the fracture at 3447 m depth.

• The circumstances are difficult in the depth interval of 3860-3880 m. In this depth
range two different segments of the pilot hole called VBla and VBlb were drilled due
to drilling problems. In hole VBla a porous, epidote-rich zone was found at 3861 m
depth. The parallel hole VB1b was not cored. Influx of formation water only occured
into hole VB1a at 3875 m depth. In both holes the gas analysis showed increased
methane and helium content in the respective range. All logs were run in hole VB1b.
At 3876 m depth a weak TWE was generated.

• Other open fractures, known from core observations, do not coincide with geochemical
anomalies. The fractures in the range of 2500-2600 m and at 3491 m, 3587.5 m and
3798 m depth do not appear in the temperature and conductivity logs. The strong
TWE at 2541.5 m depth (in BHTV only a weak structure at 2546.5 m) obviously
corresponds to open fractures at 2.542 m, 2545 m and 2546 m depth. The open fracture
at 3491 m correlates with a TWE at 3486.5 m, the one at 3798 m to a TWE at 3793 m.
It is possible that the TWE at 2498 m and 3577.5 m depth are correlated with open
fractures at 2509 m and 3587.5 m depth, respectively.

• The zone of 3600-3700 m depth was classified as anomalous in the conductivity log. Two
open fractures were found at 3602 and 3608 m depth, but no temperature anomaly is
present. An intermediate TWE (at 3598 m, only a weak structure in BHTV) is probably
caused by the fracture at 3602 m.

• The open fracture at 3733 m depth causes only a weak TWE at 3726.5 m in spite of a
permanent anomaly in the temperature log after the heat exchange test.

• Some of the open fractures known from core observations do not appear to correlate
with TWE (2509 m, 2532 m, 2.554 maud 3608 m depth). Hydraulic and geochemical
tests do not reveal any anomaly at these locations. Probably those fractures are too
impermeable or do not coutain any fluids.

• Another helium and methane increase was recorded between 3198 and 3208 m depth.
At 3199.7 m depth a several-centimeters wide steep fault was recognized. Between
3201.2 and 3203.2 m depth no core could be drilled. But because of a minimum in the
gamma-ray log and of a smaH "washout" (known from caliper logs) it is probable that
another fault exists. It is believed that the high helium and methane content is due
to a cataclasite horizon [Emmermann et aI., 1988; 1989;1990). A temperature anomaly
during injection is observed. A TWE at 3199.5 m depth can be generated by the washout
or by a permeable zone.

• Mud analysis detected the strongest influx zone of the entire borehole between 3980
and 4000.1 m depth. In VAL there is an extremely weak TWE at 3991 m. A strong
TWE at 4001 m depth is generated by the borehole bottom or by a permeable fracture
zone responsible for the high gas content.

• The temperature logs after the heat exchange test accentuate four distinguished anoma
lies seen in all temperature profiles. We already discussed two of them, at 3725 m and
3810 m depth which correlate with open fractures at 3733 m and 3817 m. The third
anomaly at 3775 m depth is seen as temperature peak during injection, as intermediate
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structure in BHTV, as a small washout in caliper log and as an intermediate TWE at
3772 m depth. The fourth temperature anomaly at 3835 m depth corresponds to an
intermediate structure in BHTV, but not to a TWE.

• Conductivity logs, run during the withdrawal slug test, reveal an anomaly between
2580 m and 2610 m depth. Other measurements detect anomalies at 2595 m (event in
BHTV, temperature, TWE, fault in lithological profile). It is not clear whether a strong
breakout zone (maximum at 2599 m depth) ;s partly responsible for these anomalies.

Balch and Lee [1984] state that TWE are also generated at borehole inhomogeneities like
bottom of hole, strong variations of caliper (washouts), or strong lithological contrasts. As
mentioned earlier in section 2.3, some zones of strongly reduced amplitudes are visible in
VAL sonograms (see an example in Fig. 5). Comparison with caliper log indicates washout
zones. In one third of these zones tube waves are generated. It is possible that fractures are
present in these washouts causing a TWE. But the majority of existing washout zones in the
KTB pilot hole do not generate tube waves.

There are many borehole inhomogeneities and lithological contrasts which do not produce
a TWE. It cannot be excluded that some of the TWE are generated by such structures, but
we do not find a convincing example in our investigation.

4 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper the detection of permeable fracture zones in the KTB pilot hole by the tube
wave method is investigated. Dataof a special acoustic borehole tool, the VAL-sonde, is used,
which records in the echolog-mode mainly tube waves.

The tube wave survey still is a widely unknown method for detection of permeable frac
tures, especially in crystalline rocks. It has been used for the first time during the AECL ra
dioactive waste disposal program in Canada [Huang and Hunter, 1981}. Another application
of this method is reported from the Biittstein hole [Nagra, 1985}. These early investigations
perform a qualitative evaluation of tube wave amplitudes.

The intention at the beginning of this investigation was to check the efficiency and re
liability of the tube wave method and to proceed to a quantitative evaluation. It was not
possible for us to get digital data of the VAL. Therefore the investigation relied extensively
on paper readings. Without control of amplitudes we classified tube wave events into three
classes (weak, intermediate and strong events) by subjective criteria. In addition there was
an inaccuracy in depth. No gamma-ray log was run together with the VAL tool as usually
done. We found an obvious systematic error in a certain depth interval superimposed on a
probable statistical error. Without a gamma-ray log there is no chance to carry out a depth
correction.

Tube wave events nearly regularly occur over the total depth range of the pilot hole
except above 1200 m depth where only a few weak events exist. Above 1000 m depth the
data quality was bad [Bram et aI., 1990, p.224}. The regular occurance is surprising because
we expected a decrease of open fractures with depth. Essentially we compared locations of
tube wave generation with data of BHTV, because it is widely accepted that BHTV reliably
detects structures indicating fractures. The BHTV data also were not depth-corrected and
available as gray scaled paper logs.

Taking into account a depth tolerance of ±3 m we compared tube wave events with
corresponding structures in BHTV. 85% of the tube wave events in VAL are associated with
structures in BHTV. The remaining tube wave events were probably hidden within breakout
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regions because of bad quality of BHTV data. Comparing BHTV with VAL, one third of all
BHTV structures are observed as tube wave events. Thus, we conclude that in BHTV images
many structures are observable which are not necessarily permeable fracture zones. Open
fractures exist which are not detected as planar structures in BHTV data probably because
of bad data quality. The same result was found by Huang and Hunter [1981]. They report
from some open fractures which are not observed by the BHTV method but can be detected
by both tube wave analysis and by hydrogeological studies.

The hypothesis is suggested that the simultaneous occurence of a structure in traveltime
and amplitude display of BHTV data indicates an open fracture. To verify this we compared
the BHTV dataset with stronger tube wave events, assuming that the latter can be correlated
to open fractures. We found no evidence for the correctness of the hypothesis. Additionally
we could not confirm the assumption that more clearly recognizable structures in BHTV data
are correlated with stronger tube wave events.

One characteristic of the VAL echolog is the low frequency range of 0.2-8 kHz. A greater
penetration depth is achieved than by the BHTV tool. Therefore greater fractures which
are likely to extend into the formation are detected. Because of its small wavelength (about
1.4 MHz), the BHTV detects small fissures and fractures in the immediate vicinity of the
borehole wall.

In case of the KTB the most suitable borehole measurement in order to test and calibrate
the tube wave method is the conductivity fluid logging method [Tsang, 1987; Tsang and
Hufschmied. 1988]. This comparison was favoured by Napa [1985] in the Bottstein borehole.
Unfortunately the method was not applied at KTB pilot hole. Thus, we chose the follow
ing borehole measurements for comparison: temperature anomalies during heat exchange
test [Stiefel, 1990], temperature and conductivity anomalies during hydraulic injection and
withdrawal slug test [Reifenstahl and Stober, 1990], data of open fractures known from core
observations and gas-geochemical data [Emmermann et aI., 1988; 1989; 1990; Erzinger et a!.,
1989].

Compilation of core and geochemical data reveal the existance of open fractures with influx
at 3447 m and 3817 m depth. These fractures and other geochemical anomalies indicating
influx correlate with tube wave events. Contrarily, four open fractures seen on core samples
do not generate tube waves. Disadvantages of core sample observations are that coring could
not be done continously over t.he entire depth of 4 km at KTB pilot hole and that fractures
cannot be studied under in-situ condit.ions.

Temperat.ure anomalies are also not. unique and reliable indicat.ors of open fractures.
Temperature anomalies are caused by many circumstances. Fluid-filled fractures without
temperature difference between formation fluid and mud cannot be indicated.

It is possible that tube waves are generated at borehole inhomogeneities like strong vari
ations in caliper diameters. In data from the KTB pilot hole we did not find convincing
evidence for this. There are some tube waves situated in strongly varying caliper regions,
contrarily many strong caliper anomalies do not produce any tube wave.

Nagra [1985] applied the tube wave method in the Bottstein borehole (see Fig. 9). They
concluded that this method is in general not reliable for fracture detection, mainly because
they observed that some tube waves are generated at thin, deep washouts and borehole
inhomogeneities. But the degree of correspondance is changing with depth. "Vithin a special
type of granite (495-1075 m) the correspondance between tube wave event and location
of fluid influx or increased permeability is very good. Therefore the reliability of the tube
wave analysis seems to be dependent on the conditions of the borehole and the surrounding
formation.
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Considering all available experiences with the tube wave method, the reliability as a
method for detection of open permeable fracture zones cannot be quantified. It is suggested
that there is a relation between tube wave amplitudes and permeability of a fracture zone.
It is a still open question whether borehole inhomogeneitis in caliper or changes in lithology
can generate tube wave events.

In order to test the tube wave method and to get reliable information about fractures, a
tube wave survey should be carried out with the following requirements:

• The tube wave survey can be carried out by a tool similar to the VAL sonde or by a
usual sonic log tool if a recording time of at least 30 ms is realized. A third possibility
is a VSP-survey with an array of hydrophones not clamped to the borehole wall. The
offset of the shots at the surface should be as small as possible and the fluid column in
the hole as high as possible in order to get a good generation of tube waves.

• The frequency should be low to get a large penetration depth.

• A gamma-ray log in combination with the VAL sonde is indispensable to get depth
control.

• A reliable independent method to calibrate the tube wave analysis is needed. In our
opinion, the conductivity fluid logging method is qualified for this purpose. It is neces
sary to perform such a measurement at least in a defined depth interval.

• Other borehole observations should be available like e.g. core sample analysis, mud and
gas analytic data and electrical measurements.

• Very convenient for a quantitative comparison with tube wave data are borehole tele
viewer (B HTV) measurements.
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5 Appendix

In this appendix we give a description of the figure at the end of this report which shows
a comparison between tube wave event.s found in VAL echolog data and other borehole
measurements relevant for fracture detection. The figure is divided into two parts, representing
a depth range of 0-2100 m and 1900-4000 m respectively.

The columns are explained from left to right. In column A the lithological profile is
shown, its legend is in the lower part of the figure. In column B the caliper log is presented.
The two curves give the diameter of the borehole in tlVO perpendicular directions. The left
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margin corresponds to a value of 10 cm. The spacing between two vertical gridlines represents
10 cm.

The evaluation of visible planar structures in the acoustic borehole televiewer (BHTV)
(columns C-E) and tube wave events in VAL-(Variable Acoustic Logging tool of Petrodata
AG)-echolog data (columns F-H) are presented as lines, its length representing subjec
tively estimated amplitudes of the events. Three categories were used: weak, intermediate,
strong. Planar structures in BHTV are seen in traveltime displays (column D) and/or in
amplitude displays (column E). Column C indicates the company and the achieved data
quality. Locations where tube waves are generated which are detected by characteristic V
shaped pattern in VAL·echolog data are given in column F. Zones of reduced amplitudes
are indicated in column G. Column H shows in which depth range data were available.

BHTV and VAL are the main subject of this investigation. We compare their results
with other borehole measurements relevant and available for fracture detection. Tempera
ture anomalies after the heat exchange test [Stiefel. 1990] are shown in column I. During a
hydraulic injection test [Reifenstahl and Stober, 1990) temperature anomalies were recorded
(column J). During a hydraulic withdrawal slug test [Reifenstahl and Stober, 1990) con
ductivity anomalies of the mud were measured (column K). In column L geochemical
anomalies (high helium and methane contents, influx of saline fluids) [Erzinger et aI., 1989J
are indicated. In column M we show the locations of open and permeable fractures (zones)
derived from core samples in the KTB field laboratory.

Depths in VAL data are not corrected for the systematic error (see section 2.3). In com
parison, 6 m have to be added to all depths in the depth intel'\'al 1600-3860 m.
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Migration of steeply dipping reflectors at
the KTB site: Depth errors caused by

inaccurate velocity models

C. Hanitzsch~ P. HubraI! T. RiihI! and W. Sollner!

Abstract

A depth migration is very sensitive to the velocity model especially in the
case of steeply dipping reflectors like the so-called SE reflectors at the KTB site.
Velocity models derived from lirst breaks in vertical seismic profiling (V5P) ex
periments were used and compared with velocity data at the top of the crystalline
refractor derived by short range measurements. Because of high picking errors,
the possibility to compare seismic events with information of the upper part of
the KTB HB hole allows only a very limited calibration of the velocity model.
Based on the cutting prolile, we assume that the reflectors SE-2 and SE-3 rep
resent faults at 3600-3660 m depth and 5440-5560 m depth (or a lithological
contrast at 5540-5610 m depth).

We suppose that the velocity of an average model starts at about 5.2 km!s
at the surface, reaches a value of 6.0 km!s in about 2.5 km depth and remains
approximately constant below. In that case, the reflector SE-l will be hit at a
depth of 7.0 km. Because of the steep dip of reflector SE-l which increases the
size of the error range (from inaccurate velocity models and picking errors), the
tolerance of about ±OA km is very high.
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Introduction

The depth migration of surface seismic data needs an accurate velocity model in order
to get reliable results of the position of reflector elements especially in case of steeply
dipping events. This short report investigates the order of magnitude of the errors
caused by the use of an inaccurate velocity model and some trials how to get a more
accurate model. In particular, the results of the 2D depth migration of the events SE-l,
SE-2 and SE-3 are presented and discussed.

Velocity models derived from first breaks in VSPs

One possibility to get a velocity-depth model is to pick the first breaks from vertical
seismic profiling (VSP) experiments and to compute interval velocities. This was done
in Riihl and Hanitzsch (this volume) for different VSPs performed at the KTB site.
Based on this investigation we established three (laterally homogeneous) velocity mod
els which are represented in Fig. 1. Model VI (starting with 5.4 km/s at the surface
and a constant velocity of 6.0 km/s below 2.5 km) seems to be a good approxima
tion of the real complicated situation. We consider model VO (a constant velocity of
6.0 km/s) and model V2 (starting with 4.0 km/s at the surface and a constant velocity
of 6.0 km/s below 2.5 km) to be extreme cases and use them to estimate maximum
errors.

In VSP experiments, a vertical velocity gradient in the formation, a refractor near
the hole or velocity anisotropy can produce shorter traveltimes than direct waves. In
that case the derived velocities are higher than sonic-log velocities.

In a new investigation, Sollner et al. (this volume) use the VSP6000 of the main
hole and show that the velocity increases to 6.15 km/s below 4 km depth.

Migration depth errors

Theoretical considerations

As a first investigation, synthetic traveltimes were calculated: a steeply dipping re
flector (40-60 degrees) was modelled (in 2D) using velocity models VI and V2. The
computed traveltime curve was migrated using the constant velocity model VO. The
conclusions are:

• The dip of a reflector is hardly changed.

• Reflector elements are shifted mainly in horizontal direction by several hundred
meters.

• The vertical displacement between two points at the same horizontal coordinate
can be as large as 1100 m.

The results of this more theoretical consideration show us that we must be aware of
large errors resulting from the use of inaccurate velocity models in a depth migration.
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Table I: Depth of intersection of the SE reflectors with the KTB HB hole, depending
on the velocity models VO, VI and V2 used for migration, and the approximate dip of
the reflectors.

SE-I SE-2 SE-3
VO (6.0 km/s) 7.4 km 3.8 km 5.8 km
VI (5.4-6.0 km/s) 7.2 km 3.7 km 5.5 km
V2 (4.0-6.0 km/s) 6.4 km 3.2 km 4.9 km
Approximate dip 57° 45° 55°

Migration of SE-horizons using different velocity models

As a second investigation, the real 3D surfa~e seismic near offset data were used. The
traveltime surfaces of several reflectors have been picked from envelope stacks at the
DEKORP center, University of Clausthal. The reflectors SE-I, SE-2 and SE-3 form
approximately a plane dipping parallel to the inline profiles. Therefore, it was possible
to perform a 2D migration.

The used migration algorithm traces rays from the receiver points using a starting
angle which is determined by the local derivative of the traveltime curve T

(iT sin Q

dx v

The rays are traced backward in time from t = T(X) to t = O. As an example, Fig. 2
shows the traced rays for reflector SE-I and velocity model VI.

Each traveltime surface was migrated three times using the velocity models VO,
VI and V2. The resulting reflectors are represented in Fig. 3 and 4. The depth of
intersection with the KTB HB hole are given in Table I. The depth tolerances run up
to 1000 m.

Picking error propagation

The picking of events in seismograms always includes statistical errors. In case of
the plane SE reflectors, the size of this time error can b~ estimated by computing
the standard deviation. Wiederhold (this volume) determines the time errors and the
resulting vertical depth errors: SE-2: ±200 m, SE-3: ±1l0 m, SE-I: ±140 m. These
high values result from the large dip and from the fact, that the envelope-stacked
seismic data was used for the interpretation.

Discussion

In the case of steeply dipping reflectors (>40 degrees), a depth migration is very sen
sitive to the velocit.y model. Especially the velocity close to the surface is important
because it det.ermines the starting angle of rays to the reflector. To improve the depth
tolerances (up to 1000 m) we require better information about the velocity distribution.
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Figure 3: Reflectors SE-l (left) and SE-3 (right), after migration using three velocity
models: VO (6.0 km/s), VI (5.4-6.0 km/s) and V2 (4.0-6.0 km/s).
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Figure 4: Reflector SE-2, after migration using three velocity models: VO (6.0 km/s),
VI (5.4-6.0 km/s) and V2 (4.0-6.0 km/s).
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Lengeling (1991) computed velocities at the top of the crystalline refractor at the
KTB site using short range measurements. He found velocities in the range of 4900
6150 km/s. In the migration process, those rays which hit the reflectors close to the hole
start in the northeast of the measurement area (marked in Fig. 5). There, Lengeling
found velocities in the range of 4933-5420 mis, concentrated at 5.1-5.3 km/s.

When the investigations for this report were performed, the drilling of the KTB HB
hole was already in work. This fact could open the possibility to use first information
from the upper part of the hole to calibrate the velocity model. If a discontinuity
in the hole can be identified as a seismic reflector and if the picking error of the
identified reflector does not result in a too big depth error, information about the
velocity distribution could be derived and the migration error for the deeper events
would decrease.

The depth errors which result from picking errors in envelope stacked data were
determined by Wiederhold (this volume). The large values (up to ±200 m) allow,
however, only a very limited calibration of the velocity model.

The question of the nature of seismic reflections in cryste.lline environments is one
of the research objectives of the KTB project, but cannot be answered here. At the
surfac·e, the reflector SE-l is related with the Franconian Line, a geologic contrast be
tween crystalline rocks in the east and sediments in the west. [n the subsurface, seismic
reflectors can represent mayor lithological contrasts, faults or other discontinuities.

The depth, where the reflector SE-2 hits the hole, was predicted by us between
3.2 km and 3.8 km with an expectation value at 3.65 km depth. The cutting profile
(Lich et aI., 1992) indicates lithological contrasts at 3425 m (amphibolite-gneiss) and
at 3530 m (gneiss-amphibolite) and faults at 3420 m and 3600-3660 m depth. The
focus of a small earthquake in April 1991 correlates well with the SE-2 event in that
area (Wiederhold, this volume). This is an indication, that faults are responsible for
the SE-2 reflection, presumably in the range 3600-3660 m depth.

The reflector SE-3 should hit the hole between 4.9 km and .5.8 km depth with an
expectation value at 5.5 km depth. The lithology in that range is predominated by
amphibolite, with zones of gneiss at 5230-5320 m and 5540-5610 m depth. Faults
are found at 5250-5300 m, 5370 m, 5400 m and 5440-5.560 m depth. We assume the
SE-3 event to represent a fault at 5440-5560 m depth or a lithological contrast at
5540-5610 m.

We expected more information from the vertical seismic profiling (VSP) experiment
which was carried out in the KTB HB hole between 3 km and 6 km depth in March
1992. The first investigations (Siillner et aI., this volume) show that the SE reflectors
(strong in surface seismic data) do not strongly show up in VSP data. A correlation
seems to be difficult.

Summary

Both error sources (picking errors and inaccurate velocity models) result in large depth
error ranges in the case of the steeply dipping reflectors SE-l, SE-2 and SE-3. The
independance of both allows only a very limited calibration of the velocity model on
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events in the upper part of the hole. Based on the cutting profile (Lich et a!., 1992),
we assume the SE-2 and SE-3 reflectors to represent faults at 3600-3660 m depth and
at 5440-5560 m depth (or a lithological contrast at 5540-5610 m depth).

We suppose - in accordance with Lengeling's velocity values and the velocity models
derived from liSP experiments - that the velocity of an average model starts at about
5.2 km/s (±0.2 km/s) at the surface and reaches 6.0 km/s in about 2.5 km depth. This
value remains approximately constant below. A new investigation using the VSP6000
of the main hole (Siillner et a!., this volume) shows that the velocity increases to about
6.15 km/s at 6 km depth. We predict the reflector SE-1 to be hit at a depth of 7.0 km
(±0.4 km). The large error range consists of about ±300m (from inaccurate velocity
model) and about ±140 m (from picking error, Wiederhold, this volume).
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Zur Korrelation des tektonischen Baues mit den seismischen
Strukturen im Raum KTB-Oberpfalz - Munchberger Gneismasse

GERHARD STETTNER'

Zusammenfassung

In der folgenden Darstellung Wi,d davon ausgegangen, dal3 bei der reflexionsseismischen
Erkundung von Krustenstrukturen altere orogentektonische Strukturen wahrscheinlich nur bei
giinstiger Geometric und Tiefenlage erfal3t werden ktinnen. Eine grobe lithologische
Differenzierung mit ausreichenden Elastizitatsunterschieden ist im fraglichen Raum auf einen
bestimmten Krustentyp, das Bohemikum, beschrankt. Dessen grtil3te Mobilitat ist
wahrscheinlich mit der spatkaledonischen Tektogenese nach Ablauf des Siturs verbunden. Das
Bohemikum beinhaltet machtige und lateral aushaltende Metabasite und liegt in grtilJeren
Abschnitten relativ flach. Dies gilt vor allem fiir subduzierte Bereiche des Bohemikums. In
dieser Aussage kommt eine Modellvorstellung zum Ausdruck (STETTNER 1990, 1992),
welche eine Deutung und Korrelation der seismischen Strukturen errntiglicht. So ktinnen im
oberpfiilzer Grundgebirge die in etwa 7 bis 12 km Tiefe liegenden seismischen Reflexionen
mit dem htiheren Abschnitt des subduzierten Bohemikums korreliert werden. 1m
Fichtelgebirge entspricht dem der Bereich zwischen 9 und 15 km Tiefe. Von den
spatkaledonisch in htihere Krustenberciche aufgeschobenen Bohemikumkomplexen sind nur
jene durch seismische Reflcxioncn registriert, welche relativ flach liegen (der
Schweresttirk6rper des Frankenwaldes).
Variskische Relativbewegungen zeichnen sich nur in raumlich begrenzten Bereichen abo
Junge, wahrscheinlich tertiarc Sttirungen, werden seismisch - auch bei mittelsteilem Einfallen
- auffallcnd deutlich abgebildet. Die mit diesen Sttirungen verbundenen Gefligelockerungen
(Porositaten) und dadurch bedingte Geschwindigkeitsemiedrigungen werden anscheinend
seismisch besser registriert als die Geschwindigkeitsunerschiede einer machtigcn Gneis
Metabasit- Wechsellagerung.

Einleitung

Die KOLA-Tiefbohrung hat die Bedeutung von Porositaten, sei es in tektonischen
Bruchzonen oder in allgemein fluidbedingten subhorizontalen Strukturen flir das
reflexionsseismische Bild in besonderer Weise deutlich gemacht (KOZLOVSKY 1982).
Auch unter den von reflexionsseismischen Untersuchungen im naheren KTB-Bereich (ISO
89-3D-Seismik) herausgearbeiteten deutlichen Reflexionen befinden sich Strukturen dieser
Art. Urn solche von primar lithologischen (z.B. Metabasiteinlagerungen) abzutrennen, bedarf
es jeweils der Kontrolle durch ein Geschwindigkeitsprofil des jeweiligen Krustenabschnittes.
Andererseits kann den bisherigen Auswertungen von IS089 (HLUCHY et aI., this volume)
entnommen werden, dalJ sich lithologische Unterschicde von Gneis/Metabasit
Wechsellagerungen bei ungiinstiger Geometrie kaum erfassen lassen (z.B. wechselndes und
steiles Einfallen, Faltung, geringc Ausdehnung). Unter diesen Aspekten erscheint die
Aufhellung cines alteren pravariskischen und variskischen Strukturbaues durch
reflexionsseismische Untersuchungen allein kaum mtiglich zu sein. Es ist deshalb notwendig,
unter Zuhilfenahme von Modellvorstellungen nach lithologischen und strukturellen
Eigenschaften zu suchen, welche Aussicht auf reflexionsseismische Erfassung bieten.

• Author's adress: Dr. Gerhard Stellner, RoBsteinslr. 8, 0-8150 Holzkirchen
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Voraussetzungen der rel1exionsseismischen Erfassung geologischer Vorzeichnungen

Es ist hier zu fragen: Welche Einheiten des Grundgebirges bieten folgende Bedingungen:
- groBere E-Modul-Untersehiede zwischen Gesteinen ausreichender Maehtigkeit, etwa in

Gestalt einer giinstig dimensionierten Wechsellagerung (z.B. von schiefrigen
Metasedimenten mit massigen Metabasiten)

- ausreichende laterale Erstreckung und moglichst flache Lagerung.

Derartige Eigenschaften konnen in der westlichen Bohmischen Masse lediglich im
Bohemikum-Krustentyp und im Lithotyp der Miinchberger Gneismasse (Hangendserie)
gefunden werden. Mit gewissen Vorbehalten kann man die Miinchberger Gneismasse, vor
allem deren Hangendserie, ebenfalls der Bohemikum-Kruste zuordnen. Lctztere umfal3t
stratigraphisch Oberproterozoikum brioverischer Fazies (wie im Tepla-Barrandium) sowie
eine altpalaozoische Auflagerung, welche ich hier mit dem Silur enden lassen miichte.
Besonders die vielfaltige Wechsellagerung in der Hangendserie der Miinchberger
Gneismasse (Homblendebandergneise, Amphibolite und Eklogite) diirften bei relativ flaeher
Lagerung giinstige Voraussetzungen fUr die Ausbildung seismischer Reflektorcn bieten.
Dariiber hinaus diirften die Metabasite der Griinschiefereinheit und die ordovizischen
Diabasdecken bei relativ flacher oder nur wenig geneigter Lagerung als deutliche
Reflexionen im seismischen Bild in Erscheinung treten.

Deutung seismischer Rel1exionen im Rahmen des Modells "spiitkaledonische
Bohemikum-Subduktion"

Das Modell einer spatkaledonischen Subduktion von Bohemikum-Kruste unter das
Moldanubikum (und das siidliche Saxothuringikum) bietet die Moglichkeit eine Gruppe von
seismische Reflektoren zu erklaren (Abb.1). In diesem Modell (STETTNER 1990, 1992)
wird die nach Siidwesten subduzierte Bohemikumkruste teilweise durch Aufschiebungen
nach Nordosten wieder in hiihere Krustenpositionen gebrach!.
Ausgangspunkt in diesen Vorstellungen sind dic mit einer spatkaledonischen Pragung
verbundenen Metamorphoseverhaltnisse im hcutigen Weslleil des Tepla- Barrandiums
(Westbohmische Metamorphe Zone oder Zone von Tepla-Domazlice). Hier ist der
Eingangsbereich der Subduktion ostlich des Bohmischen Pfahls wieder herausgehoben und
der Beobaehtung zuganglich. 1m Bereich des westlich anschlieBcnden Moldanubikums
befindet sich das subduzierte Bohemikum infolge der unterschiedlichen zwischenzeitlichen
Hebungsvorgange in entsprechend unterschiedlichen Ticfen. Diese spiegeln sich auch im
unterschiedlichen Anschnillniveau des Moldanubikums. Danach sollte im Bereich des
hochmetamorphen Moldanubikums ostlich von Tirschenreuth der Grenzbereich
Moldanubikum/ Bohemikum in etwa 7 km Tiefe liegen und nach Siidosten und Siidwesten zu
stufenweise absinken. Es ist durchaus denkbar, daB der "Erbendorfkorper" (GEBRANDE in
KTB 1986) Teil dieses Systems is!. Zu den direkten Hinweisen fUr eine Unterlagerung des
Moldanubikums durch Bohemikumkruste gehoren die Vorkommen von Metabasiten in
Storungszonen innerhalb des hochmetamorphen Moldanubikums (tiefen Anschnilles) ostlich
Tirschenreuth. Mit reliktischen Merkmalen von Hochdruck-Pragung konnen sie als
Einschuppungen aus dem unterlagemden Bohemikum-Subduktionsstockwerk aufgefal3t
werden. Ahnliche Verhaltnisse im moldanubischen Block Biihmens, wie auch die
siidbohmischen Granulite, konnen analog gedeutet werden.
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Abb.J. Modell der splitkaledonischen, nachsilurischen Subduklion von Bohemikumkruste nach Stidwesten unler
Moldanubikum und der enlgegengeselzten Aufschiebungen am Wcstrand der B6hmischen Masse.- ZEV ;
Anschnittbereich der Zone von Erbendorf-VohcnslrauB mil dem Aufschiebungskomplex der Neustadter
Scholle. FW-FG ; Anschnittbereich im Abschnitt Fichlelgebirge-Frankenwald. I; Moldanubikum, 2 ;
Bohemikum,3 ; prlidevonische altpalliozoische Auflagecung.
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Abb.2. Reflexionshorizonle der Gruppen "SE", "B" und "G" im Bereich der ISO 89 - 3D-Seismik im KTB
Umfcld. Aus der in line 300 - Darstellung der Enveloppenslapelung (unmigrierl), SW-NE-Profilschnitt elwa
2,5 Ian SE der KTB-Lokalion. Nach HLUCHY el aI., Ihis volume.
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Die in der IS089 - 3D-Seismik (HLUCHY et aI., this volume) im KTB- Umfeld deutlich
gemachten, relativ f1ach liegenden Reflexionen der Gruppe "G" in elwa 8 bis 11 km Tiefe
und die der Gruppe "B" in etwa 12 km Tiefe, konnen mit gleichorientierten
Gesteinsverbanden des subduzierten Bohemikums in Beziehung gebraeht werden (Abb.2).

1m Saxothuringikum haben diese im Gesehwindigkeitsprofil mit Komplexen hoherer
Geschwindigkeit verkntipften Reflektoren eine andere Position, was mit den variskischen
Relativverschiebungen zwischen Fichtelgebirge und Moldanubischer Region einerseits
sowie zwischen dem Fichtelgebirge und dem Frankenwald andererseits zusammenhangt.

1m Fichtelgebirge sind nach den bisherigen seismischen Untersuchungen (DEKORP 4 
BORTFELD et al. 1988) sowohl in etwa 9 km Tiefe relativ hohere Geschwindigkeiten in
Verbindung mit Reflektoren-Haufung erkennbar, als auch ausgepragtere Bereiche hOherer
Geschwindigkeit in 12-15 km Tiefe. Moglicherweise gehoren beide zum
Subduktionsstoekwerk des unterlagemden Bohemikums.

1m Krustenabschnittt des Frankenwaldes, welcher vordevonisch mit dem Fichtelgebirge eine
wahrscheinlieh nieht differenzierte Einheit gebildet hat, ist das Subduktionsstockwerk in
einer grol3eren Tiefe zu suchen. Verschiedene Grtinde geben Anlall zur Annahme, daB
infolge der jungvariskischen Heraushebung der Fichtelgebirgsschwelle urn 6 bis 8 km der
Grenzbereich zum Subduktionsstockwerk im Frankenwald in etwa 18 bis 23 km Tiefc zu
suchen ist. Es ist zu fragen, ob daftir im reflexionsseismischen Profil Mtinchbcrger
Gneismasse - Vogtland - Erzgebirge (MVE) Hinweise vorhanden sind. Nach dcm
schematischen Profil in Abbildung 2 ist das nicht der Fall. Denn es ist anzunehmen, daB die
Haupt-Relativbewegungsflache zwischen dem Muldenbereich des Frankenwaldes und der
Fichtelgebirgsschwelle nach Nordwesten einschiebt und den MVE-Profilschnitt in einem
mittleren Tiefenbereich urn 10 km schneidet. Darunter befindet sich Fichtelgebirgskruste mit
einem auffalligen Reflexionsbereich unterhalb II km. 1m Westen des seismischen Profils
besteht hier eine auffallige Diskordanz zum hoheren Profilabschnitt (AbbA).

1m Abschnitt des Frankenwaldes sind durch das reflexionsseismische DEKORP 4- Profil
zwar auffallende Reflexionen in bestimmten Tiefenbereiehen festgestellt worden, es fehlen
bislang jedoch noch nahere Uberlegungen zum Geschwindigkeitsprofil (mtindliche Mitt.
GEBRANDE), urn eine lithologische Korrelation vorzunehmen.

Die Aufschiebungsstrukturen im westlichen Randbereich der 80hmischen Masse

Der Westrand der Bohmischen Masse ist dadurch ausgezeichnet, dall im weiteren Verlauf der
spatkaledonischen Tektogenese subduziertes Bohemikum durch gegenlaufige, nach
Nordosten gerichtete Aufschiebungen in hohere Krustenpositionen gclangt ist (Abb.l).
In der Neustiidter Scholle (oder Zone von Erbendorf-Vohenstraul3 = ZEV) ist ein solcher
nach Nordosten aufgeschobener Abschnitt des Bohemikums von der Oberflache
angeschnitten und in der KTB-Tiefbohrung "Oberpfalz" erfallt. Bei einem tiberwiegenden
Einfallen mit 40 bis 60· scheint nach den bisher vorliegenden Auswertungsergebnissen der
Seismik eine klare Dokumentation des tektonischen Baues durch diese Methode nicht
gegeben zu sein.
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Abb.3. Schematischer SE-NW-Querschnill Frankenwald - Miinchberger Gneismasse - Fichtelgebirge (etwa
durch den Oslleil der Miinchberger Gneismasse), mit der Spur der DEKORP'90- (MVE-)Melliinie. Zur
VerdeutJichung des komplexen Untergrundes (vg]. AbbA).- 1 = devonisch-unterkarbonische Sedimente der
Thilringischen Faziesreihe, 2 = pradevonisches AltpaHiozoikum der Thtir.Faziesreihc, 3 = pradevonischcs
A1tpalaozoikum der Bayer.Faziesreihe und Griinschiefereinheit im Miinchberger Deckenstapel und in der
spatkaledonischen Aufschiebungsmasse, 4 = Gneise und Metabasite der Munchberger Gneismasse und des
spatkaJedonischen AufschiebungskompJexes (Frankenwald-Schwerestorkorper).
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AbbA. Line drawing des rellexionsseismischen Profils DEKORP '90 (MVE) im Abschnill der Munchberger
Gneisrnassc (unmigriert), mil ciner schematischen Kennzeichnung der alJochthonen geologischen Einheiten
(Mtinchbergcr Gneismassc und Frankcnwald-Schwerestdckorper). 1m untecen Abschnitt ist die mutmal3Jichc
Diskordanz FichlelgebirgsschwelielFrankenwalder Muldenzone eingezeichnet. welche - nach NW einschiebend
- das sudliche Frankenwalder PaHiozoikum unterteuft (\'gl. Abb.3).
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1m Profil der KTB-Vorbohrung liegt unterhalb 3000 m offensichtlich ein anderer
Strukturabschnitt. Hier wird das generelle Siidwest-Einfallen des Lagenbaues der Neustiidtcr
Scholle (ZEV) durch ein iiberwiegendes Nordostfallen abgelost. Eine strukturell
vergleichbare Einheit ist an der Oberfliiche nicht angeschnitten, sieht man von
Schollenrotationen geringen Ausmal3es in der siidlichen Neustiidter Scholle abo Der Abschnitt
unterhalb 30Dn m kann als hochgeschlepptes Bohemikum des Subduktionsstockwerkes
angesehen werden. Gleiches gilt fiir diesen Teufenbereich in der Hauptbohrung.

1m angrenzenden Fichtelgebirge ist der spiitkaledonisch aufgeschobene Komplex
jungvariskisch herausgehoben und als Decke abgeglitten (Miinchberger Gneismasse). 1m
Bereich des Frankenwaldes ist die aufgeschobene ehemals subduzierte Kruste von Devon,
Unterkarbon und zum Teil vom Miinchberger Deckenstapel iiberdeckt (Abb.3). Soweit es die
Metabasite betrifft, ist dieser Komplex mit dem Schwerestorkorper PLAUMANN'S (19H2)
identisch.

Das hiichste Bohemikum-Stockwerk in Gestalt der Miinchberger Gneismasse
(Hangendserie) ist von der Erdoberfliiche angeschnitten und braucht deshalb nicht seismisch
identifiziert werden. Der hier sichtbare Iithologische Bau gibt eine Vorstellung vom Aufbau
der analogen tieferliegenden Bohemikumabschnitte.

1m reflexionsseismischen Profil MVE sind im Abschnitt der Miinchberger Gneismasse
(AbbA) die kriiftigen Reflexionen bis in etwa 7 km Tiefe hauptsiichlich dem aufgeschobenen
Bohemikum-Komplex zuzuordnen. Bei der schiisselartigen Foml ist zu beriicksichtigen, daB
der spiitkaledonische Aufschiebungsbau durch spiitere, variskische bis saxonische
Relativbewegungen beeinflul3t worden ist. Hierzu gehort die Heraushebung am West rand der
Bohmischen Masse, welche sich im siidwestlichen Randbereich der Miinchberger
Gneismasse und im westlichen Frankenwald in der Geologie deutlich zeigt. Die seismischen
Strukturen bilden diese Hebung abo Am Ostrand der Gneismasse, im Bereich der
Frankenwiilder Querzone, ist ebenfalls ein deutliches Hochsteigen der seismischen Strukturen
mit dem geologischen Verteilungsbild an der Oberfliiche in Einklang zu bringen.

[m [SO 89-Bereich ist die jiingere Tektonik in den bisherigen Auswertungen durch die
mittdsteil nach Nordosten einfallenden "SE"- Reflexionen belegt (Abb.2). Es ist hier
anzunehmen, dal3 die an diesen Storungen erfolgte Gefiigeauflockerung zu erhiihtcr Porositiit
gefiihrt hat. Da die im gleichen Raum gegenliiufig nach Siidwesten cinfallcnden Gneis
Metabasit-Verbiinde seismisch nicht dokumentiert sind, scheint es, daB die mit den
Stiirungsporositiiten verbundenen Geschwindigkeitserniedrigungen seismisch deutlicher zum
Ausdruck kommen.
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On the Geological Interpretation of the 3-D Seismic Data with
Special Regard to the Infonnation from the KTB Boreholes

Gottfried Hirschmann *)

Abstract

A preliminary interpretation of the major 3-D reflectors is given by corre
lation with the surface geology and the drilled sections of the KTB Vor
bohrung and the Hauptbohrung. Possible explanations for the reflections are
discussed: lithological boundaries, cataclastic fault zones (partly filled
with fluids) and other structural properties (e.g. foliation). Flat reflec
tors near the surface (MFI - 4) can be correlated with Permocarboniferous
and Mesozoic sediments of the South German Platform. Special attention is
drawn to a group of steeply NE-dipping reflectors (SEl, SE2, SE3) which are,
obviously, produced by en-echelon fault structures of the Franconian Linea
ment. In the boreholes, SE2 can be identified as a bundle of faults near
3600 m. The calculated depth of the most prominent reflector SEI in the
Hauptbohrung is between 6600 and 7100 m. It represents, probably, a deep
reaching reverse fault zone which produces an offset of the reflections of
the midcrustal "Erbendorf body" (Bl - B2/G4 - Gl) .

Introduction

During the pre-site studies in 1985, the KTB target area in the Oberpfalz

had been investigated by a net of seven 2-D seismic reflection lines (DEKORP

Research Group 1988). The results of the geophysical investigation combined

with the knowledge of the surface geology as well as petrological and struc

tural studies supported the relatively simple model of underthrusting of

Saxothuringian units under Moldanubian units and of supracrustal nappe units

(Munchberg, Zone Erbendorf-Vohenstrauss - ZEV) overlying the suture zone.

Midcrustal reflections in connection with a high velocity zone ("Erbendorf

Body") were interpreted as wedge-type structures generated by compressional

tectonics during the Variscan collision.

The results of reflection seismics in connection with other geophysical data

(P-wave velocities, VSP, electrical resistivity) and especially results from

* ) Niedersachsisches Landesamt fur Bodenforschung, Stilleweg 2,
0-3000 Hannover 51
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the KTB Vorbohrung (KTB-VB) which had reached in 1989 a depth of 4000 m were

used to establish a more detailed prediction for the Hauptbohrung (KTB-HB).

As shown in Fig.1 it was expected at that time to meet the lower boundary of

the ZEV at a depth of approximately 6 km and the "Erbendorf body" (EB) at

10.5 km. Metamorphic Saxothuringian and/or Moldanubian units were assumed to

build the interval between these boundaries. Reflections between 7.5 and 8

km were interpreted as imbricated parts of the Erbendorf body. The inter

pretation of the Erbendorf body which is, possibly, subdivided into a highly

reflective zone and a high-velocity zone (HVZ) and of the neighbouring high

ly conductive interval (graphite? saline fluids?) remained unsolved. With

Geophysical Data

electrical P-wave
resistivity velocity

Depth Geological
Interpretation

geological faults
units foliation

(variants)
(km)

7

Yarioul velocity
modell

·,,········50

~~)~E:f:::~O

>1000

>1000

54

Hirschmann. Srom 7 I 90

Fig.1 Prediction for the KTB main borehole (HB) regarding the results of

the KTB pilot hole (VB), 1990
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Major 3-D reflectors
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gradual transition from steeply to gently inclined

probable though the existence of fold structures down

boundary of the ZEV had to be taken into considera-

The 3-D seismic survey carried out in 1989 should provide a more precise

structural resolution and the correct spatial arrangement of reflectors in

the surroundings of the KTB drill site as well as an improved prediction for

the KTB Hauptbohrung. The processing and interpretation of the abundant

seismic data has not been finished. So far, only major reflectors were map

ped and migrated. In the following, the position and nature of these reflec

tors with respect to the prediction of structures and/or geological units in

the deeper parts of the main borehole will be discussed by comparison and

correlation with the surface geology and the drilled section.

Figs.2 - 6 illustrate the position of selected Inline and Crossline sections

with respect to the surface geology. These (unmigrated) sections give first

information on the structural or stratigraphic interpretation of some of the

reflectors. The Permocarboniferous, Triassic and Cretaceous sediments Wof

the Franconian Lineament are characterized by horizontal or gently dipping

reflectors (0.5 - 1.3 s TWT, Crossline 230: MFl - 4, Inlines: reflectors in

the upper left). Time-slices show the distribution of sediments clearly by

their characteristic reflectivity pattern (e.g. time-slice 1240 ms, near the

SW-edge Fig.?). At the surface, the Permocarboniferous and Mesozoic

sediments are separated from the basement rocks of the ZEV and the

Saxothuringicum by the Franconian Lineament. The Inline sections show that

SE1, SE2 and some parallel elements are steeply NE-dipping structures be

longing to this lineament. Since the SEl strikes NW-SE it appears in Cross

line 365 (Fig.6) as a flat structure. The different orientation of SE4 which

dips NNE becomes evident by comparing Inlines (Figs.3 and 4), Crosslines

(Fig.6) and time-slices (Fig.?). A group of steeply SE-dipping reflectors

(ES1, ES2) is clearly visible in the area Wof the Franconian Lineament

(Crossline 230 - Fig.5). These reflectors have not been migrated so far.
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SE12 is a gently NE-dipping element without clear connection to the surface

geology. The nearly horizontal mid-crustal Erbendorf reflectors B1 and B2

were mapped in the central parts of the 3-D area whereas the reflectors G4 

G1 are restricted to the NE-part of the area.

(thisHLUCHY et al.WIEDERHOLD (this volume),

contour maps of the migrated reflectors SE1, SE2,

this volume) combined with the simplified map of

intersection with the KTB drill site gives the

the reflections in the borehole. The resulting

- 11 show depth

and SE4 (WIEDERHOLD

Figs.8

SE12

the surface geology. The

depth (kID below surface) of

depth values according to

volume) are listed below:

depth dip azimuth

of dip

SE2 3700-4000 ±200 m 40-45° 50°

SE12 4700-4900 ±190 m 20° 60°

SE3 5500-5800 ±110 m 50° 60°

SE1 6500-7100 ±140 m 55° 50°

B1 10600-10700 ±200 m

B2 11400-11600 ±200 m

Explanation to Fig.7 - 11:

m basalt § Saxothuringian
(Tertiary) Palaeozoic

0 Cretaceous D Iletzldorf unit- -

D Triassic IIllllIl Erbendorf. .
Greenschist Zone

~ Permian and [ITJ Zone of Erbendorf-
Carboniferous Vohenstrauss

U granite [::;] Moldanubicum• •
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Fig.7 Simplified geological map (explanation next page) and time-slice

1240 ms. Linear structures in the area of crystalline rocks, broad

reflections in the area of sedimentary cover
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and correlation with the migrated 2-D section KTB 8502
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Fig.12 shows the position and orientation of the 3-D reflectors at the drill

site (central column). Two MSP-reflections (JANIK & HARJES this volume) are

marked additionally. The correlation with reflections in the migrated

section KTB 8502 which runs about 500 m NW of the drill site is rather good.

In general, the mapped and migrated reflectors are planar structures. They

are of great lateral extent and the inclined reflectors reach at least to

the middle crust.

Correlation with the drilled section

One of the most important questions is how the reflectors may be recognized

and explained in the drilled section. Fig.13 shows a simplified geological

section of the KTB Vorbohrung (VB) and Hauptbohrung (HB). Both profiles are

very similar and they can be characterized by the alternation of metabasic

units (bl - b5) and paragneisses of the ZEV, by large-scale folding and nu

merous faults and cataclastic zones. Some of the major faults can be corre

lated with structures of the surface fault pattern (HIRSCHMANN 1992a and b) .

Principal possibilities to explain the reflectors are seen as follows:

Lithological boundaries: In contrast to the metabasites below 3.5 km (b5)

which contain only very small gneissic intercalations the upper parts of the

drilled section are built up of alternating paragneisses and metabasic

complexes (bl - b4). However, due to intense folding and faulting the struc

tural pattern is very complex so that in general lithological boundaries are

unlikely to cause regionally extended reflectors.

Cataclastic faults and fault systems: There are abundant faults of varia

ble geometry and character distributed over the total depth range of more

than 6700 m. Major fault zones may be recognized by concentrations of nar

row-spaced faults in the drilled section. Apparently, they represent struc

tures of considerable regional extension. Some of them can be correlated

with fault zones at the surface (e.g. Nottersdorf Fault Zone). Such fault

zones offer the best prerequisites to produce seismic reflections. Enhanced

reflectivity may be expected in cases when lithological changes are connect

ed with faults. In many cases, fault zones, cataclastic zones and zones
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with open fissures are filled with fluids and thus may display specific

seismic properties.

NE
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In the following, the correlation of reflectors and faults in the drilled

section will be discussed. Fig.14 shows the simplified lithological and

structural section of the Hauptbohrung

between 2500 and 6000 m. SE2, SEl2 and

SE3 are marked in their calculated po

sitions (left). These reflectors are

dipping between 20° and 50° to the NE.

Therefore, only faults with a dip (up

to 70°) in this direction (azimuth 30

80°) are taken from the total of all

measured faults (plot in the upper

right, hatched obliquely) for the cor

relation with the reflectors. In the

central column, these faults are plot

ted against the depth and compared with

the depth positions and dip ranges of

the reflectors (hatched vertically).

Probably, the SE2 is caused by a group

of faults between 3530 and 3580 m. In

the pilot hole, the correlation of SE2

can be shown in more detail (Fig. IS) .

As is demonstrated by the depth contour

map (lower part, right) the SE2 can be

expected in a similar depth interval as

in the main borehole. Most of the meas

ured faults in the depth interval 3500

4000 m dip to the NE (upper part, right

hatched obliquely). Faults dipping

similar as SE2 (35 - 45°) are con

centrated near the gneiss-amphibolite

Fig.13 Simplified geological section of KTB-VB and KTB-HB. White: para

gneisses, shaded: metabasites (bl - b5)
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o 180

Fig.16 Formation Microscanner (FMS) Borehole Imaging
(Schlumberger). KTB-VB, fault zone 3568-3570 m
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boundary (upper boundary of b5) between 3550 and 3580 m. The central part of

this fault zone can be well seen in the Formation Microscanner imaging (FMS)

between 3568 and 3570 m (Fig.16).

The positions of SE12 and SE3 do not coincide with faults of known orienta

tion. However, in the main borehole especially the depth interval below 5000

m is characterized by large borehole breakouts. Therefore, the accurate ori

entation of several fault zones cannot be determined by log interpretation.

It is difficult to judge whether these fault zones correspond to SE12 and

SE3 or not.

- Structural properties, e.g. changes in anisotropy or in attitude of folia

tion: Changes in anisotropy are, in general, identical with changes of lith

ology (metabasites/gneisses). Therefore it is probable that they do not pro

duce broad reflections. Changes in attitude of foliation are due to fold

structures. In general, they may be responsible only for minor or local re

flectors (e.g. flattening of foliation near 3000 m?). However, it seems

possible that the SE3 reflection is caused by the more or less uniform dip

of foliation to the NE or E below 5680 m.

Results

At present, the connections between the reflectors, the drilled section and

the surface geology can be summarized as follows (Fig.17):

Flat reflectors between 0.5 sand 1.3 s TWT in the area Wof the Franconian

Lineament correspond to the Permocarboniferous, Triassic and Cretaceous

sediments covering the basement of the South German Platform.

Most remarkable are NE-dipping reflectors (SE2, SE3, SEll representing

en-echelon fault zones of the Franconian Lineament. Near the drill site,

they separate the crystalline rocks of the Bohemian Massif from the South

German Platform.

SE2 dips 40-45° to the NE (Fig.9). Probably, at the surface it can be cor

related with the Waldeck-Klobenreuth Fault Zone. In the KTB Vorbohrung as
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well as in the KTB Hauptbohrung it can be identified as a bundle of faults

near 3600 m, i.e. in the vicinity of the upper boundary of metabasite b5.

SE3 (between SE2 and SEll dips 50° to the NE and, apparently, represents a

structure nearly parallel to SEI. The expected depth in the main borehole is

5500 and 5800 m. However, the correlation with structural elements in the

drilled section is not sufficiently clear (fault zones of undetermined ori

entation? NE- to E-dipping foliation ?).

SEI is the most important structure among the steeply inclined reflectors.

It dips about 55° to the NE (Fig.8). At the surface, it can be correlated

with the Altenparkstein Fault Zone which represents the most important fault

zone of the Franconian Lineament in the vicinity of the drill site. In the

Hauptbohrung the reflector, probably, will be represented by a bundle of

parallel (cataclastic?) faults in the depth interval between the present

drilling depth of 6700 and 7100 m.

Contrary to these steeply inclined reflectors the SE12 (Fig. 11) is a struc

ture dipping 20° to the NE. The correlation with structures at the surface

is unknown. Until now, attempts to correlate this reflector with structures

in the drilled section were not successful. However, there are reflectors

parallel with SE12 which, until now, are not mapped in detail, e.g. a

reflector intersecting the borehole near 3000 m. Probably these reflectors

can be correlated with faults or shear planes of a corresponding orientation

which were observed in the pilot hole as well as in the main borehole.

Further reflectors of different strike and dip are known both from Inline

and Crossline sections. With a few exceptions they have not been mapped and

migrated until now. SE4 (Fig.10) dips about 50° to the NNE. It is connected

to the Fichtelnaab Fault Zone immediately N of the drill site with an

estimated vertical offset of geological units of several kilometers. The

interpretation of the steeply SE-dipping reflectors (ESl, ES2 - Fig. 5) is

still unclear. They may represent either structures of the tectonic boundary

between ZEV/Moldanubicum and Saxothuringicum or structures of the Cenozoic

Ohre Rift. Similarly the role of gently SW-dipping reflections (Figs.2 - 4)

is still unknown.
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Apparently, the Erbendorf reflectors B1 and B2 in the central part of the

3-D area represent equivalents of the reflectors G4 - G1 in the NE-part. The

depth offset (2.5 - 3 km) is, probably, produced by the tectonic structure

of SE1. Therefore, the latter can be interpreted as a reverse fault zone

which produces an important offset of geological units of the upper crust as

well as of the mid-crustal "Erbendorf Body". Therefore, it seems possible

that below the SE1 the borehole will meet further parts of the ZEV. On the

other hand, the Franconian Lineament may be an old crustal boundary separa

ting different basement units. It is still unclear whether the "Erbendorf

Body" may be explained by lithological contrasts or structural properties.

Nevertheless, these reflections in connection with the seismic high velocity

zone and the accompanying zone of high conductivity represent an important

object for the further research.
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Clausthal-Zellerfeld (31.03.-04.04.1987). Hsg.: R. Hanel
und R. Schopper

KTB Report 87-3 (1987)
Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 2).
Arbeitsprogramm KTB-Bohrlochgeophysik sowie BohrlochmeB
programm KTB-Oberpfalz VB (01.09.1987). Hsg.: R. Hanel

KTB Report 87-4 (1987)
Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 3).
Bohrlochmessungen in der KTB-Oberpfalz VB Intervall
0-478,5 m -. Hsg.: J.K. Draxler und R. Hanel

KTB Report 88-4 (1988)
Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 4).
Bohrlochmessungen in der KTB-Oberpfalz VB Intervall
478,5-1529,4 m. Hsg.: J. K. Draxler und R. Hanel

KTB Report 88-7 (1988)
Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 5).
Bohrlochmessungen in der KTB-Oberpfalz VB Intervall
1529,4-3009,7 m. Hsg.: J. Draxler und R. Hanel

KTB Report 88-11 (1988)
Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 6). For
schung und Entwicklung - Berichte laufender und abgeschlos
sener Vorhaben. Hsg.: P. Kehrer und W. Kessels.

KTB Report 89-1 (1989)
Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 7). Aus
wertung von Bohrlochmessungen der KTB-Oberpfalz VB. Hsg.:
R. Hanel
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Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 8). Aus
wertung von Bohrlochmessungen der KTB-Oberpfalz VB. Hsg.:
J.K. Draxler
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Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 9).
Hydraulische Untersuchungen in der Bohrung KTB-Oberpfalz VB.
Hsg.: W. Kessels

KTB Report 90-6a (1990)
Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 10).
LangzeitmeB- und Testprogramm in der KTB-Oberpfalz VB.
Hsg.: K. Bram, J.K. Draxler, W. Kessels und G. Zoth



KTB Report 90-6b (1990)
DEKORP REPORT. Integrated Seismics Oberpfalz 1989. Longterm
Logging and Testing Programme of the KTB-Oberpfalz VB. Hsg.:
H.-J. DUrbaum, Ch. Reichert, K. Bram

KTB Report 91-2 (1991)
Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 11).
Bohrlochmessungen in der KTB-Oberpfalz HB Intervall
0-1720,0 m Hsg.: K. Bram, J.K. Draxler, G. zoth

KTB Report 91-4 (1991)
Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 12). For
schung und Entwicklung. EFA-LOG - Rekonstruktion kristal
liner Lithologie anhand von bohrlochgeophysikalischen Mes
sungen fUr die Bohrungen URACH 3 und KTB-Oberpfalz VB

KTB Report 92-1 (1992)
Grundlagenforschung und Bohrlochgeophysik (Bericht 13).
Bohrlochmessungen in der KTB-Oberpfalz HB Intervall
1720,0 - 4512,0 m -. Hsg.: K. Bram, J. Draxler
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